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This text is dedicated to all of those who have lost their families,
friends, livelihoods, health and lives while fighting for the truth.
In the end, God wins.

Be strong and of a good courage, fear not, nor be afraid of them: for
the LORD thy God, he it is that doth go with thee; he will not fail
thee, nor forsake thee.
-Deuteronomy 31:6 (KJV)

Engage people with what they expect; it is what they are able to
discern and confirms their projections. It settles them into
predictable patterns of response, occupying their minds while you
wait for the extraordinary moment — that which they cannot
anticipate.
-Sun Tzu, The Art of War
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Introduction
The posts throughout this book pick up where Volume Eight
left off. These posts are a compilation of anonymous and nonanonymous drops by civilians, archived from VOAT (an anonymous
internet chat forum) within the sub-verse of QRV. QRV
(https://voat.co/v/QRV) is the only Q endorsed sub-verse via Q
posts: 2269 and 2272 that were posted on qmap.pub and qanon.pub
on September 21, 2018. At the beginning of Volume Nine, QRV had
21,262 subscribers. This text, is in nature an ethnographic
examination, as it’s an analysis of content from specified places,
along with personal commentary during a specified time.
In Volume Nine, the posts begin on October 31, 2020 and
carry on through November 15, 2020. Depending on the day, Q was
also making posts throughout this time on 8kun.top. Then, those Q
posts always make their way to qanon.pub and operationq.pub. The
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Q posts during this time are embedded among the anonymous
comments from QRV on the corresponding day.
Q has encouraged everyone to archive offline (i.e., Q posts:
672, 993, 1186). These books are just some examples of such an
archive. These predominantly anonymous citizen posts are unedited,
stemming from thousands of Americans and those in foreign
countries across the world who subscribe to QRV on VOAT. These
posts are only organized by the day of the week and the month in
which they were posted. Some posts are news reports, while many
posts are personal accounts and observations, social-media
threads/tweets, videos, memes and Anon investigations of various
political topics.
On over 17 occasions, Q has stated; “You are the news now.”
Therefore, the mainstream media is 100% irrelevant. The real
investigations and facts are coming from anonymous citizens.
General Michael Flynn himself stated; “We have an army of digital
solders... We have what we call; citizen journalists.”
While some may not be familiar with Q, or Q posts, we
encourage you to look up “Storm is Upon Us” by Joe M on
YouTube, and watch the videos in chronological order to give
2
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yourself a starting point. We also recommend watching the
documentary’s titled, Out of Shadows; Plandemic: The Movie,
featuring Judy Mikovits, Ph.D.; and UK’s Hidden Shadows. Two
more films debuted during this time as well, of which we also
recommend. The first is titled; Trump Card by Dinesh D’Souza, and
the second is titled; The Plot Against the President. Then, and more
importantly, visit qanon.pub or operationq.pub and read the Q posts
in chronological order, which begin on October 28, 2017.
This is a historical archive for the purposes of personal use,
personal education and entertainment. These are anonymous
commentaries, reflections and experiences of Americans, and
citizens across the world, during the Fall of 2020. Some of these
anonymous posts within may be pure speculation.
This is Volume Nine.
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Saturday October 31, 2020

Political Scientist Predicts Trump Has A 91% Chance At ReElection.
Helmut Norpoth, a political scientist, joined the Daily Caller’s Caity
McDuffee to talk about his Primary Model that predicts President
Donald Trump has a 91% chance of re-election.
The model has accurately predicted 25 out of 27 of the last elections,
including Trump’s win in 2016.
https://dailycaller.com/2020/10/29/political-scientist-helmutnorpoth-predicts-trump-win/
101%. Pray. Vote. Pray some more. God in Heaven is with us.

Boris bows to scientists and is set to order new restrictions
'closing all but essential shops and schools from Wednesday until
December 1' as experts warn deaths could hit 4,000 A DAY
without action (dailymail.co.uk)
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8898985/Boris-Johnsonannounce-national-coronavirus-lockdown-WEEK-saveChristmas.html
Boris —we had such hope for you
Boris is a numpty twat.
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Imagine being POTUS and having to endure the lies and
character assassination from a Cabal of Satanic Pedophiles in
order to save the World... It's all about to Pay Off. God Bless the
President.
Imagine being "retirement age" and having no fucking quit in you at
all.
Imagine being attacked relentlessly by the full force of the MSM.
Imagine being set for life, but choosing to bust your ass and expose
your family to the fire for the fate of the world.
Thank you Donald, we love you, we are inspired by you.
Attacked relentlessly every day for four years.
God Level.
6
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MUST SEE! @SomeBitchIKnow: "This is the most badass thing
I've ever seen in my life. Go Texas." - Harris/Biden campaign
cancel all 14 Texas stops today due to more Trump supporters
than their own! XD (nitter.net)

Youtube comments; you can't criticise China, you can't criticise
jews, you can't criticise Muslims but you can criticise Christians.
What the fuck.
Go try yourselves. Input China and muslim camps or muslim rape
gangs. Input muslims radical beheadings goat fuckers. Input dirty
joos or whatever. But write anything really bad about Christians and
the algos leave it on.
Really?
Those dangerous radical Christians burrrrrr.....
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Always been allowed to racially make fun of white people and
particularly hayseeds, rednecks and poor white trash.
Just look at the characterization in the Simpson and South Park.
No one ever defends these characters as racist stereotypes they are.

US special forces rescue American hostage in
Nigeria (americanmilitarynews.com)
https://americanmilitarynews.com/2020/10/us-special-forces-rescueamerican-hostage-in-nigeria/
They should show the kidnappers getting their heads blown off as a
warning to others.
"Fuck around and find out"

New Zealand Implementing Quarantine Camps for COVID-19
Test Refusers. Test Has Extremely High False Positive
Rate. (foxnews.com)
https://www.foxnews.com/world/victor-davis-hanson-new-zealandcoronavirus-camps

Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: a19e8d No.11379902
(4944)
Oct 31 2020 17:44:04 (EST) NEW
Are you ready to finish what we started?
'Nothing can stop what is coming' is not just a catch-phrase.
Q
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: a19e8d No.11379970
(4945)
Oct 31 2020 17:46:48 (EST) NEW
Are you ready to hold the political elite [protected] accountable?
Q

Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: a19e8d No.11380075
(4946)
Oct 31 2020 17:49:26 (EST) NEW
Are you ready to take back control of this Country?
Q

Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: a19e8d No.11380146
(4947)
Oct 31 2020 17:50:51 (EST) NEW
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OnoNITE-CLc
Q

I've been through many Elections.... NEVER Have I Seen Boat
parades, Car Parades and a very enthusiatic patriotism like
there is now for President Trump!
Truth!!! And don’t forget the “we love you!” Never heard it for a
president...
Utterly amazing!!!
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Halloween is a lot less fun now that I know satanic assholes are
sacrificing people in rituals. I can't stop praying for the victims
souls. This needs to be the last year...
I saw an interview years ago from a former Satanist witch who
became a Christian.
She affirmed that Halloween is a biggie for Satanists.
She said that even though she would have nothing to do with
honoring Halloween ever again, and she knew how bad it was in
occult terms, she bought candy and gave it to children trick or
treating. She said she prayed for every single child that came to her
door, knowing that she might well be the only person that had ever
prayed for that little one. It gave me a new perspective in terms of
opportunity to pray for specific children.

Who remembers the Al Franken election, with a car trunk full of
ballots found after the election putting that miserable fucker
over the top.. Well multiply that by millions for this election

Trump just said he was Q+ uhh....i'd say it's happening.
At Rally in PA right now. Watching on RSBN via youtube. Trump
referring to other republican primary candidates says, "There were 17
plus one of us. I was the plus one."
Doesn't get that much clearer. Now for arrests, please. Coming very
soon.
That does seem like a nice coded statement. Getting ballsier in the
homestretch
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The 'GREAT RESET' is Happening Now. It Is A Global Plan to
Change ALL of Humanity for Control. Sources Included.
I've copied this collection of links and references of reddit, and as a
result, a fair few of these links will lead to reddit (Where they'll lead
you to more relevant links/sources/information)
Remember you can uncensor reddit by turning ANY
reddit.com/WHATEVER link into 'CEDDIT.com' (just change the R
to a C ; basically 'see edit'
The point of this post is INFORMATION SHARING AND
MAKING EVERYONE AWARE OF WHAT IS GOING ON!!
So SHARE SHARE SHARE, put this shit on kikebook or wahtever
social media cancer you use.
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER, SO SHARE SHARE SHARE
SHARE!!!!!
Introducing the 'Great Reset,' world leaders' radical plan to transform
the economy
Welcome To 2030: I Own Nothing, Have No Privacy And Life Has
Never Been Better
TIME Magazine Goes All-in on the Anti-Capitalist Great Reset
Time Magazine notes “The Great Reset” on it’s upcoming November
2nd, 2020 international cover…
How to get your company strategy ready for the Great Reset
Canada
Canadian politician leaks new COVID lock-down plan and ‘Great
Reset’ dictatorship – Australia is part of it
Canadians in Serious Trouble with Plans of Great Reset being
Pushed regardless of Official/Public DissentPNG
Canada’s Gun Confiscation Program: Past is Prologue
Australia
A ‘New World Order’ bomb was dropped on live tele in NSW,
Australia today.
This is why they took your guns Australians - so they can arrest you
with extreme force for breaking any silly rule they choose
btw australia became an actual totalitarian dystopia months ago; did
anyone notice?
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ALERT: CNN reporting that Australia's extreme lockdown
"worked." Incoming push to further restrictions in the US.
Yall were right about covid and the police state. Australia is our
canary, and our canary isn't singing. Video showing how police use
covid to control media
United States
Joe Biden's disturbing connection to the socialist 'Great Reset'
movement
Building camps in CA
‘State of Oregon Mass Vaccination Plan’, official draft. We are on
the very doorstep of the New World Order.
Socialists are using 'hysteria over COVID as a weapon of economic
destruction'
US laws in the works to pass digital currency
U.S. Moves Closer To Digital Dollar
Service Provider(s) for Federal Quarantine / Isolation sites (6D112202772/A) - CA gov preparing internment camps.
Riot Control Agent (W8486-195737/A) - CA gov preparing for mass
unrest.
CBC "Debunks" internment camps
Bill gates twitter post Dec 19,2019: "I’m particularly excited about
what the next year could mean for one of the best buys in global
health: vaccines".
Bill Gates: "People act like they have a choice. You don't have a
choice. Normalcy only returns when we've largely vaccinated the
entire global population."
Bill Gates uploads this creepy video after government aproves the
release of 750 million genetically engineered mosquitoes across
Florida Keys and nobody seems to find it strange?
ID2020 is a digital identification program that is supported by
Microsoft and an organization funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation.
Chip Implant Conditioning
12
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TikTok influencer promoting a RFID chip with #myhandisakey.
Slowly they are normalizing the chip and generations of total
government control over its citizens.
This is how they normalize chip implants
Kanye West, in new interview, says he's highly skeptical of a
coronavirus vaccine: "they want to put chips inside of us"
Microsoft has patented a cryptocurrency device worn ON or IN the
body The patent number? WO2020 - 060606
Gates foundation approves for vaccine testing "with digital card
under the skin" for Kenya, Bangladesh and Malawi.... Patent number
666 (060606).
The V-Health Passport™ is a simple to use I.D system that can
display various health status’
Banking for all act
The Digital Dollar Project is a partnership between Accenture
(NYSE: ACN) and the Digital Dollar Foundation to advance
exploration of a United States Central Bank Digital Currency
(CBDC).
Digital Dollar Wallet to Each American: USA Plans to Launch its
Digital Currency
Anti New World Order Protests Happening This Saturday (29th) in
London Trafalgar Square. No More Lockdowns. No More Masks.
No Mandatory Vaccinations. No Biometric ID card. No RFID Chips.
Say No To The New World Order! We Must Unite, We Must Rise
Up! See You All Saturday. Share This Everywhere!
AGAIN, SHARE THIS WHEREVER YOU CAN, MAKE PEOPLE
AWARE, MAKE PEOPLE RESIST!
Dont just fucking upvoat and fuck off, do yourself justice and READ
THESE FUCKING THINGS!!!!
here's a bonus 'tl;dr' video (40 mins) thats easy to digest for the
people that cant be bothered to read actual SOURCES that will
'connect the dots' into a more digestable retarded-normieconsumption-ready package.BitChute
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I've had to stop discussing this possibility...that COVID is a cover for
the reset that HAD to happen as a result of the system being
overloaded with debt and fraud. I cannot even discuss to my Anon
friends. When your Anon friends think you are paranoid you know
you got a problem.
The possibility they needed someone or something to blame for a
known systemic collapse is real....if it was obvious it was the FED
and the elite banking clan people would riot all over the world...they
would lose control. At this point there are two possibilities...and we
will know in a matter of days:
Possibility 1: Q is real and there are patriots on our side fighting the
globalist elite and their NWO plans....this is proven if Trump wins
and arrests start happening.
Possibility 2: Q was a PSYOP to quell the patriotic Americans from
taking a stand....and Trump was in on it....or at least used it to his and
his family's advantage. In that case prepare for arrests....OUR arrests
and shipment to the "re-education" camps if Biden/Harris wins. Yes,
you can say that "we have the guns" and "we will fight," but have
patriots been fighting? Seems to me we have only been the ones
getting shot, humiliated, and isolated.
I hope to God #1 is true.
I've made my decision if #2 is.

Hunter's laptop contains tons of private information of other
people, including 3 Secret Service agents. It's a national security
nightmare. His password was Hunter02.(dailymail.co.uk)
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8901193/Nationalsecurity-nightmare-Hunter-Bidens-laptop.html
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Philly Police Were 'Ordered Not to Arrest Looters' by Deputy
Police Commissioner Who Took A Knee For
BLM (informationliberation.com)
http://www.informationliberation.com/?id=61866

He should pay back every bit of his salary as he is enabling crimes
against the tax payer. Then prosecute him for dereliction of duty.
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Sunday November 1, 2020
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Today's rallies, all 5 of them! Link follows:
VOTE TRUMP
https://rsbnetwork.com/category/rallies/#google_vignette
Sunday, November 1st, 2020 President Donald J. Trump will deliver
remarks at Make America Great Again Victory Rallies in
• Washington, Michigan at 11:00 AM EST,
• Dubuque, Iowa at 1:00 PM CST,
• Hickory, North Carolina at 5:30 PM EST,
• Rome, Georgia at 8:30 PM EST, and
• Miami, Florida at 11:30 PM EST
Where does his energy come from? This is not normal human
behavior.

Newly Released Records Show Text Message Exchange Between
Kenosha DA and BLM Activist Spanning Almost 6 Weeks.
The public now has access to newly released records that show
Kenosha District Attorney, Michael Graveley texting with Whitney
Cabal, AKA Billy Violent, a violence-inciting Black Lives Matter
activist.
In the weird exchange, both text back and forth over the span of
nearly 6 weeks, sometimes after 10:00pm.
In the many messages, it seems like Graveley is giving Cabal updates
on the WI DOJ investigation into the Kenosha Police shooting of
Jacob Blake and taking advice on how to handle the Kenosha riots.
In one message, Cabal warns Graveley that “KPD is gonna burn
out.”
In another message, the two seem to make breakfast plans. It should
be noted that Graveley is married.
This exchange is a very bizarre one, especially for Kenosha County’s
top prosecutor.
Read the exchange by clicking below.
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(As a bonus, see below Facebook message DA Graveley sent,
seemingly strong-arming somone to testify in a case he had
previously recused himself on. A big no-no!)
TEXT MESSAGE EXCHANGE BETWEEN WHITNEY CABAL
AND MICHAEL GRAVELEY
http://kenoshacountyeye.com/2020/10/10/newly-released-recordsshow-text-message-exchange-between-kenosha-da-and-blm-activistspanning-almost-6-weeks/

China, the centre of the pandemic is .... free of a "deadly" and
"contiguous" virus which is "gripping the world". Mmmmm,
feels like we are being had, doesn't it?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V6MyBWeLSh8
Most people have no idea about the degree to which we've been had.

I've said it before, I'll say it again: When I see a Biden Harris
2020 sign in a yard, I know those people are stupid.
It really is sad. They have no idea that the sign itself is a Communist
sign.
Their low intellect is given away immediately.
I wonder if they can ever be helped, in particular after watching even
one of the Biden videos that POTUS is showing at his rallies. Those
videos are remarkable and as revealing as they need to be.
A vote for Biden after watching those? That person needs serious
help.
Low intellect OR subversiveness/corruption. Never know.
yes... we need to stop pretending that the other side has no idea what
they stand for!
at this point, they're likely complicit. could very well be raping their
kids.
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"Last night, it was announced that the US DOJ opened formal
investigation into Gov Murphy's mishandling of Covid crisis and
his decision to send nearly 200 of our brave vets to State run
nursing home" (njgop.org)
https://www.njgop.org/2020/10/28/scandal-accelerates/
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Cowardly Boris Johnson Faces Calls to Resign After Lockdown
Announcement(breitbart.com)
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/11/01/boris-johnson-facescalls-to-resign-after-lockdown-announcement/
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My libtard family member thinks Soros works on behalf of
Trump.
This brainwashed libtard family member just told me that Soros
funds Antifa as a means of aiding Trump's re-election and to hurt
Democrats. While at the same time telling me that Antifa isn't real. I
can't anymore...
IQ of about 62?
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It is inexplicable that Covid would be 'RAGING' in every White
nation and bypassing China and Africa // COVID IS A PSYOP //
Ready the Gallows for the Global Elite
We need to do two things:
Get rid of the masks.
Stop the lockdowns.
If we do that, everything about this Covid farce goes away and is
forgotten.

General Flynn Tweets Out Cryptic Message About Email Found
on Hunter Biden's Deserted Laptop (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/general-flynn-tweetscryptic-message-email-found-hunter-bidens-deserted-laptop/
EOP is the Executive Office of the President which is made up of
many close advisors to the President and is overseen by the White
House Chief of Staff. Hard to argue that Obama would not be aware.
The 'Big Man' even more! Who in hell is Hunter having this level of
info?
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Monday November 2, 2020

On Monday November 2, 2020, VOAT servers went completely
down. In the meantime, the posts below are a compilation of posts
from news sites, twitter, and two chat forums titled, thedonald.win
and poal.co. These sites are being utilized until VOAT and QRV are
back up, if they come back up at all.

Crowd in Miami Last NIGHT / This MORNING! High
Energy⚡ (i.maga.host) LANDSLIDE 2020

How many people did Trump speak to yesterday? 150,000?
That's about a century of campaigns for Biden. Holy fuck.
25
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Kamala Harris Endorses Communism (twitter.com)
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FAUCI ON SUICIDE WATCH: TRUMP TELLS CROWD
THAT FAUCI IS GONE AFTER THE
ELECTION!!! (media.thedonald.win)

The Countdown Continues: 2 days until 100 million+ MAGA
Patriots take off our masks forever, on November 4th, 2020 | "If
a law is unjust, a man is not only right to disobey it, he is
obligated to do so." (media.thedonald.win)
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Illinois is IN PLAY!
I have never seen such enthusiasm for a Republican candidate in
Illinois, ever. Even when Reagan destroyed Carter there was not this
much MAGA energy. I've read the "dear diary" postings and have to
believe most are true because I've heard lifelong Dems in my fam
claiming to have early voted straight R here in Illinois! Blows my
ancient mind! They keep their heads down because they are behind
enemy lines and don't want to be fu€ked with. They all voted for
BHO and skipped 2016 because they couldn't vote for "the witch"
and now are on the Trump Train and it feels good man!

Turns Out the FBI Has Been Hiding More Seth Rich
Documents (www.thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/turns-fbi-hiding-sethrich-documents/

Michigan Gun Stores Cleaned Out Over Fears About Election
Unrest - Citizens rush to buy firearms for first time in
anticipation of massive disorder (www.zerohedge.com)
https://thedonald.win/p/11PosWRYYB/michigan-gun-storescleaned-out-/c/

Pennsylvania Election Officials Rattled After Trump Campaign
Requests Names Of Ballot Transporters, Storage
Locations (www.zerohedge.com)
https://thedonald.win/p/11PosWRpCT/pennsylvania-electionofficials-/c/
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27 missing children found in Virginia by US Marshals Service
The children were recovered from a part of a larger nationwide
initiative. (thehill.com)
https://thehill.com/changing-america/resilience/smart-cities/52397527-missing-children-found-in-virginia-by-us-marshals

At approximately 2:00pm, VOAT and QRV came back online.

BREAKING NEWS: President Trump Releases Urgent
Statement On Democrat Plans To Delegitimize Election Day
Results - No Media Coverage (conservativeus.com)
https://conservativeus.com/president-trump-releases-urgentstatement-on-democrat-plans-to-delegitimize-election-day-resultsno-media-coverage/
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Michigan Governor: Up To Six Months In Prison If Businesses
Don't Surveil Customers For Contact Tracing. HOW IS THS
EVEN FUCKING LEGAL?!? (thefederalist.com)
https://thefederalist.com/2020/11/01/michigan-governor-up-to-sixmonths-in-prison-if-businesses-dont-surveil-customers-for-contacttracing/
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BREAKING: Evidence of Biden Payments from China Support
Tony Bobulinski and Show the Bidens Made Millions Swindling
America (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/breaking-evidencebiden-payments-china-support-tony-bobulinski-show-bidens-mademillions-swindling-america/

It is inexplicable that Covid would be 'RAGING' in every White
nation and bypassing China and Africa // COVID IS A PSYOP //
Ready the Gallows for the Global Elite.
We need to do two things:
Get rid of the masks.
Stop the lockdowns.
If we do that, everything about this Covid farce goes away and is
forgotten.

YUGE!!! Look at all of the counties where Federal Election
Officials will be present!! GAME OVER!!!! (justice.gov)
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-again-monitorcompliance-federal-voting-rights-laws-election-day
Yet not one in either oregon or washington, two of the biggest liberal
shithole voting fraudulant staes out there...lame
And oddly, not in NY. Wonder if they have different plans for these
shit holes
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U.S. Secret Service sends an early warning message to imbeciles
planning to commit TDS near the White House.
https://mobile.twitter.com/SecretService/status/13232663749789368
34

U.S. Secret Service
70 years ago, White House Police Officer Leslie Coffelt lost his life
while successfully defending President Truman against an armed
attack with his fellow officers and agents. Though he was mortally
wounded by 3 bullets, he returned fire and killed 1 of the attackers
with 1 shot
Warning message shot across the bow.
Patriots understand the comm.
Fuck around and you'll find out.
Shoot on sight. Problem solved.
One functioning mini-gun will take all the will to fight out of the
TDS commandos.
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Trump's "secret weapon" revealed.
Fourteenth Amendment allows the President to strip Electoral
College votes from states supporting censorship against voters;
enables mass arrests of mayors, governors and judges who support
Antifa / BLM
https://www.clearnewswire.com/455360.html
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Leaked Zoom calls: Federal workers conspiring to commit a
"coup". These jews and commies need to be immediately
hung. (wnd.com)
https://www.wnd.com/2020/11/leaked-zoom-calls-federal-workersconspiring-shut-white-house-contested-election/
POTUS needs to invoke the Insurrection Act today - this authorizes
the denial of electors and congressional representation to states that
engage in fraud and provide legal cover for terrorists.
He cancelled his election night party at Trump Tower so that he
could be in residence at the White House. If the President is in
residence the first, second and every other commie that goes over the
fence will be shot legally.
That's pretty based.
Sure is. SS already let everyone know too.

I expect the site will go down again soon, so while we're here,
God bless, and see you on the other side! Let's finish this!
Saint Michael the Archangel, defend us in battle . Be our protection
against the malice and snares of the devil. May God rebuke him we
humbly pray; and do thou, O Prince of the Heavenly host, by the
power of God, thrust into hell Satan and all evil spirits who wander
through the world for the ruin of souls.
link
Pray to Heavenly Father, in the name of His only begotten son, Jesus
Christ.
Prayers to anyone else is nothing more than anti-Christ pedo-Vatican
BS.
If you read your Bible, once, you wouldn't need to be told this.
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: e4cc69 No.11414108
(4948)
Nov 2 2020 17:48:50 (EST) NEW
https://twitter.com/TimMurtaugh/status/1323313186259480577

Q

I have never seen this much support for a political candidate in
my entire life. Trump attracting tens of thousands to rallies
across the nation. The silent majority will be heard from
tomorrow.
^comment means this: Trump is busting his ass with these marathon
rallies to document the Silent Majority.
normies have no idea this is happening. the brainwashed are primed
to screech Trump stole the election, but Trump's rallies are a public
record proving the legitimacy of the election. we'll need these for
proof.
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"Busting his ass".....
I've never seen ANYONE work as hard as the President does
everyday!
Thank God for DJT!

I am so proud to have shared this forum with all of you for the
past 3 years, and I'm looking forward to 4 more. I can say
honestly that if we are forced to defend our republic...
I will be proud to stand shoulder to shoulder with all of you in
defense of this great nation. God bless you all, and Godspeed.
Frens are behind every blade of grass

Hey libtards, I hear there's supposed to be a "Red Mirrage"
tomorrow. What are you going to do when POTUS wins in a
landslide? LOL
M$M doesn't have a good track record gaslighting the sheep lately...
MSM FAILS AGAINST POTUS
David Duke …FAIL
Gold Star family …FAIL
2 Corinthians…FAIL
P_Grabbing video…FAIL
Landslide predictions….FAIL
Recount attempt…FAIL
Alt-Right accusations…..FAIL
Racist accusations..FAIL
Too many generals appointed…FAIL
Conflict of interests…FAIL
Electoral College votes….FAIL
Russia hack….FAIL
John McCain-Lindsey Graham dossier leak…FAIL
Golden showers…FAIL
Fake Trump and Obama Polling numbers….FAIL
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Fake Crowd Size…FAIL
Kavanaugh raping lies…FAIL
MLK bust missing…FAIL
Refugee Ban EO…FAIL
Logan Act…FAIL
Sessions…FAIL
Trump TowerRussia server link…FAIL
Trump’s Tax returns…FAIL
Twitter bug accusation…FAIL
Assistant AG firing…FAIL
Comey firing…FAIL
Emoluments clause…FAIL
Trump-Comey dinner…FAIL
CNN’s two scoop-gate…FAIL
COVFEFE Tweet…FAIL
Trump exposing top secret info…FAIL
Trump’s first overseas trip being a disasterFAIL
Kushner back-channel…FAIL
Comey Testimony…FAIL
Sessions Testimony…FAIL
Mika insults…FAIL
CNN wrestling meme…FAIL
Putin punking Trump at the G20…FAIL
Junior meeting with lawyer…FAIL
Mysterious Eighth Person…FAIL
Second Putin Meeting…FAIL
Scaramucci appointment…FAIL
Transgender Ban…FAIL
N Carolina riot statement…FAIL
Paris Accord…FAIL
Spicer leaving…FAIL
Priebus resigning…FAIL
Manafort Firing…FAIL
Kelly controlling Trump…FAIL
Scaramucci Firing…FAIL
Bannon resigning…FAIL
Greensboro speech…FAIL
Ending DACA…FAIL
Schumer Dinner Meeting…FAIL
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Fake DACA for Amnesty…FAIL
Alabama Strange endorsement…FAIL
NFL kneelers Speech…FAIL
Inappropriate Texas hurricane visit…FAIL
Inappropriate Florida hurricane visit…FAIL
Puerto Rico slow response…FAIL
Weinstein Connection….FAIL
Niger Soldier killings…FAIL
Niger Gold Star wife call…FAIL
Moore allegations…FAIL
Rachel Maddow’s Tax return special …FAIL
Sessions 3rd Testimony…FAIL
Asia Tour…FAIL
Asia Tour Fish food toss…FAIL
Carter Page Indictment…FAIL
Papadopoulos Indictment…FAIL
Manafort Indictment…FAIL
NFL anthem Tweets l…FAIL
Flake Tweets…FAIL
Moore allegations silence…FAIL
Franken Tweets…FAIL
Moore Support…FAIL
Tillerson insulting Trump…FAIL
Flynn indictment tweets…FAIL
Deutsche Bank records supeona…FAIL
Megyn Kelly’s Trump accuser special …FAIL
Brian Ross fake report …FAIL
Rex Tillerson being fired….FAIL
Trump received Wikileaks information earlyFAIL
Trump is going fire Mueller rumors….FAIL
Iran uprising Tweet….FAIL
Bigger button Tweet….FAIL
Bannon betrayal….FAIL
Wolff book….FAIL
Trump mental stability….FAIL
Stable genius Tweet….FAIL
S–thole country comment…FAIL
Stormy Daniels payoff…FAIL
Bannon testimony…FAIL
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DAVOS will be an embarrassment…FAIL
SOTU Failure…FAIL
Hope Hicks testimony…FAIL
WH aide Porter resignation…FAIL
Dem memo not being released…FAIL
Security clearances…FAIL
Palm Beach property sale…FAIL
Playboy playmate…FAIL
Kushner Security Clearance…FAIL
Hope Hicks resigning…FAIL
Gary Cohn resigning…FAIL
Tariffs causing trade war…FAIL
N Korea meeting…FAIL
McCabe firing…FAIL
McMaster firing…FAIL
John Bolton Hiring…FAIL
Rumors of Mueller being fired lll…FAIL
Rob Porter firing…FAIL
John McEntee Firing….FAIL
John Dowd resignation…FAIL
Cambridge Analytica…FAIL
Gun Ban rally…FAIL
60 Minutes Stormy interview…FAIL
Rumors of Mueller being fired lV…FAIL
Michael Cohen office raided….FAIL
Rumors of Mueller being fired V…FAIL
Rumors of Rosenstien being fired l…FAIL
Stormy’s sketch of person who threatenedher…FAIL
Comey’s Interview…FAIL
Comey’s book…FAIL
Comey’s Memos…FAIL
Obama’s Doctor of 8 years, Admiral Jackson,was unvetted…FAIL
Mueller Questions leaked…FAIL
McCain insults…FAIL
Trump’s financial statement release…FAIL
Senate Intelligence Report release…FAIL
Trump calls MS13 animals…FAIL
Trump cancels NK summit…FAIL
Trump announces NK summit back on…FAIL
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Trump slaps tariffs on NAFTA partners…FAIL
Trump pardons D’Souza, Blagojevich, and Martha Stewart…FAIL
Trump cancels Eagles WH ceremony…FAIL
Melania is MIA….FAIL
G7 summit snub…FAIL
Singapore summit failure…FAIL
Trump honored Kim…FAIL
Cohen flipping on Trump…FAIL
Manafort charged for witness tamperingFAIL
Trump is putting kids in concentrationcamps….FAIL
Trump caves to pressure on separating kidsFAIL
Trumps’ SCOTUS pick will end life as we know it….FAIL
Trump tariffs prompt fear…FAIL
Trump Insults NATO by asking for moneyFAIL
Trump Insults Theresa May…FAIL
Rosenstein Indicts 12 Russians prior toTrump’s Russia visit…FAIL
Trump/Putin meeting…FAIL
Cohen has Playboy payoff tape…FAIL
Iran ALL CAPS Tweet…FAIL
Cohen flipping on Trump lV…FAIL
Trump knew of Tower meeting ll…FAIL
Omarosa book claims Trump used N word….FAIL
Cohen has evidence to take down TrumpFAIL
Manafort Trial….FAIL
Anonymous White House tell all op-ed…FAIL
Puerto Rico hurricane response ll…FAIL
Woodwards has tapes…FAIL
Manafort reaches plea deal…FAIL
Rosenstein possible firing….FAIL
UN Assembly laughs at Trump….FAIL
Russia collusion……FAIL
Your absolutely right!
No one but the most extreme left believes anything they report now.
And even they are looking shaky.
So how will the gaslighting stand up after the landslide when 80% of
the population are dancing in the streets?
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All the plans to attack the White House won't mean shit when they
see the scale of support behind him. They will slink away before they
get their asses handed to them.
On November 4th the left will be finished and screaming at the sky
again.

MUST WATCH! General Tom McInerney explains how the
Obama administration and the CIA are using a program called
Scorecard to rig elections in the U.S. This is what Q team &
patriots prevented in 2016. (streamable.com)
https://streamable.com/502nww

Patriots, it's been a pleasure so far. just wanted to say thanks to
you all. God bless.
Bless you too anon.
Voat will likely go down tomorrow but cant wait to celebrate the
LANDSLIDE!!!

Our time has finally come.
Well, it's go time. Get your backchannel's in check, ready your
archives and buckle up. This has been a great three year's and this
platform has red pulled so many people you can feel it. Fuck
Twatter, it's a popularity contest. Same with FB. Those fags can't
hang here. Goats will weed thru the lies and Expose the truth. Let's
get this thing done.
An election win, and redpill facts are not going to change the haters
minds. Something major has to happen.
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Pennsylvania AG Josh (((Shapiro))) claims "If all the votes are
added up in PA, Trump is going to lose." Before a single vote has
been counted. The fix is in. (archive.is)

Translation = We'll keep re-counting the votes until our guy wins.
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Trump Admin Sets $208,000 salary minimum on H1B visa
applications (archive.is)
https://archive.is/x5iSg
Good. H1B was bullshit from the start. "We cant find qualified
applicants"...at ludicriously below market wages. Well no crap. I
cant find a plumber at $25/hr either. I guess I'll have to pay market
wages and then plumbers will be beating down my door.
Not to mention Disney and PG&E had long time employees train
their H1B replacements before they were shit canned.

Me every election (kekpe.pe)
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Tuesday November 3, 2020
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 4a07b7 No.11422223
Nov 3 2020 01:27:36
(EST) NEWlargest_flying_flag_in_america.jpg

(4949)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9tjdswqGGVg&list=PLr4E97Yz
UfEMIr23hzOBmk9mg-z8TDOXj
that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom and
that government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall
not perish from the earth. – Abraham Lincoln Nov 1863
Together we win.
Q
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EU Anon here: Dear Americans, we've been waiting for this day
4 years now. Our future depends on YOU. We are watching &
praying. Saving your country will save the rest of the world.
BIBLICAL! WWG1WGA
More than ever do I realize our freedom in Europe depends on the
U.S. If it was not for Trump we would have had a dictatorship in the
E.U. already. They are desperately trying to wreck the economies
here so they can 'help' by creating a new financial system that will
totally enslave us. We need Trump to show that there is an
alternative. Please vote for freedom. Not just for you, but also your
freedom-loving frens in the rest of the world.

From the UK to America - Make a noise today! Vote Trump and
show the globalists that their 'reign' over America and the rest of
the World is over! WWG1WGA!
Yes! I did!! And tomorrow is going to be an emotional day for me.
Tomorrow we send the message to the Cabal that WE WILL NOT
TAKE THEIR “GREAT RESET” SITTING DOWN. Five years ago
the world was telling Americans to STAND UP AND FIGHT, and
Here We Are, Finally. FIGHTING WITH ALL OUR MIGHT! We
just needed a good leader, and God Gave Us The BEST
PRESIDENT EVER!
PLEASE PRAY TOMORROW. ASK GOD TO STOP THE
CHEATERS, TO HELP KEEP TRUMP SEATED AS PRESIDENT
FOR AT LEAST FOUR MORE YEARS.
Sorry for the caps. As you might have guessed I am a bit WOUND
UP!!!! I’m thinking I should take an Ambien... Dang!
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Well, Patriots they didn't want to take the Red Pill, so now they
have to endure the Red Wave.

I can't reply on twitter so I will do here. To the President of US
of A.
Mr President, As a resident of Canada I like to thank you for giving
us all hope back. We are many across the globe who had nothing left
to give but you managed in 2016 to spark the last fuse. Together we
will walk a new road. I have still one more battle in me. Godspeed.
Thank you Sir. o7

We need to have a revolution and form a task force to arrest (not
brutally torture, definitely not that) every single person involved
in the World Economic Forum's so-called Great Reset.
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Was lockdown sold on a LIE? Oxford scientist says Covid
infections - and 'in effect' deaths - are 'flatlining' and the '4,000
deaths' graph used to justify restrictions has 'proven to be
incorrect' (dailymail.co.uk)
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8908503/Was-lockdownsold-LIE-Oxford-scientist-says-4-000-deaths-graph-NOT-used.html
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Ohio this morning. Before the polls open. It is 38 degrees. A man
in a wheelchair is waiting there before sunrise to cast his vote for
Donald J Trump. (mobile.twitter.com)

God Speed America! From Down-Under.
Aussie Patriot and Anon here wishing you all a safe and favourable
Election Day.
o7
WWG1WGA
Chilean patriot here, you guys got this. Hit now, while it's still hot.
For you and for all of us. God bless.
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Voting machines in a New York City polling place broken &
completely locked; this is after opening 30 minutes late. "Don't
worry. You can leave your ballot with us and we will scan it for
you later." (streamable.com)
https://streamable.com/yho87o
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Democrats Caught Cheating In Philadelphia. Handing Out
Democrat Voting Guides Inside Polling Site, Blocking GOP Poll
Watchers. (informationliberation.com)
http://www.informationliberation.com/?id=61882

BREAKING: California judge slaps down Gov. Newsom's
unconstitutional covid lockdowns and mandates, issues
INJUNCTION against further Newsom tyranny. TURN CALI
RED ! (naturalnews.com)
https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-11-02-california-judge-slapsdown-gov-newsom-unconstitutional-covid-orders.html

@SVNewsAlerts was reporting on the vote machines that were
breaking down all over the place, now twitter have suspended
their account (twitter.com)
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Hong Konger here, God bless you Americans and Trump. China
is ASSHOLE!
No to China leading the world for the next generations. We need
America to be strong and fight fight fight.
Good luck. Stay safe. God Bless!
EDIT: Looks like the CCP 50 cent keyboard army is here.
Mainland Chinese here， WWG1WGA fellow patriot
Beijing is ASSHOLE ！

This was my first time voting in a presidential election!
My interest in politics prior to 2016 was purely academic/theoretical.
I always believed that both parties were just two sides of the same
coin. I rooted for Trump in 2016 mostly for the entertainment of it
and because I love an underdog. When he actually won and started
getting things done, despite the entire establishment fighting him at
every step, I knew something had changed... the lens of cynicism
through which I viewed the political world was shattered. It's been a
rollercoaster ride, and my faith has been tested so many times, only
to have Trump survive the attack du jour and fight on.
I voted for the first time in the 2018 mid-terms and voted early inperson this year. Hope is a double edged sword. You feel so alive
believing that things can actually get better and that goodness can
prevail, but it's also painful knowing how much there is to potentially
lose. For better or worse, Trump and the MAGA movement have
pulled me out of apathy and there is no going back. I know my story
is not unique, but today as we all wait and see how this plays out, I
felt compelled to share.
I am 60 years old and have never voted in my life before Trump.
In my 30’s (long time ago lol), I got tired of writing “No
Confidence” on each line of ballots, so I had a STAMP made. Used
is for over 2 decades.
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To me, simply not voting did not convey my disdain for the system...
My twelfth time voting for president.
Only the second time voting FOR a president rather than against a
scumbag.
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WHO KNEW? US participation in Paris climate deal expires at
midnight !!! (nypost.com)
https://nypost.com/2020/11/03/us-participation-in-paris-climate-dealexpires-at-midnight/
The worse scam since the central bank
Wait until you hear about Covid-19

Sidney Powell just confirmed that she will be the next FBI
director. (mobile.twitter.com)
https://mobile.twitter.com/lebronsonroids/status/1323319859405574
144
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WTF? This Proves It's All a Lie! CDC Says Sick People w/
COVID-19 Can Break Quarantine to Vote In
Person (twitter.com)

It's been an honor serving in the Meme Wars with you.
I still remember when we had the original board on Reddit, then that
got taken down. Then, when 8chan got taken down.
Salute my fellow digital soldiers
Battle isn't over yet. We still need arrests which should begin
tomorrow. Hopefully the military tribunals won't drag out until next
year.
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4 Years Ago I thought Hillary would be elected and nothing
would change. Trump won, I found out about Pizzagate 1 week
later and my life changed forever. THANK YOU POTUS.
THANK YOU Q. God Bless USA (QRV)

Breaking! All Voting Machines in Georgia's Spalding County
Are Down -- High Volume Trump Voters Here! (twitter.com)

In some other states poll workers are claiming they are down a d
saying they will scan the paper ballots later.
When voters refused to leave it was found the machines were
working fine.
Obviously the poll workers planned to toss or change some ballots.
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Looks like Bitchute fell over, 525 error (SSL handshake failed).
Probable DoS.

Edit again: They're back up!
https://www.bitchute.com/
Edit: https://twitter.com/bitchute/status/1323741461972594688
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It looks like we've been deplatformed on some critical infrastructure
that has taken the site offline. We're trying to speak to people and
find out more before saying more than that. So far we have received
some very general account account termination emails.
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https://www.breitbart.com/entertainment/2020/11/03/melania-trumpcasts-her-ballot-in-gucci-hermes-glamour/
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Dow Jones stocks Up almost 700 points. The last time it went up
like this on an Election Day was 1984.
https://www.google.com/finance/quote/.DJI:INDEXDJX
Edit: in 1984 Reagan won over Mondale in the election.
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Fox has called Virginia for Biden despite 1% of the vote in and
Trump leading 57-42. But they can't call Indiana with 13% of
the vote in and Trump leading by 90,000 votes.
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Wednesday November 4, 2020

#4722: MAKE NO MISTAKE they will not concede on Election
Night. Make no mistake, they will contest this legally in
battleground states. Make no mistake, they will project doubt in
the election result.
Add it all up.
1. Virus
2. Riots [organized _ANTIFA]
3. Fires
The 'Why':
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cUxilJznKyYYouTube
Make no mistake, they will not concede on Election Night.
Make no mistake, they will contest this legally in battleground states.
Make no mistake, they will project doubt in the election results
Make no mistake, they will organize massive riots and attempt
Anarchy-99 design
Playbook known.
Q
Insurrection Act.
Read carefully.
Anticipated.
Playbook.
Relax.
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Wisconsin finds 33K absentee ballots and amazingly Joe Biden is
now winning the state with 10K votes.
Is this the trash they are going to really sell? "Such a close race" "A
nail biter" "You almost won" "The people have spoken and they just
Love Joe Biden"
The magically appearing boxes of ballots that just so happen to have
the exact number that the Dems need to win. Notice that the Repubs
never win in that manner. Just the Dems. By coincidence. But don't
mention that or you're hurting democracy.
Note: WI same place they found absentee ballots in a ditch. I
remember Trump saying by the
river. https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/trays-of-mailincluding-absentee-ballots-found-in-a-ditch-in-wisconsin
WI is Republican as fuck, there's no way they'd flip like that.
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How is it part of "the plan" to allow Democrats to steal the
election?
Democrats are working through the night to mass produce hundreds
of thousands of fraudulent postal votes and ballots in preparation for
the Supreme Court case.
How is allowing Democrats to steal the election, part of "the plan"?
Also, Q was hyping "Hunter becomes the Hunted" for over a year...
and it fizzled with complete mainstream media and online
censorship. How was this also part of "the plan"?
If Q sees all and hears all and has all the evidence, like he claims,
why not use that as an October Surprise rather than an impotent
Hunter Biden nothingburger?

Crunching Numbers: Some strange in MI at 6:21 ET they added
149k votes that were 94% Biden (Wayne County) that wiped out
Trumps lead.
Some strange in MI at 6:21 ET they added 149k votes that were 94%
Biden (Wayne County) that wiped out Trumps lead. At 7:00 ET they
add 10k more that returned to the prior distribution of 60% Biden. In
each case the total vote in was changed by 1%. Total in was 60%,
then 61% and now 62%.
Point is... adding 1% votes should have added about 32% counted in!
These votes came out of nowhere.
The same exact bullshit happened in Virginia at around 11pm. They
are cheating like hell

There is no legitimate path to victory for Joe Biden. The
President was right to declare victory tonight.
213 electoral votes currently.
+16 (GA), + 15 (NC), +10 (WI) + 16 (MI)
This is the road to victory even without PA where the president is up
700,000. I fully expect all 5 states to go red. Congratulations!
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There is no legitimate path to victory for Joe Biden. The President
was right to declare victory tonight

Trump just stated it's a fraud! He is going to the Supreme court
to stop ALL votes to stop the evil from adding in more votes.
Trump was winning by 100,000s of votes.... and then they stop the
count and announcing the state results.
Fuck the evil bastards.
i mean 650k+ in PA and they halt?? this is bullshit of treason
proportion
I think Trump said 690k, but yeah, what utter bullshit
more like 700k
Yet none of the poll workers will ever see a day in court.
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Stalling and "finding" boxes of Biden ballots was the whole
plan?
So their whole plan, that they have been building up to, is stall and
cheat (no one will notice these extra boxes of ballots!)
Just so we are all on the same page.
Real life super-villains are so boringly depressing.
They did exactly that during the mid-terms...so why not?

DO YOU TRUST THIS PRESIDENT, OR NOT?
Do you think he’s just going to give up? Not fight?
Are you going to give up your belief that easily? Shills are hard over
on you and I believing it’s over and it’s going to be stolen. If you
believe that, you’ve been riding the fence this whole time. Do you
think that’s possible to do anymore?
THEY WANT US DIVIDED AND DEFEATED. This is how they
destroy Nations.
I am trusting The President, it’s simple as that.
This is not the end of the election story.
Supreme Court will decide the next President.
Four more years of Trump.
This veteran does...... With my life
As does this Veteran. United we stand.
There is no other. I stand with him.
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To all concernfags and active shills trying to demoralize. Lessons
in writing movie scripts.
In Red October, the sub had a missile fired at it while a low ranking
sailor who stayed behind is shooting at our protagonists. It was
brilliant military leadership that won the day and the movie ends 10
minutes later. A common formula in most action movies is to present
the darkest scenario before the happy ending. Remember, we are
watching a movie. Watch OUR protagonist in action.
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Wow! would you believe out of the last 50400 votes that 50000 of
them are for biden? I sure as fuck don't (files.catbox.moe)

Actively Stealing the Election because no arrests were made and
nobody is ever held accountable.
Current status of election:
Biden: 225
Trump: 213
Current states (not called) that look like/probably will be wins:
North Carolina 94% counted (T +1.4%) (15 EV)
Georgia 94% counted (T 2.2%) (16 EV)
Nevada 79% counted (Biden) (6 EV)
Arizona 82% counted (Biden) (11 EV)
Alaska 31% counted (Trump) (3 EV)
Adding those states..
Biden: 242
Trump: 258
This leaves:
Michigan 71% counted) (T +6.4%) (16 EV)
Pennsylvania 74% counted) (T +12.7%) (20 EV)
Wisconsin 81% counted) (T +4.1%) (10 EV)
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All these toss up states (MI, PA, WI) passed laws deeming they were
not going to start counting mail in ballots until Election Day.
Michigan Governor: Gretchen Whitmer, Democratic party.
Pennsylvania Governor: Tom Wolf, Democratic party.
Wisconsin Governor: Tony Evors, Democratic party.
Up to 84% of all Americans (275.5 million people) were able to vote
by mail this election. 28.6 million people live in Michigan,
Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. So, 10% of the people voting this
election decided it was proper to begin counting mail-in
ballots beginning on election day.

How to seal an election in one picture.
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Six states stop counting. Six states POTUS is winning in. Six
states with a democrat governor. Yep, nothing to see here.
MAGA.
Y'all, go search the term "ballots" on cue posts. Read through those 5
drops. Q basically told us what was coming and they are prepared. I
am guessing it has to happen this way for the legal process to show
the sleepys what and how much voter fraud there is. I don't like it
and am ready for it to be over but I can't change it so I am resigned to
the fact it has to be this way. POTUS wins, God wins in the end so
that's the main thing. Also, FISA brings down the house so that
should be interesting to see what happens with that.
I hope to God the fraud is exposed.
Enough is enough.
Every. Single. Election.
If close, Ds steal and win.
Sick of it!!!
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Remember: Biden barely won a primary.
Now he's in line to be president? What a fucking disgrace. The
libshits have zero shame.
And Kamala didn't win any.
Have faith and hold the line!
100% we are witnessing a coup.
This is election fraud right in front of our eyes. If you are watching it
now you can imagine this being the news coverage they show in
other countries about how America is falling apart.
Democrats are 100% in the midst of stealing this election through
voter fraud. It's so engrained in their pscyhe it comes out in non-selfaware freudian slips.PNG
What I think is the reason for the delay is because this is all dirty
politics. The republicans have a few cards and the democrats have a
few cards in terms of claiming votes. But neither side wants to play
their cards first because that will give them a disadvantage of having
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already made their claims. If they wait longer they will have a better
chance to counter the other side. I think this is 100% theatre.
btw I blame the democrats for this. By insisting on cheating they are
forcing the republicans to play hard ball too.

Yup they're stealing it. Trump just tweeted out proof they
updated 100k Biden votes with ZERO updates to the Trump vote
and now Twitter won't let you retweet it. (pic8.co)
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And It Starts.
Voter Fraud in Wisconsin – Massive Dump of Over 100,000 Ballots
for Biden All the Sudden Appear Overnight
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/voter-fraud-wisconsinmassive-dump-100000-ballots-biden-sudden-appear-overnight/
Voter Fraud in Michigan – Massive Dump of Over 200,000 Ballots
for Biden All the Sudden Appear Overnight
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/voter-fraud-michiganmassive-dump-200000-ballots-biden-sudden-show-overnight/
And WTF is this about????
What? With Election Too Close to Call — Nevada Officials
Announce They Will Pause Releasing New Totals for 24 Hours
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/election-close-callnevada-officials-announce-will-pause-releasing-new-totals-24-hours/
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Michigan elections website shows 75/83 counties reported with
3.7M voters (52%) Trump. Where does the AP/MSM get over 5
million votes counted and Biden lead?!(wearethene.ws)
https://wearethene.ws/notable/162505
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Kayleigh McEnany: VICTORY for President Donald Trump in
PENNSYLVANIA!!
https://twitter.com/kayleighmcenany/status/1324086828153057281
RSBN Calls PA for Trump
https://twitter.com/RSBNetwork/status/1324088149233049602
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[11:11] Trust the plan!
Hahaha beautiful. I was scared for a moment but it all makes sense
now. Sit back and enjoy the show, it's Happening!

Remember this…
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Election fraud will be exposed in PA, WI, MI, AZ, GA and NV.
The Dems will be caught using counterfeit ballots and destroying
Republican ballots. The recounts will all go in Trump's favour.
Big Win!!
Don't despair. The D's and the sick MSM have shot themselves in the
foot again. LOL Why would they halt an election that they were
winning? They wouldn't. The investigations will reveal widespread
election fraud and the recount of VALID ballots ONLY will give
Trump the resounding victory that the MSM tried to deny him on
November 3rd. These people are evil, stupid and dishonest. They
have been trapped by the Maestro again. Game, set, match. Let the
arrests begin.
Shit is about to get good.... AGAIN.
Moar popcorn please.
YOU ARE ALL BEING HOODWINKED!
ARTICLE: It was all a STING, the ballots were watermarked and
this man appointed by Trump helped pull it off. Watch the water,
watch the lawsuits and the fake ballots TOSSED. This agency was
founded AFTER the 2018
Midterms https://wearethene.ws/notable/162658
Chris Krebs runs the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security
Agency. This is his twatter account https://twitter.com/CISAKrebs
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He just retweeted
this: https://twitter.com/mastersonmv/status/1324205540143149057
Can not put into words my appreciation and admiration for the state
and local election officials & workers running this election. In the
midst of a pandemic they quietly went to work, learned from each
other and ran a safe & secure election. Thank you!

Attn Rudy: subpoena all USPS photographic images of mail in
ballots to cross check. They show me such images for my PO Box
with "informed delivery."
images key part of refuting scam. 2nd get preliminary injunctions to
stop ballot certs due to credible fraud claims. Courts ought to
respond to law, not big tech lamestream political pressure. Signed, a
lawyer for Trump.
My CO drop off ballot hasn’t been counted when I track it. I guess
my vote didn’t count. Thanks dnc douches

Project Veritas - Michigan USPS Whistleblower Details
Directive From Superiors To Back-Date Late Mail-In-Ballots
Nov 3 (files.catbox.moe)
https://files.catbox.moe/potx7a.mp4
Something people are missing BIG TIME.
Voter polling locations = local/state jurisdiction.
Post office = federal jurisdiction.
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Now is the time to FIRE the Head of the CIA, FBI and Barr
(former CIA) appoint temp heads that don't need Senate
approval so we can get a real investigation. No one trusts the FBI
or DOJ.
We all know this was the biggest fraud in the history of this country.
If we let it stand it is on US.
The Battle of Athens Tenn. (1946) may need to repeat itself nation
wide.
Our founders are spinning in their graves right now. Alone with
many others that voted Democrat.
We need to recount and validate all ballots from all races.

Watch the Water? Mark?
You have more then you know? Were we told about this? Is this
suicide weekend?
Watch California.
What if CA is recounted in favor of Trump, because of the
watermarks!

SEVEN VOTERS Older than the Oldest Human Being Alive
Today Voted in Michigan Including One Man Born in
1850 (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/seven-voters-olderoldest-human-alive-today-voted-michigan-including-one-man-born1850/
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Dear Brothers and Sisters,
As devout Christians and faithful citizens of the United States of
America, you have intense and heartfelt concern for the fate of your
beloved country while the final results of the Presidential election
are still uncertain.
News of electoral fraud is multiplying, despite the shameful attempts
of the mainstream media to censor the truth of the facts in order to
give their candidate the advantage. There are states in which the
number of votes is greater than the number of voters; others in which
the mail-in vote seems to be exclusively in favor of Joe Biden; others
in which the counting of ballots has been suspended for no reason or
where sensational tampering has been discovered: always and only
against President Donald J. Trump, always and only in favor of
Biden.
vigano election 4In truth, for months now we have been witnessing a
continuous trickle of staggered news, of manipulated or censored
information, of crimes that have been silenced or covered up in the
face of striking evidence and irrefutable testimony. We have seen the
deep state organize itself, well in advance, to carry out the most
colossal electoral fraud in history, in order to ensure the defeat of
the man who has strenuously opposed the establishment of the New
World Order that is wanted by the children of darkness. In this
battle, you have not failed, as is your sacred duty, to make your own
contribution by taking the side of the Good. Others, enslaved by
vices or blinded by infernal hatred against Our Lord, have taken the
side of Evil.
Do not think that the children of darkness act with honesty, and do
not be scandalized if they operate with deception. Do you perhaps
believe that Satan’s followers are honest, sincere, and loyal? The
Lord has warned us against the Devil: “He was a murderer from the
beginning and does not stand in truth, because there is no truth in
him. When he tells a lie, he speaks in character, because he is a liar
and the father of lies” (Jn 8:44).vigano election 2
In these hours, while the gates of Hell seem to prevail, allow me to
address myself to you with an appeal, which I trust that you will
respond to promptly and with generosity. I ask you to make an act of
trust in God, an act of humility and filial devotion to The Lord of
Armies. I ask that all of you pray the Holy Rosary, if possible in your
families or with your dear ones, your friends, your brothers and
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sisters, your colleagues, your fellow soldiers. Pray with the
abandonment of children who know how to have recourse to their
Most Holy Mother to ask her to intercede before the throne of the
Divine Majesty. Pray with a sincere soul, with a pure heart, in the
certainty of being heard and answered. Ask her – she who is the Help
of Christians, Auxilium Christianorum – to defeat the forces of the
Enemy; ask her – she who is terrible as an army set in battle array
(Song 6:10) – to grant the victory to the forces of Good and to inflict
a humiliating defeat on the forces of Evil.
Have your children pray, using the holy words that you have taught
them: those confident prayers will rise to God and will not remain
unheard. Have the elderly and sick pray, so that they may offer their
sufferings in union with the sufferings that Our Lord suffered on the
Cross when he shed His Precious Blood for Our Redemption. Have
young ladies and women pray, so that they turn to her who is the
model of purity and motherhood. And you, men, must also pray: your
courage, your honor and your boldness will be refreshed and
strengthened. All of you, take up this spiritual weapon, before which
Satan and his minions retreat furiously, because they fear the Most
Holy Virgin, she who is Almighty by Grace, even more than Almighty
God.vigano election 3
Do not allow yourselves to be discouraged by the deceptions of the
Enemy, even more so in this terrible hour in which the impudence of
lying and fraud dares to challenge Heaven. Our adversaries’ hours
are numbered if you will pray, if we will all pray with Faith and with
the true ardor of Charity. May the Lord grant that one single devout
and faithful voice rise from your homes, your churches, and your
streets! This voice will not remain unheard, because it will be the
voice of a people that cries out, in the moment when the storm rages
most fiercely, “Save us, Lord, we are perishing!” (Mt 8:25).
The days that await us are a precious occasion for all of you, and for
those who unite themselves spiritually to you from every part of the
world. You have the honor and privilege of being able to participate
in the victory of this spiritual battle, to wield the powerful weapon of
the Holy Rosary as our fathers did at Lepanto to repel the enemy
armies.
Pray with the certainty of Our Lord’s promise: “Ask and it shall be
given unto you, seek and you shall find, knock and the door shall be
opened unto you” (Lk 11:9). The King of Kings, from whom you ask
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the salvation of your Nation, will reward your Faith. Your testimony,
remember this, will touch the heart of Our Lord, multiplying the
heavenly Graces which are, more than ever, indispensable in order
to achieve victory.
May my appeal, which I address to you and to all people who
recognize the Lordship of God, find you to be generous apostles and
courageous witnesses of the spiritual rebirth of your beloved
country, and with it the entire world. Non praevalebunt.
God bless and protect the United States of America!
One Nation under God
+ Carlo Maria Viganò, Archbishop
Former Apostolic Nuncio to the United States of America
November 4, 2020
Saint Charles Borromeo
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Thursday November 5, 2020

Fox News is horrible. They are telling us every reason the polls
were wrong including their own polls except they sure fail to
mention the possibility of MASS ORGANIZED DEMOCRAT
VOTER FRAUD.
They're fuckin journos. They want to inseminate your brain with lies.
Hence, they called Arizona and have called Arizona before anyone
else. THEY ARE CONTROLLED OPPOSITION,
Trump won Virginia, but they called Virginia for Biden even though
Trump was leading by 800k votes??????
CNN called Arizona and Virginia for Trump then switched.
The Box is owned, all information is fed into the box and it is
designed to keep you in the box.

The reason they had to freeze the vote count is because they
needed time to figure out which districts they could add fake
votes to without fraud being exposed by math/votes per
population.
Our massive voter turnout threw a wrench into the gears of the
machines of corruption. This stop, and now slow rolling of the vote
count is evidence of the gears of corruption struggling to operate.
They didn't expect that they would need to manufacture more fake
votes than the populations of the districts they had planned to rig.
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Sure, they can scavenge ballots from outside districts, and (illegally)
move them to other districts, like they always have in the past. But
when they (these people are stupid) figured out that in order to
overcome the numbers of Trump votes, they would need to add more
votes than registered voters in districts, they froze.
What we are witnessing with these otherwise inexplicable, and
unprecedented vote count delays is the machines of corruption
breaking. They are having a very, very hard time trying to figure out
how to juggle ballots to rig a win.
All thanks to the massive voter turnout of patriots. Every vote
matters. Together we win. Good job patriots! WWG1WGA!

Looking back it's clear to see what COVID was for. They needed
the massive mail in ballots so they could use their Chinese
counterfeit ballots. Look at the level of coordination and evil.
That’s what makes this sting operation so beautiful.
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It's was a trap.
and they fell right into it. 2018 elections they observed how they
tampered with elections. This election they let them cut their own
throats. Be calm all is going just like Q predicted.
1. Fact: The military is not going to lift a finger for the demoncraps
2. Fact: We have the supreme court on the side of justice
3. Fact: E.O in regards to treason/federal employees is ready to be
carried out
4. Fact: Every republican, governor, senator, congressperson has
witness the blatant voter corruption carried out before them and they
are pissed.
5. Fact: Not one Trump voter believes the election was legit.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4F4qzPbcFiAYouTube
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From 4chan - Evidence of Watermarks (youtube.com)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rSGiepYfMy0&feature=emb_lo
go
Yep, that looks like a printed watermark of the hidden dots variety.
It's even harder to see them when they're yellow on white, instead of
black on white. I hope justice prevails, we might need to put ink
fingerprints on ballots like in a 3rd world country.

They are reporting Joe Biden has 3.6 million more votes than
Donald Trump. However Joe Biden could not get 20 people to
attend a rally the scale of voter fraud is unprecedented.
He shattered OBAMA's popular vote record. There's not a person
alive who believes this is possible.

Hold the line patriots. It's a sting operation.
Dems walkedJPEG right into a trapJPEG
Pray. Trust. It will no doubt be a wild ride between now and the
inauguration but once POTUS is inaugurated for a second term,
buckle up because the central bankers will not go down without
trying to punish we-the-people in every way possible for daring to
break free of their rule.
Prepare patriots, we're in for a long haul, well worth the bumpy road
ahead for the world we leave our children.
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Google started eating The Libertarian Party votes during the
Night?...in 2016 they said the Election cant be hacked...then
screeched Russia hacks the Elections!! (pic8.co)
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Trump DOJ Claims Legal Power to Send Armed Federal Agents
Into Ballot-Counting Sites to Investigate Claims of Voter
Fraud (mediaite.com)
Fuck yeah. Any criminal official so much as posturing in opposition
to DHS agents entry should be immediatly pepper sprayed, cuffed,
and taken to a holding pen.
Fuckin’ A!
Oorah!

Republicans will nearly retake the majority in the house but
we're supposed to believe that those voters didn't support
Trump?
You're supposed to believe whatever the media inseminates you with
Same in NC - THERE IS NO WAY WE WOULD VOTE IN
TRUMPP, a new non politician Lt Governor and not get rid of
cooper.
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Immediate Relative to the Owner of the Largest Ballot Printing
Firm in the US is Based in AZ and is a Donor to ActBlue and
Biden for President!!!
One of the largest printers of ballots, and provider of election-related
services is Runbeck Election Services in
AZ: https://runbeck.net/about/our-company/
A little
background: https://www.npr.org/2020/05/03/848347895/ballotprinters-increase-capacity-to-prepare-for-mail-voting-surge
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So I dug a little. Brian Runbeck, an immediate relation to the CEO of
RES, as well as immediate family, are also political donors to
ActBlue and Biden For
President: https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/individualcontributions/?contributor_name=runbeck&two_year_transaction_pe
riod=2020&min_date=01%2F01%2F2019&max_date=12%2F31%2
F2020
CONFLICT?

Trump was re-elected by the American people on November
3rd.They know it, he knows it and the media scoundrels know it.
- American Thinker.
There is a bright side to the election results. Trump has singlehandedly remade the Republican party into a real party of the
American people. Republicans will keep the Senate and they gained
seats in the House. This has truly shocked the left. They actually
thought that Trump would be repudiated in a Democrat landslide!
The polls were wrong, Biden was never ahead by double digits
anywhere. The pollsters and their collaborators in the media all got it
wrong and all conspired to change the outcome. In a normal election,
all those states would have been called for Trump Tuesday night. All
of them. The plans were in place, they only had to set them in
motion.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/11/the_lefts_attempt_to
_steal_the_election_just_another_night_in_the_deep_state.html#ixzz
6cvBJY8BS
Trump is our president. Period
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I just checked, and both of my deceased parents are listed as
active voters in one of the contested states where voter fraud is
off the charts.
Father in law and his brother, both of whom have been gone for 20+
years are on there as well. This shit is out of fucking control.
If you don't present the voter fraud as something new, then people
will just sit on their hands like they've done in the past.
If it's new, it requires people to evaluate what is to be done rather
than just doing what they've been programmed to do in the past,
nothing.
Started checking the names of friends I had back there that have
since passed on, and already found a couple of them listed as active
voters. What the actual fuck is going on !? This is banana republic
shit.
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"Between 2:00-4:00AM, they " found" 1,000,000 mail in ballots
in Pennsylvania." How long would it take to fill out a million
ballots? You would need a team of a thousand people unless they
were al..
already filled out and waiting to be picked up. Which would mean
this is much more organized than anyone had imagined.
https://twitter.com/NickAdamsinUSA/status/1324151663641448448
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Yesterday was Possibly the Saddest Day I've Experienced, Since
My Father's Death.
God came to me last night, he explained what's happening in
America.
He told me that America must understand how corrupt it's local, and
state governments are, beholden to Lucifer's will.
In other words, they didn't have a choice but to cheat, otherwise they
would have been cut off from funding, Lucifer's funding.
Today I woke up feeling incredible. Knowing God has planned it all
out, gave those plans to Q and DJT.
Patriots, everything is going to work out. We will win,
GOD TOLD ME SO. He will explain it if you simply ask him.
Relax, it is all going better than planned.
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EACH FRAUDULENT BALLOT that is Deliberately Admitted
or Knowingly Accepted is ONE VIOLATION of Election Law
carrying a FIVE YEAR sentence.
Remember when POTUS said: " I CAUGHT THEM ALL "?
https://twitter.com/joshtpm/status/1192830555068542976?lang=en
Math is a bitch, TRAITORS...
52 U.S. Code § 20511.Criminal penalties U.S. Code Notes prev next
A person, including an election official, who in any election for
Federal office— (1)knowingly and willfully intimidates, threatens, or
coerces, or attempts to intimidate, threaten, or coerce, any person
for— (A)registering to vote, or voting, or attempting to register or
vote; (B)urging or aiding any person to register to vote, to vote, or to
attempt to register or vote; or (C)exercising any right under this
chapter; or (2)knowingly and willfully deprives, defrauds, or
attempts to deprive or defraud the residents of a State of a fair and
impartially conducted election process, by— (A)the procurement or
submission of voter registration applications that are known by the
person to be materially false, fictitious, or fraudulent under the laws
of the State in which the election is held; or (B)the procurement,
casting, or tabulation of ballots that are known by the person to be
materially false, fictitious, or fraudulent under the laws of the State
in which the election is held, shall be fined in accordance with title
18 (which fines shall be paid into the general fund of the Treasury,
miscellaneous receipts (pursuant to section 3302 of title 31),
notwithstanding any other law), or imprisoned not more than 5 years,
or both.
No one thinks Biden got 71 million legitimate votes. He couldn't get
10 people to come out to hear him mumble incoherently. I say 33%
of his votes are fraudulent.
The math............. 5 years x 71,000,000 x .33 = 117,500,000 years in
jail
Like the OP says, "Math is a bitch, TRAITORS..."
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Gamma Printing Patent Water Mark...brilliant!!
https://www.osti.gov/doepatents/biblio/1174865
checkmate!
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We owe a debt of gratitude to all the patriot citizens involved in
exposing this election fraud.
Thank you fellow patriots for your all of your hard work to bring us
to this day. As this massive corruption gets exposed and this epic
moment in our country's history is realized, we will remember it was
because of your sacrifices and dedication that this was made
possible.
We are grateful to have you standing with us at this momentous
hour.

Trump: ANY VOTE THAT CAME IN AFTER ELECTION
DAY WILL NOT BE COUNTED!
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1324368202139357186

ANY VOTE THAT CAME IN AFTER ELECTION DAY WILL
NOT BE COUNTED!
Twitter covered message with warning label.
Hmm wonder if POTUS is using the warning label to his advantage.
His tweets that are tagged by twitter no one can post on there for you
get nothing but his tweet without all the mentally ill libs screeching
on it.
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I like it
Streisand effect.
Trump knows the tools and his audience well.

Notice what's missing?? Outside the MSM and Social Media
there is literally ZERO public support for Biden. Just where the
fuck are the SEVENTY TWO MILLION who allegedly voted for
this POS?
At rallies, Trump would showcase local government leaders some of
which we're running for office, did you see any at Bidens?
Just like 230,000 Wuhan deaths, fake as fuck

WATCH: Ballot Count Watcher Describes At Least 130,000
Ballots ALL FOR BIDEN Arriving in Three Vehicles in Detroit
in Dead of Night
A woman monitoring the ballot counting in Detroit has asserted that
at least 130,000 ballots, all for Joe Biden, were brought to the center
in three vehicles at 4 a.m.
Her testimony corroborates videos and photos from Kellye SoRelle,
a Texas lawyer and member of Lawyers for Trump, who filmed
vehicles pull up and unload large coolers and suitcases onto wagons
and roll them into the secure area.
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/watch-ballot-countwatcher-describes-least-130000-ballots-biden-arriving-threevehicles-detroit-dead-night/
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Mainstream Is Censoring This AP OneWire Press Release About
Obvious Election Fraud, So I Am Leaking It. (DHS ELECTION
AUDIT STING)
https://wearethene.ws/notable/163109

FYI > it's not just swing states, Dem Election corruption is
rampant in Oregon, Washington and California // The RED
WAVE is 1000ft tall and it's just a matter of time before it
crushes them.
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The fraud could not be more clear in the macro, because there is
no way conceivable that Joe got more votes than any other
candidate ever and 6 states have more votes than registered
voters.
But it needs to be proven at a micro-level to convince a court. As in,
"this vote is fraudulent because ...." And if you can prove, say, 1,000
that way, combined with the fact that there were more votes in many
states than registered voters in those states, the courts would have to
act.
https://image-cdn.parler.com/N/M/NM4WMbAe2A.jpegJPEG

What can the courts do? I think they can invalidate each ballot that is
individually proven a fraud. I think they can invalidate a state's
certification. But the court is not the place to impose a new system or
rules on voting, as in directing a new vote using IDs, for instance.
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My Son Sent Me This - Election Fraud.
https://pastebin.com/Em0dEqj0
Hundreds of uncounted ballots discovered in Grafton town clerk’s
vault
https://archive.vn/29iax#selection-1551.0-1551.70
Discarded Mail-in Ballots Found Outside ATM in California
https://archive.vn/fCGwA
Dozens (est 40) ballots go missing in Contra Costa county
https://archive.vn/MFM6E
FBI investigates ballot drop box set on fire at Boston public library,
est 35 ballots destroyed
https://archive.vn/l8hue
Burned/Destroyed mail found in boston Copley Square , 2nd arson
instance
https://archive.vn/yluyc
Mail & Absentee ballots stolen in Baton Rouge found open and
thrown in houston trash
https://archive.vn/ujki3
Video out of Miami postal center where numerous bins filled with
mail, including ballots discovered sitting for more than a week
https://youtu.be/fdtM3s_1DQYYouTubeYouTube [Embed]
3 tubs of absentee ballots discovered in Wisconsin processing center
for Oshkosh and Appleton after primary
https://archive.vn/roYie
California Kern County sees hundreds of residents receiving
damaged , ripped and destroyed ballots
https://archive.vn/jcl6j
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Parolled cop killer busted attempting to obtain voter registration in
Rochester NY
https://archive.vn/NC9H3
Fayette county Pittsburg, pre filled out democrat ballots sent to
registered voters + 2 tampered with
https://archive.vn/B5Z6n
Florida man arrested for changing address in voting database for
governor Ron Desantis
https://archive.vn/6f594
Florida Election Official foil plot to register 50 dead people as
democrats
https://archive.vn/Rg2ri
Thieves steal mail from two usps trucks in Far south side Chicago
https://archive.vn/KtpcS
2 men charged in stealing ballots from post office boxes in light
house point West Palm Beach
https://youtu.be/W3xBJlikKqUYouTubeYouTube
Almost a dozen people in NY busted for plot to conceal identity /
shave heads and vote multiple times
https://archive.vn/X7EBa
Woman arrested in Vanderburgh county for pre checking boxes on
400+ ballots
https://archive.vn/4dfIs
Butler county Pennsylvania loses untold number of mail in ballots
https://archive.vn/aYcUd
Ballots stolen from mail boxes and discarded on roadsides in
Washington town
https://archive.vn/cEEvz
Group claims 400,000 ballots sent to residents who moved out of
state or died in California
https://archive.vn/IrbaU
Texas officer & poll watcher testifies on 2020 Houston Voting Fraud
Using stacks of drivers licenses , (has photos)
https://archive.vn/hR5Aa
West Palm Beach residents receive duplicate ballots and ballots for
dead relatives
https://archive.vn/eGO3T
Pennsylvania postal employee on leave and now fired after bags of
mail discovered outside of home put out for trash pickup
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https://archive.vn/nU32I
25,263 ballots rejected in Colorado primary
https://archive.vn/hdlXg
Double absentee ballots sent to residents in Henrico county
https://archive.vn/5ubBL
Pa rejects 336,000 duplicate ballot requests 34,000 rejected for other
reasons . Many voters request ballots up to 11 times
https://archive.vn/S2WSS
Mecklenburg residents receiving double ballots due to labelling
glitch
https://archive.vn/nEDFx
San Mateo residents receive multiple ballots
https://archive.vn/PvLTU
Multiple absentee ballot applications showing up at Flint Michigan
homes
https://archive.vn/ieaho
Florida man arrested for obtaining dead wife's ballot and forging
signature to "test the system"
https://archive.vn/0nASP
Also these are all coming from a massive compilation
https://archive.vn/34Qvb
Election officials ask voters to not disinfect their mail in ballots as
handfulls have already arrived destroyed and unable to be tabulated
https://archive.vn/h3vpR
400 duplicate ballots sent to local voters in Richmond
https://archive.vn/dmU3I
Duplicate ballots sent to "some" in North Carolina. How many? Who
knows.
https://archive.vn/cJHrU
Placer county residents receiving duplicate ballots
https://archive.vn/49s9J
Bay area voters receive multiple ballots
https://archive.vn/MVH4l
USPS confirms missing ballots, never made it to residents of
Seminole county. How many? Who knows
https://archive.vn/w7xDd
Board of elections resends 99,000+ ballots in Brooklyn . Officials
worry numerous originals already filled out and sent off
https://archive.vn/2pnX1
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50,000 ballots in Ohio sent to wrong addresses
https://archive.vn/tSvvp
500,000 ballots in Virginia labelled with wrong return address
https://archive.vn/qdAge
Glitch sends duplicate ballots to Needham town residents
https://archive.vn/H7QpL
Detroit elections, where 72% of absentee votes do not match
registered voters
https://archive.vn/CGSOy
80,000 ballots dissappeared in baltimore
https://archive.vn/dZnqb
New York voting official warns people will use dead people to vote,
and a few have
https://archive.vn/ZwA36
Michigan secretary misprinted military absentee ballots . 400 already
issued
https://archive.vn/aG87n
Mail in ballots found in road ditch in Wisconsin
https://archive.vn/rKhGj
4 officials arrested in ballot harvesting scheme
https://archive.vn/DWFlj
9 military mail in ballots thrown in dumpster in PA
https://archive.vn/EDBm8
134 felony voter fraud charges announced in Dem primary
https://archive.vn/7eJkz
New Yorkers receiving ballots with wrong names and adresses
https://archive.vn/jd65P
Queens voters receiving military ballots
https://archive.vn/YLIoB
Sun sentinel detailing Florida voting fraud
https://archive.vn/YRUQ1
Ballot harvesting scam exposed in minneapolis
https://archive.vn/Y46OQ
1 in 4 " A Quarter" of election officials quit due to the new election
law and chaos of mail in ballots
https://archive.vn/fbSBk
Texas Official arrested on felony election fraud charges
https://archive.vn/q4fhR
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Patterson city council official arrested along with 4 others in ballot
fraud scheme
https://archive.vn/Sz5P4
Yes America! Plenty of voter fraud
https://archive.vn/uHF7a
D.C voters receiving ballots for ex residents with some receiving up
to 5 multiple ballots
https://archive.vn/kMLMR
Numerous reports of people going door to door illegally collecting
ballots
https://archive.vn/I1tfb
Project Veritas uncovers ballot fraud in San Antonio . 7,000 ballots
compromised , likely up to 14,000
https://archive.vn/CeVDr

Fox Just Reported that Trump Campaign is Filing a Legal
Challege in NEVADA - Based on 10K Votes Cast By Voters Who
Moved Out of State.
Q 2479:
11-Nov-2018 12:36:43 PM CST8ch/patriotsfight
Drq26owWsAE-7Wy.jpg-large.jpg
WHAT IF THE BELOW COULD BE PROVEN?
1-Election + D party officials filled out many thousands of blank
ballots?
2-Election + D party officials removed and destroyed 'legal' ballots?
3-Election + D party officials deliberately organized non-citizen
voting?
4-Election + D party officials in [XX] locations across the US [under
lock & key] stored many thousands of 'blank' ballots for purposes of
'altering the vote total'?
Who safeguards 'blank' ballots?
Who issues 'blank' ballots?
Who controls 'blank' ballots?
How many 'blank' ballots are generated vs. total county pop?
THE CONTROL AND ISSUANCE OF BLANK BALLOTS IS
KEY.
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Why did the same counties [under dispute today] REFUSE to turn
over voter registration information upon request to the Voter Fraud
Commission?
Why was the Voter Fraud Commission disbanded and turned over to
DHS?
What vested auth does DHS have compared to a commission body?
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/without-evidence-trumpand-sessions-warn-of-voter-fraud-in-tuesdayselections/2018/11/05/e9564788-e115-11e8-8f5fa55347f48762_story.html?utm_term=.db84f6960764
Enemy @ the Front Door.
Q
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BREAKING: Judge Tosses Out Trump's Lawsuit Seeking to
Stop Ballot Counting in Georgia After State Officials Keep
Finding New Ballots - TGP (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/breaking-judge-tossestrumps-lawsuit-seeking-stop-ballot-counting-georgia-state-officialskeep-finding-new-ballots/
Next stop: SCOTUS
Here comes SCOTUS.
keep stuffing the ballot box with obvious fakes, that will work
judge DeepState exposed
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Bannon: What happened on Nov. 3 was crystal clear, President
Trump has won the second term presidency. (gnews.org)
https://gnews.org/531046/

Why Does Biden Have So Many More Votes Than Democrat
Senators In Swing States?(zerohedge.com)
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/why-does-biden-have-somany-more-votes-democrat-senators-swing-states

Look At How Old Some Of These Michigan Registered Voters
Are (i.imgflip.com)
Ok, when it was 7 people and 1 was 1800s, I was "well thats kind of
messed up, maybe its a fuckup"
Now you're really raising ye ole eyebrows. This is insanity.
As a citizen I would sincerely like to request a count of exactly how
many people over 120 years old have been voting their asses off.
Bear in mind, this is the time they got caught. How long have these
vampires been voting for them?
If you are my age or even half of it or even double it. You know the
answer.
Your entire life.
This was the first time I voted, but I'd still care about the other times
those centurians swayed the laws and leaders of my country,
nullifying all of you. I thought YOU did this. They told me YOU did
this. If they just picked the winners, you had nothing to do with it.
They even made you believe you asked for it. If this is the cheatcode
here, the 200 year old voters, you never had a say. not once.
Forgive me for saying so, but shit like that matters.
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Tell your normie friends: "Man I sure hope those mail-in ballots
had a watermark! We need to review each one of them to make
sure they arent't fake!"
It'll force people to shit or get off the pot if this whole "watermark"
thing is real.

POTUS will challenge the illegal ballots in SCOTUS. Only state
legislatures can make laws to allow late ballots according to the
Constitution. There were none passed
Even if Joe claims he's now President Elect tomorrow, he won't be
officially until he gets a win from the electoral college in December.
All you are watching on the media now is the media counting illegal
ballots.
Trump already legally won the election on election day. SCOTUS
will need to confirm.
POTUS wants every LEGAL ballot counted.
This wasn’t about C0nVID.. this was about the Election
BINGO PATRIOT
I wouldn't be surprised if Biden only got 30% of true votes.
All mail in ballots need to be tossed in which case POTUS won
every state bar NY.
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Intelligence Insider: President Trump Setup Democrats In
"Sting Operation" To Catch Them Stealing Election! | Zero
Hedge | Zero Hedge (zerohedge.com)
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2020-11-05/intelligence-insiderpresident-trump-setup-democrats-sting-operation-catch-them

14k registered Detroit voters over 100 years of
age! (boards.4chan.org)
This whole affair sickens me.
Our sons and daughters have been sacrifice on false alters of
patriotism, for wars on other agendas biding for far too long.
Attacked from with in Oklahoma city, Waco. The subversive media
and social media.
How big a lie are the American people supposed to swallow? A lone
gunman, Ruby ridge, 911, on and on. Are we thought to be that
shallow and ignorant to whats is happening? Now a flu that is 99%
survivable , face masks, no gatherings but what creates economy?
Life liberty and pursuit of happiness are being called in question.
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PA vote fraud caught clearly on film. The whole room is in on it,
even the police officer watching. Filling out ballots to Joe Biden
who is the top bubble choice in PA. It's over. (streamable.com)
https://streamable.com/1w9h17

Remarks by President Trump on the Election
Issued on: November 5, 2020
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-presidenttrump-election/?utm_source=link&utm_medium=header
James S. Brady Press Briefing Room
6:48 P.M. EST
THE PRESIDENT: Good evening. I’d like to provide the American
people with an update on our efforts to protect the integrity of our
very important 2020 election. If you count the legal votes, I easily
win. If you count the illegal votes, they can try to steal the election
from us. If you count the votes that came in late — we’re looking at
them very strongly. But a lot of votes came in late.
I’ve already decisively won many critical states, including massive
victories in Florida, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio, to name just a few. We
won these and many other victories despite historic election
interference from big media, big money, and big tech.
As everybody saw, we won by historic numbers. And the pollsters got
it knowingly wrong. They got it knowingly wrong. We had polls that
were so ridiculous, and everybody knew that at the time. There was
no blue wave that they predicted. They thought there was going to be
a big blue wave; that was false. That was done for suppression
reasons. But instead, there was a big red wave.
And it’s been properly acknowledged, actually, by the media. They
were, I think, very impressed, but that was after the fact. That doesn’t
do us any good.
We kept the Senate, despite having twice as many seats to defend as
Democrats. And in a really — much more competitive states, we’ve
— we did a fantastic job with the Senate, and I think we’re very
proud of what’s happened there. We had many more seats to defend.
They spent almost $200 million on Senate races in South Carolina
and Kentucky alone — two races — and hundreds of millions of
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dollars overall against us. At the national level, our opponents’
major donors were Wall Street bankers and special interests. Our
major donors were police officers, farmers, everyday citizens. Yet for
the first time ever, we lost zero races in the House. I was talking to
Kevin McCarthy today. He said he couldn’t believe it: zero races.
Very unusual thing. Zero. And actually won many new seats with, I
think, many more on the way.
This was also the year of the Republican woman. More Republican
women were elected to Congress than ever before. That’s a great
achievement. I won the largest share of non-white voters of any
Republican in 60 years, including historic numbers of Latino,
African American, Asian American, and Native American voters —
the largest ever in our history. We grew our party by 4 million
voters, the greatest turnout in Republican Party history.
Democrats are the party of the big donors, the big media, the big
tech, it seems. And Republicans have become the party of the
American worker, and that’s what’s happened. And we’re also, I
believe, the party of inclusion.
As everyone now recognizes, media polling was election
interference, in the truest sense of that word, by powerful special
interests. These really phony polls — I have to call them phony polls,
fake polls — were designed to keep our voters at home, create the
illusion of momentum for Mr. Biden, and diminish Republicans’
ability to raise funds. They were what’s called “suppression polls.”
Everyone knows that now. And it’s never been used to the extent that
it’s been used on this last election.
To highlight just a few examples: The day before election,
Quinnipiac — which was wrong on every occasion that I know of —
had Joe Biden up by 5 points in Florida, and they were off by 8.4
points. And I won Florida easily. Easily. So, they had me losing
Florida by a lot, and I ended up winning Florida by a lot. Other than
that, they were very accurate. They had him up 4 points in Ohio, and
they were off by 12.2 points. And I also won Ohio — the great state
of Ohio — very easily.
The Washington Post had Biden up 17 points in Wisconsin, and it
was basically even. They were off by about 17 points, and they knew
that. They’re not stupid people. They knew that. Suppression.
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There are now only a few states yet to be decided in the presidential
race. The voting apparatus of those states are run, in all cases, by
Democrats.
We were winning in all the key locations by a lot, actually. And then
our number started miraculously getting whittled away in secret, and
they wouldn’t allow legally permissible observers. We went to court,
in a couple of instances, and we were able to get the observers put
in. And when the observers got there, they wanted them 60, 70 feet
away, 80 feet, 100 feet away — or outside the building to observe
people inside the building.
And we won a case — a big case. And we have others happening.
There are a lot of — lots of litigation. Even beyond our litigation,
there’s tremendous amount of litigation generally because of how
unfair this process was, and I predicted that. I’ve been talking about
mail-in voting for a long time. It’s — it’s really destroyed our system.
It’s a corrupt system. And it makes people corrupt even if they aren’t
by nature, but they become corrupt; it’s too easy. They want to find
out how many votes they need, and then they seem to be able to find
them. They wait and wait, and then they find them.
And you see that on Election Night. We were ahead in votes in North
Carolina by a lot — tremendous number of votes. And we’re still
ahead by a lot, but not as many because they’re finding ballots all of
a sudden. “Oh, we have some mail-in ballots.”
It’s amazing how those mail-in ballots are so one-sided, too. I know
that it’s supposed to be to the advantage of the Democrats, but in all
cases, they’re so one-sided.
We were up by nearly 700,000 votes in Pennsylvania. I won
Pennsylvania by a lot, and that gets whittled down to — I think they
said now we’re up by 90,000 votes. And they’ll keep coming and
coming and coming. They find them all over. And they don’t want us
to have any observers, although we won a court case. The judge said
you have to have observers.
Likewise, in Geor- — and they’re appealing. Actually, they’re
appealing. We won a case that we want people to watch and we want
observers, and they’re actually appealing, which is sort of
interesting. I wonder why they’d appeal — that all we want to do is
have people watch as they do the vote tabulations.
Likewise, in Georgia, I won by a lot — a lot — with a lead of over —
getting close to 300,000 votes on Election Night in Georgia. And, by
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the way, got whittled down, and now it’s getting to be to a point
where I’ll go from winning by a lot to perhaps being even down a
little bit.
In Georgia, a pipe burst in a faraway location, totally unrelated to
the location of what was happening, and they stopped counting for
four hours, and a lot of things happened. The election apparatus in
Georgia is run by Democrats.
We also had margins of 300,000 in Michigan. We were way up in
Michigan; won the state. And in Wisconsin, we did likewise
fantastically well. And that got whittled down. Every — in every
case, they got whittled down.
Today, we’re on track to win Arizona. We only need to carry, I
guess, 55 percent of the remaining vote — 55 percent margins. And
that’s a margin that we’ve significantly exceeded. So we’ll see what
happens with that, but we’re on track to do okay in Arizona.
Our goal is to defend the integrity of the election. We’ll not allow the
corruption to steal such an important election or any election, for
that matter. And we can’t allow silence –anybody to silence our
voters and manufacture results.
I’ve never had — I’ve been doing a lot of public things for a long
time; I’ve never had anything that’s been as inspirational by people
— calling, talking, sending things to us. I’ve never seen such — such
love and such affection and such spirit as I’ve seen for this. People
know what’s happening, and they see what’s happening, and it’s
before their eyes.
And there are many instances which will be reported very shortly.
There’s tremendous litigation going on. And this is a case where
they’re trying to steal an election, they’re trying to rig an election,
and we can’t let that happen. Detroit and Philadelphia — known as
two of the most corrupt political places anywhere in our country,
easily — cannot be responsible for engineering the outcome of a
presidential race — a very important presidential race.
In Pennsylvania, Democrats have gone to the State Supreme Court to
try and ban our election observers, and very strongly. Now, we won
the case, but they’re — they’re going forward. They don’t want
anybody in there. They don’t want anybody watching them as they
count the ballots, and I can’t imagine why. There’s absolutely no
legitimate reason why they would not want to have people watching
this process, because if it’s straight, they would be — they should be
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proud of it. Instead, they’re trying, obviously, to commit fraud.
There’s no question about that.
In Philadelphia, observers have been kept far away — very far away
— so far that people are using binoculars to try and see, and there’s
been tremendous problems caused. They put paper on all of the
windows so you can’t see in, and the people that are banned are very
unhappy and become somewhat violent.
The 11th Circuit ruled that, in Georgia, the votes have been in by
Election Day — that they should be in by Election Day, and they
weren’t. Votes are coming in after Election Day. And they had a
ruling already that you have to have the votes in by Election Day. To
the best of my knowledge, votes should be in by Election Day, and
they didn’t do that.
Democrat officials never believed they could win this election
honestly. I really believe that. That’s why they did the mail-in ballots,
where there’s tremendous corruption and fraud going on. That’s why
they mailed out tens of millions of unsolicited ballots without any
verification measures whatsoever. And I’ve told everybody that these
things would happen, because I’ve seen it happen. I watched a lot of
different elections before they decided to go with this big, massive
election with tens of millions of ballots going out to everybody — in
many cases, totally unsolicited.
This was unprecedented in American history. This was by design.
Despite years of claiming to care about the election security, they
refuse to include any requirement to verify signatures, identities, or
even determine whether they’re eligible or ineligible to vote. People
are walking in that they have no idea; they’re just taking numbers.
They’re writing down things — the workers — and doing a lot of bad
things. And we have a lot of information coming and litigation that
you’ll see that will shake even you people up, and you’ve seen it all.
The officials overseeing the counting in Pennsylvania and other key
states are all part of a corrupt Democrat machine that you’ve written
about — and, for a long time, you’ve been writing about the corrupt
Democrat machine. I went to school there, and I know a lot about it.
It hasn’t changed. It’s a long time ago, and it hasn’t changed. It’s
gotten worse.
In Pennsylvania, partisan Democrats have allowed ballots in the
state to be received three days after the election, and we think much
more than that. And they are counting those without even postmarks
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or any identification whatsoever. So you don’t have postmarks; you
don’t have identification. There have been a number of disturbing
irregularities across the nation. Our campaign has been denied
access to observe any counting in Detroit. Detroit is another place.
So you don’t have postmarks; you don’t have identification. There
have been a number of disturbing irregularities across the nation.
Our campaign has been denied access to observe any counting in
Detroit. Detroit is another place — and I wouldn’t say has the best
reputation for election integrity.
Poll workers in Michigan were duplicating ballots. But when our
observers attempted to challenge the activity, those poll workers
jumped in front of the volunteers to block their view so that they
couldn’t see what they were doing, and it became a little bit
dangerous.
One major hub for counting ballots in Detroit covered up the
windows, again, with large pieces of cardboard. And so they wanted
to protect and block the counting area. They didn’t want anybody
seeing the counting, even though these were observers who are legal
observers that were supposed to be there.
In Detroit, there were hours of unexplained delay in delivering many
of the votes for counting. The final batch did not arrive until four in
the morning and — even though the polls closed at eight o’clock. So
they brought it in, and the batches came in, and nobody knew where
they came from. We’ve also been denied access to observe in critical
places in Georgia.
In multiple swing states, counting was halted for hours and hours on
Election Night, with results withheld from major Democrat-run
locations, only to appear later. And they certainly appeared, and
they all had the name “Biden” on them, or just about all — I think
almost all. They all had the name “Biden” on them, which is a little
strange.
I challenge Joe and every Democrat to clarify that they only want
legal votes. Because they talk about votes, and I think they should
use the word “legal” — “legal votes.” “We want every legal vote
counted.” And I want every legal vote counted. We want openness
and transparency — no secret count rooms, no mystery ballots, no
illegal votes being cast after Election Day.
You have Election Day, and the laws are very strong on that. You
have an Election Day. And they don’t want votes cast after Election
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Day, and they want the process to be an honest one. It’s so
important. We want an honest election, and we want an honest count,
and we want honest people working back there because it’s a very
important job.
So that’s the way this country is going to win. That’s the way the
United States will win. And we think we will win the election very
easily. We think there’s going to be a lot of litigation because we
have so much evidence, so much proof. And it’s going to end up,
perhaps, at the highest court in the land. We’ll see. But we think
there’ll be a lot of litigation because we can’t have an election stolen
by — like this.
And I — I tell you, I would — I have been talking about this for many
months with all of you. And I’ve said very strongly that mail-in
ballots are going to end up being a disaster. Small elections were a
disaster. Small, very easy-to-handle elections were disastrous.
This is a large-scale version, and it’s getting worse and worse every
day. We’re hearing stories that are horror stories — absolute horror
stories. And we can’t let that happen to the United States of America.
It’s not a question of who wins — Republican, Democrat; Joe,
myself. We can’t let that happen to our country. We can’t be
disgraced by having something like this happen.
So it will be hopefully cleared up, maybe soon; I hope soon. But it’ll
probably go through a process — a legal process. And, as you know,
I’ve claimed certain states and he’s claiming states. So we can both
claim the states, but ultimately I have a feeling judges are going to
have to rule. But there’s been a lot of shenanigans, and we can’t
stand for that in our country.
Thank you very much.
END
7:04 P.M. EST
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Friday November 6, 2020
Election Results in Michigan, Wisconsin, Georgia, Pennsylvania,
Virginia, Nevada, Arizona are all within the Margin of Error to
be Legally Challenged and Recounted.
ALL EYES ON

"If you count the legal vote, I easily win," said Trump. "If you
count the illegal votes, they can try to steal the election from
us." (liveleak.com)
https://www.liveleak.com/view?t=99b0d_1604620905

...and while you're at it, recount the ballots of The Squad and
make sure Fraud didn't elect them, too.
No way did all these folks get re-elected legally.
We need a full audit across every state and precinct. Period.
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Q Told us on Nov 11, 2018 in Post #453, How they Would Try to
Steal the Election in 2020
Q !!mG7VJxZNCI No.453 📁
Nov 11 2018 13:36:43 (EST)
Drq26owWsAE-7Wy.jpg-large.jpg⬇
WHAT IF THE BELOW COULD BE PROVEN?
1-Election + D party officials filled out many thousands of blank
ballots?
2-Election + D party officials removed and destroyed 'legal' ballots?
3-Election + D party officials deliberately organized non-citizen
voting?
4-Election + D party officials in [XX] locations across the US [under
lock & key] stored many thousands of 'blank' ballots for purposes of
'altering the vote total'?
Who safeguards 'blank' ballots?
Who issues 'blank' ballots?
Who controls 'blank' ballots?
How many 'blank' ballots are generated vs. total county pop?
THE CONTROL AND ISSUANCE OF BLANK BALLOTS IS
KEY.
Why did the same counties [under dispute today] REFUSE to turn
over voter registration information upon request to the Voter Fraud
Commission?
Why was the Voter Fraud Commission disbanded and turned over to
DHS?
What vested auth does DHS have compared to a commission body?
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/without-evidence-trumpand-sessions-warn-of-voter-fraud-in-tuesdayselections/2018/11/05/e9564788-e115-11e8-8f5fa55347f48762_story.html?utm_term=.db84f6960764📁
Enemy @ the Front Door.
Q
11:11 and Nov 11th have been mentioned several times by Q. Next
Wednesday is Nov 11 which would make it a 2 year delta for post
453. I am wondering now what will happen next Wednesday. Seems
to me SOMETHING will happen. Is this the day we will find out
officially how many Electoral votes Trump has or what else could be
in store for us next Wednesday? Any ideas?
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It's too fast. Potus goes the legal way. It takes a couple of weeks. But
this Q-Post is absolutely what is going on now.
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This blatant voter fraud is a giant "fuck you" to all decent
Americans.
The fact that the commies aren't even seriously trying to hide the
steal, is like shoving a huge middle finger directly into the faces of
the absolute majority of voters.
There's a word for that: (((Chutzpah)))
Lots of people saw it coming but they might have underestimated the
sheer impudence of this operation.
There might be blowback.
Call out any libs you know who like to talk about "Saving our
democracy"
Ask them to consider the below list of red flags:
The massive turn out alone is a red flag.
The late night spikes that were enough to close all the Trump leads
are a red flag.
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The statistically impossible breakdown of the ratios of these vote
dumps is a red flag.
The ratios of these dumps being far better than the percentages in the
bluest of blue cities, even though the historical data does not match,
red flag.
The ratios of these vote dumps favoring Biden more in these few
battlegrounds than the ratio for the rest of the country (even the
bluest of the blue) red flag.
Biden outperforming Obama among these few urban vote dumps,
even though Trump picked up points in every demographic group in
the rest of the country, red flag.
The poll observers being removed. Red flag.
The counters cheering as GOP observers are removed, red flag.
The fact that the dem observers outnumber the GOP observers 3 to 1,
red flag (and basis of the first lawsuit filed)
The electioneering at the polls (on video), red flag.
The willful violation of the court order requiring the separation of
ballots by type, red flag.
USPS whistleblower reporting to the Inspector General that today
they were ordered to backdate ballots to yesterday, red flag.
The video of 2 AM deliveries of what appear to be boxes of ballots
with no chain of custody or other observers right before the late night
miracle spikes, red flag.

BIDEN Will Declare himself winner after fabricating a 270 and
the media will go full trump blackout. Then they will start
Telling normies Biden is the winner at high volume.
submitted 4 hours ago by Day_of_the_rope
Just so you know what is coming. Screen cap this.
If we could just count all the legit votes that would be the American
thing to do.
They also want to act like biden gets to be president immediately, as
if trump wouldn’t still be in office until January
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They just gave him GA a state that hasn't gone blue in 30 years.
https://litter.catbox.moe/88qwum.jpegJPEG

Ex-CIA Virginia Democrat Surges Ahead In House Race After
Thousands Of Ballots Are 'Found' On A Flash
Drive (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/virginia-democratsurges-ahead-house-race-thousands-ballots-found-flash-drive/

Another USPS Insider From Pennsylvania EXPOSES 'Nov. 3
Postmark' Voter Fraud Scheme (creativedestructionmedia.com)
https://creativedestructionmedia.com/news/politics/2020/11/06/break
ing-another-usps-insider-from-pennsylvania-exposes-nov-3postmark-voter-fraud-scheme/
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USPS worker arrested at Canadian border with bin of mail,
undelivered ballots. Nothing to see here, move
along.... (nypost.com)
https://nypost.com/2020/11/06/usps-worker-arrested-at-canadianborder-with-undelivered-ballots/

Everyone at my voting center in AZ was given sharpies,
including myself should I be worried?
Thought it was odd because it bled through and I couldn't read the
back well.
Called sec of state elections office and "They are experiencing
technical difficulties with their phone systems". No email contact on
their page.

Election Theft on Video (gab.com)
https://gab.com/Shazlandia/posts/105161339614354926
Unfortunately, same thing we saw earlier: they are paired up, fixing
ballots that won’t scan. One person reads out the bad ballot, other
marks a replacement ballot.
What a crap system! Bad optics. We are relying on the honesty of the
person marking the ballot. This could be used to “launder”
counterfeit ballots, if there really is a watermark scheme that anyone
will really check. It could conceivably be used to duplicate good
ballots rather than fix bad ballots. So all of the Sharpie ballots got
transcribed. Hope nothing was lost in translation.
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ALERT - 34 counties in Michigan used faulty software
program (citizenfreepress.com)
https://www.citizenfreepress.com/breaking/alert-34-counties-inmichigan-used-faulty-software-program/

Ballot Count Watcher Describes At Least 130,000 Ballots, ALL
FOR BIDEN, Arriving in 3 Vehicles in Detroit at 4
AM (humansarefree.com)
https://humansarefree.com/2020/11/ballot-count-watcher-describesat-least-130000-ballots-all-for-biden-arriving-in-detroit-at-4am.html
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They're stealing Georgia! Biden now in the lead. Trump's
numbers remain static while Biden's rise!(politics)
And cuckservatives are going to take it and won't do shit about it. If
this shit doesn't wake normies up, nothing will.
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So many Republicans aren't defending Trump, their real loyalty
is being exposed.
Never ever help any of those Rino's. Only real Republicans are
defending Trump even though there is a small chance that Joe will
destroy them if he becomes president.
I have only seen 5 Republicans/libertarians defending Trump. This is
crazy! So few people are truly loyal to Trump.
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Trump: I easily WIN the Presidency of the US with LEGAL
VOTES CAST. The OBSERVERS were not allowed, in any way,
shape, or form, to do their job and therefore, ILLEGAL
VOTES.
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1324613181466173440
I easily WIN the Presidency of the United States with LEGAL
VOTES CAST. The OBSERVERS were not allowed, in any way,
shape, or form, to do their job and therefore, votes accepted during
this period must be determined to be ILLEGAL VOTES. U.S.
Supreme Court should decide!
Twitter covered the message with a warning label.
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Imagine the Dems. Plotting the biggest electoral fraud in US
history, but then RBG goes ahead and dies on them.
what a shame.
Nothing could stop this. Nothing.

WOW! They Want You to Believe This! -- Biden Gained Over 1
Million Votes in Pennsylvania SINCE THE MORNING AFTER
THE ELECTION! (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/wow-want-believebiden-gained-1-million-votes-pennsylvania-since-morning-election/
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Remember every word of the Democrats; videotape them;
archive the videos, the chats, the web pages and their social
media posts. Wait for our judgement day.
When we win the civil war, we shall show the proof of their
treachery. We will have the moral ground to enslave them all.

Lou Dobbs: Sydney Powell mentions use of HAMMER and
Scorecard shifting 3% to Biden this election. She knows!! It's hit
MSM now. (streamable.com)
https://streamable.com/fsy4nd
This is fucking INSANE! does this line up with Q posts in some
form? Was the keystone about Pennsylvania? Will PA be the state
that unlocks all the fraud that's been used?
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The keystone state... fuck if this is true this some God level planning.
God level, or God Emperor level.
GEOTUS Level

Biden a no-show at his speech tonight, new Jeeps parked at it
were ALL EMPTY! WTF(twitter.com)
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I don't think you Goats understand how important this place is.
Imagine the tendrils of people in different groups that these
memes and threads are affecting when you send them to the ones
you love.
People ask me "where do you get all of this info" and I tell them
George News.

HAMMER is Private NSA Operated by Brennan, Hayden,
Clapper Chertoff
https://twitter.com/GregRubini/status/1324857072291295234
-All Quiet from Trump
Eric and Don Jr. know..
This program used to fix foreign elections by CIA.
With this info, Brennan, Hayden, Clapper and Chertoff will be
destroyed

BREAKING: Justice Alito Orders Any Ballots Received After
8pm on Election Day in Pennsylvania be Segregated and Secured
- Counted Separately (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/breaking-justice-alitoorders-ballots-received-8pm-election-day-pennsylvania-segregatedsecured-counted-separately/
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What do we have here! Interesting Google trend from the past 30
days. Google won't let me archive, but check now - it is
real. (files.catbox.moe)
What is the take-away here? That people roped into ballot tampering
are checking out what may happen to them if caught?
That was my first thought too. They have to be hearing / seeing the
stuff coming out in the news. They're wondering how much trouble
they are going to be in.
These searches took place prior to the election. So guilty conscience
on premeditated election fraud.
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Saturday November 7, 2020
Constant shenanigans with Voat availability means this is a legit
source of news & free thought.
They wouldn't fuck with us so bad if this wasn't a threat to them.
I think we have a few big players on the board that occasionally
require moderation. There’s definitely a correlation to down-time
and big events. Not just specifically here, of course, but Voat in
general. You never know who is lurking. ;)

Software in Michigan that switched 6,000 votes is called
"Dominion." Used in 30 states including: Nevada Arizona
Minnesota Michigan Wisconsin Swing States, EVERY. SINGLE
ONE (saidit.net)
https://saidit.net/s/politics/comments/6rqx/the_election_software_sys
tem_in_michigan_that/
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Hi Big Tech...GoogleMicrosoft ...you dont shadow ban? What's
the phrase or word we're thinking of? It's on the tip of the
tongue... Auto-complete will help out? (files.catbox.moe)

Dear Anons, I live in the EU and I can see people are waking up
to the vote fraud in US. I am receiving messages from my family
and frends asking WTF is going on. They are all shocked!!
I feel as this is the biggest challenge to be patient I have ever
experienced. People are watching, the world is watching! We are all
in the lockdown here in EU, the USA results will decide the future of
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our countries. We feel your pain, the entire globe is hurting right
now. We will go through this together. GOD WINS!!!!
Same.
You guys are not alone. Nationalists and patriots united worldwide.

TO ALL ANONS loosing their shit right now: IT'S ALWAYS
DARKEST BEFORE THE DAWN.
Think about it every time you think you are ready, do it Q, drop the
hammer. Are you actually ready or crying like a bitch right now
because of some clowns on MSM. This show is not for snowflakes.

Attempted attack on the WH & WH has gone dark, many
emergency vehicles, Secret Service, 1 arrest reported.
Nobody seems to know WTF is going on, but there are a couple
videos embedded in this Gateway Pundit article (longer 2nd video
has more content). This info was being reported on the ground by
Overton Report & the guy streaming video in the clips said the White
House itself is completely dark - not a single light on in there visible
from the outside.
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/breaking-secret-servicedc-fire-investigating-suspicious-vehicle-near-white-house/

I write software. This is a travesty.
In my personal life I write software for the manufacturing industry.
Professionally, I am an engineer, and write code for computeroperated equipment (lathes and mills, commonly known as CNC
machines.)
For a sense of scale, let me say that most CNC programs are under
250 lines of code. In addition to controlling the cutting tools, the
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programs will check for operator input mistakes: Tools can only be
adjusted within a narrow range, anything outside that range and the
machine won't run. Did the operator slow it down to check
something and forget to turn it back to 100%? Machine won't run.
And so on. Idiot-proofing, dimensional checks and feedback, torque
monitoring, etc.
Before we even let the customer see their new machine, we have
already run the machine for 8 hours of hands-off auto cycling of the
program. We have also run each cutting tool through enough parts to
ensure the cutting conditions are optimal. Then for the customer we
run an additional hands-off production run of 8 hours or 35 pieces
(whichever is greater) and then do a 100% inspection of every
feature out to 5 decimal places, followed by some statistical analysis
to measure capability. Once the customer is happy, we ship the
machine and repeat this on their floor. Then we spend a few days
going over the statistical analysis, then a week of training for their
operators. Only then is it ready for producing parts that make sure
your car door latches with 18lbs of force rather than 19lbs.
Oh, yeah... we provide the computer code to the customer as well,
every line commented for clarity.
Doesn't it seem like voting software, which likely is thousands of
lines of code, should be made open-source and go through some sort
of approval process before being used for real? Isn't this software
vetted or tested or examined at all?
It functions exactally as to specifications as Per democrat and george
soros giudelines
Right. It's a feature, not a flaw . . .

Dominion Voting Software at the Center of Errors in GA and MI
Is Connected to Nancy Pelosi, The Clintons and Possibly HUMA
- and Used in All the Battleground States!
Dominion Voting Systems is used in 30 states and Puerto Rico. An
no coincidence, it is the system used in the battleground states
currently in play (NV, MI, AZ, PA, WI, GA). Dominion provides the
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foundational system that many states use to record, aggregate and
report votes. This week we learned that information was loaded into
this system in Michigan which resulted in a 5,500 vote swing from
Trump to Biden in one county (a local clerk auditing the votes
discovered the error). And mysteriously another glitch in the system
prevented Georgia from recording votes on election day, resulting in
the state extending the voting to 11 PM (how convenient!)
So, who is Dominion Voting Systems? Well, it's owned by a Wall
Street Firm, Staple Street Capital (since July 2018). Read about it
here:
https://wearethene.ws/notable/164392
and here
https://noqreport.com/2020/11/06/dominion-voting-systems-thecompany-at-the-center-of-michigan-and-georgia-voting-glitches/
Some observations highlighted in the articles above:
The lobbyist for Dominion Voting Systems is the former Chief of
Staff for Nancy Pelosi, Nadeam Elshami. He also has connections to
Dick Durbin, Feinstein and Barbara Boxer. You may not be shocked
to learn that Elshami is Muslim and was born in Egypt
https://www.bhfs.com/people/policy/nelshami
https://prabook.com/web/nadeam.elshami/563495
Dominion has been a sizable contributor to the Clinton Foundation -donating between $25-50K (according to the WaPo)
https://www.worldtribune.com/dominion-voting-systems-tied-toclintons-widely-used-in-battleground-states/
Dominion Voting Systems are used in ALL the battleground states
currently in play (GA, AZ, PA, MI, WI, NV)
https://twitter.com/kylenabecker/status/1324867717808050176
The Managing Director of Staple Street Capital (Dominion's parent
co) is Hootan Yaghoobzadeh. He's also Muslim and along with his
Staple Street co-founder, graduated from Harvard (possible
connection to HUMA - Harvard Univ Muslim Association???)
https://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/27/fashion/weddings/amymetzger-hootan-yaghoobzadeh.html
.
You may have read that Dominion systems (and possibly other
voting systems) are connected to electronic vote manipulation using
the super-secret government system "the Hammer", which also
contains a"Scorecard" component. Sidney Powell appeared on Lou
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Dobbs last night to talk about an ongoing investigation and lawsuit
related to the use of these systems to manipulate votes.........more
info coming soon on this matter...........stay tuned!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fVDB8_JWL0c&feature=youtu.
be&t=38YouTubeYouTube
Nate Cain on Twitter also links this company to George Soros:
In 2017 I handed over 450+ pages of documents from the the FBI's
database to the HPSCI. Included in those 11documents was one that
identified a common tabulation software by Dominion Voting
Systems. It was being integrated into all electronic voting machines.
The owner was the former chairman of the George Soros
Foundation. I saw the potential for exactly what we are seeing today.
An intentionally altered tabulation from the vote count. What was
worse was the FBI's assessment that everything was safe. They
completely ignored the monopoly by a partisan company to control
the tabulation software for almost all electronic voting machines.
@DevinNunes @realDonaldTrump
Of all the documents I handed over, this was the one document that
was Unclassified. FOIA the hell out of everything the FBI knew
about this. There is not much for they can redact on UNCLAS.
https://twitter.com/cain_nate/status/1324928050623025157?s=19
Okay I found it! the reference it to Smartmatic -- which is linked to
Dominion systems via the purchase of Sequoia. The director on the
Open Society Board is
"Smartmatic Chairman, Lord Mark Malloch-Brown, sits on the
Global Board of the Open Society Foundation"
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/sheerafrenkel/soros-electionmachines
"Another Daily Caller article asserts that Smartmatic owns Sequoia,
a company which does own the majority of voting machines used in
the United States. Records show that while Smartmatic did purchase
Sequoia in 2005, they announced plans to sell the company in 2006,
and in June 2010 Sequoia was purchased by the Canada-based
Dominion Voting Systems."
BINGO!
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Philly Mayor: Trump 'needs to put his big boy pants on and
acknowledge the fact that he lost' - Translation: "I'm part of the
coup" (saraacarter.com)
https://saraacarter.com/philly-mayor-trump-needs-to-put-his-bigboy-pants-on-and-acknowledge-the-fact-that-he-lost/
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The widespread election fraud perpetrated by the Democrats,
MSM and DS operatives everywhere will be revealed in court.
Trump had a landslide victory in almost all states.
These frauds were not some isolated incidents affecting a few votes
at the margin. It was a planned operation (by the Deep State and the
MSM) that was pervasive and affected every state (and probably
every county) in some way or another.
• Hammer/Scorecard election tabulating/reporting software
changes results SauceBitChute
• USPS falsifying the post mark date
• Unqualified out-of-state voting
• Counterfeit ballots that do not contain embedded watermark
security features
• Ballots processed after 8 PM on November 3rd
• Ballots processed without certified poll watchers
• Ballots cast by dead people
• Ballots cast by people bused in from others states
• Ballot harvesting (which is illegal)
• Forcing people to vote with Sharpie pens so ballots would be
invalid
• Intimidation at certain polling stations
• Police not enforcing Court Orders (Philadelphia)
The list goes on. The DS pulled out all the stops. The widespread
nature of the fraud will bring down the D party, the MSM and Big
Tech. There is zero chance that Biden will prevail. ZERO.
We will win the House, the Senate and the Presidency. How exactly
the Court will straighten this out remains to be seen. But this
fraudulent result will NOT stand.
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In Texas, Dominion Voting Systems was turned down THREE
TIMES for certification in state elections. It listed numerous
reasons why the system had major security issues. (archive.is)
https://archive.is/zEq8h

Another 'Computer Glitch' Identified and Corrected in
California Led to Republican Winning His
Race (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/another-computerglitch-identified-corrected-california-led-republican-winning-race/
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Removal Of The Mainstream Media From This Nation Is Job #1.
True to form, the Pro-Joe Lying Media have run strong interference,
claiming there’s “nothing to see here,” even blaming criticism of the
3 heavily Democratic cities on, wait for it – racism.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/11/american_coup_v
ictims_will_not_go_quietly.html
The media is covering for the act of treason against this country,
making themselves accomplices to it. The punishment for coup
attempts/ treason is a death sentence. This is not my idea, this is the
Constitution of the United States, a document which vests all of the
power in the citizens of the United States. Including the power to
remedy the failure of our leaders. Our leaders have failed to enforce
the laws.
The way our media is acting is akin to the colonists allowing
Benedict Arnold to come and go as he pleased. People on this very
blog have posted the same defeatist bullshit that they hear from the
media. A well informed citizenry is the best defense against tyranny Thomas Jefferson. They know this. They are inflicting very grave
and very real damage on our nation and this must stop.

I have never had this many people contact me about what is
going on. The seeds planted over the past decade are sprouting
and it's a beautiful thing.
I had a friend who is around 30, I am past 45, text me on Thursday
asking what is happening. She said this was her first time ever
voting. Funny thing is, I had never said a word about the election or
voting. I was surprised to get her text. Then she said this "I really
hope they get to the bottom of these voting issues! Something is
obviously wrong. I'm wondering how long it will take." I told her not
to watch the news and eventually Trump would be the winner and
President for 4 more years.
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# 2479 : Who safeguards 'blank' ballot --> DHS & CISA : ballot
security measures can include signature matching, information
checks, barcodes, watermarks, and precise paper weights.
CISA link: https://www.cisa.gov/rumorcontrol
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the Cybersecurity
and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) do not design or audit
ballots, which are processes managed by state and local election
officials.
Get the Facts: While DHS and CISA assist states and localities with
securing election infrastructure, DHS and CISA do not design, print,
or audit ballots. State and local election officials manage ballot
design and printing, as well as the auditing of results.
Local election offices have security and detection measures in place
that make it highly difficult to commit fraud through counterfeit
ballots. While the specific measures vary, in accordance with state
and local election laws and practices, ballot security measures can
include signature matching, information checks, barcodes,
watermarks, and precise paper weights.
DHS and CISA operate in support of state and local election
officials, and do not administer elections or handle ballots. CISA’s
role in election security includes sharing information, such as cyber
threat indicators, with state and local election officials, as well as
providing technical cybersecurity services (e.g. vulnerability
scanning) upon the request of those officials.
2479
Nov 11, 2018 1:36:43 PM EST
Q !!mG7VJxZNCI ID: 000000 No. 453
WHAT IF THE BELOW COULD BE PROVEN?
1-Election + D party officials filled out many thousands of blank
ballots?
2-Election + D party officials removed and destroyed 'legal' ballots?
3-Election + D party officials deliberately organized non-citizen
voting?
4-Election + D party officials in [XX] locations across the US [under
lock & key] stored many thousands of 'blank' ballots for purposes of
'altering the vote total'?
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Who safeguards 'blank' ballots?
Who issues 'blank' ballots?
Who controls 'blank' ballots?
How many 'blank' ballots are generated vs. total county pop?
THE CONTROL AND ISSUANCE OF BLANK BALLOTS IS
KEY.
Why did the same counties [under dispute today] REFUSE to turn
over voter registration information upon request to the Voter Fraud
Commission?
Why was the Voter Fraud Commission disbanded and turned over to
DHS?
What vested auth does DHS have compared to a commission body?
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/without-evidence-trumpand-sessions-warn-of-voter-fraud-in-tuesdayselections/2018/11/05/e9564788-e115-11e8-8f5fa55347f48762_story.html?utm_term=.db84f6960764
Enemy @ the Front Door.
Q
4857
Oct 14, 2020 1:35:50 PM EDT
Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: fdf777 No. 11068630
[1]
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/PSA_CyberThre
ats_Final-508.pdf
[2]
https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-283a
Read both carefully.
Q
https://qanon.pub/#2479
https://qanon.pub/#4857
The State and Local election officials have committed TREASON.
Yes, emphasis on "blank" aka the "paper" itself, pre-printed, marked,
traceable, hard-to-reproduce paper. That "paper" isn't my Staples
copy paper.
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All news stations including Fox just called it for Biden! They've
sealed their fate!
And so it begins.

MSM declares Biden as winner, now let's see what happens.
https://edition.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-biden-electionresults-11-07-20/index.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/07/us/politics/bidenelection.html?action=click&module=Spotlight&pgtype=Homepage
https://edition.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-biden-electionresults-11-07-20/index.html
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ABC and CNN just called it for Biden, the treason is complete.
Stay patient. We got this.
Exactly. CNN couldn’t wait any longer for Fox News to call PA and
“anoint” Biden as President Elect. Plus they wanted to do it before
Rudy’s press conference coming up any minute now.
This is just one more coup attempt on Trump. Been watching this for
5 years now. Might have to check my betting lines and see if they are
still available so I can pound one more bet on PRESIDENT Trump.
What's this we shit
No you dont
yes, hold the line.
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Fox News host Laura Ingraham says Donald Trump should
accept 'the unfavorable outcome' of the election with 'grace and
composure'. Remember these traitors. (dailymail.co.uk)
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8924233/Fox-News-hostLaura-Ingraham-says-Donald-Trump-accept-defeat-gracecomposure.html

Until Sec of States report results and Electors vote, every any
"call for Biden" deserves this twat warning: "Official sources
may not have called the race when this was Tweeted."
For more information, read the U.S. Constitution.
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Now you know why Dem States, NY, NJ, IL, NM let old people
die of COVID. Ballots to vote became available. Voter fraud.
I am waiting now to hear how many people that died of COVID
voted. Lots of people dead just before the elections, a Dem dream

Have faith anons, we've come so far, we know what is coming,
these evil pos have everything to lose, that's why they're
desperate.
Q !UW.yye1fxo No.9📁
Jan 13 2018 22:18:18 (EST)
We are FIGHTING for LIFE.
We are FIGHTING for GOOD.
We are at WAR [@].
NOT EVERYTHING WILL BE CLEAN.
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[SCARE] NECESSARY EVENT.
Do you TRUST the US Military?
Do you TRUST the Chain Of Command?
Have FAITH - WE ARE IN CONTROL.
PATRIOTS.
PATRIOTS DAY.
HAVE FAITH.
YOU WERE CHOSEN FOR A REASON.
YOU ARE BEING PROVIDED THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF INTEL
TO EVER BE DROPPED PUBLICLY IN THE HISTORY OF THE
WORLD.
USE IT - PROTECT AND COMFORT THOSE AROUND YOU.
WHERE WE GO ONE, WE GO ALL.
Q
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DAN CRENSHAW (Romney Light) HAS A LOSER MINDSET.
MARJORIE TAYLOR GREENE (GA-14) IS A PATRIOT AND
A FIGHTER. BE LIKE MARJORIE TAYLOR GREENE.
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I am so excited!!!
The left thinks they have won. They are dancing just like when
Obama won. They are rolling out the party. Thinking there will be no
response. Let them party. Let them think they have won. Let them.
Then POTUS rolls out the counterattack. When Q says you are
watching a movie they were not kidding. This is super exciting to
watch. Zero movies released by Hollywood this year. Enjoy this one.
Trump is our next president. Period.

We are watching the systematic destruction of the democrat
party.
The democrat party, as well as the complicit media, are about to
commit treason
Q "WHEN WE ARE DONE WITH THEM, THEY WILL NOT BE
ABLE TO WALK DOWN THE STREET"
Enjoy the show
WWG1WGA

They thought you would follow Fox news and give up on POTUS
once "fair and balanced conservative news" called Biden. This is
a prefect example of "Gatekeeper" or Controlled Opposition.
Fox News is just CNN for the sheeple on the right
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TRUMP WENT GOLFING THIS MORNING WHEN HE
KNEW MEDIA WAS LIKELY TO CALL FOR BIDEN. SHOW
OF STRENGTH AND CONFIDENCE. WE GOT
THIS!(media.thedonald.win)
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Biden IS NOT President Elect no matter how many times the
Jew media and it's minions proclaim so. Only STATES can
certify/send results and CONGRESS declare results. FUCK the
lying media.
And if you just clicked here to make a smart ass ignorant comment
FUCK you and educate yourself you ignorant destructive piece of
shit:
https://theconversation.com/who-formally-declares-the-winner-ofthe-us-presidential-election-145212
Those clicking here educated about our constitutional process please
DO not let ANYONE pass in any conversation "president elect
Biden" without educating their sorry ignorant asses and spitting on
the ground at their feet when done.

THE ELECTION WAS RIGGED IN RACINE, WISCONSIN.
Found this posted on 9chan:
We were being subtly told about the rigged election for the last 7
months by someone on Voat. The model that was used to rig the US
presidential election was first tested back in April when Joe Biden
and Bernie Sanders both went to Racine, WI and shilled for a
referendum to give an obscene amount of money ($1,000,000,000) to
the Racine Unified School District. The referendum PASSED BY
FIVE VOTES and the fraudulent results were confirmed by a recount
and upheld in court.
https://journaltimes.com/news/local/sanders-follows-biden-inendorsing-unified-referendum-yes-campaign-issurprised/article_6603b168-1461-511a-949d-85dc3f83c792.html
https://journaltimes.com/news/local/judge-piontek-upholds-rusdreferendum-recount/article_ab6110a8-4e52-52df-a4c38cf10d29b9be.html
https://www.fox6now.com/news/there-are-rules-in-voting-withrecount-over-1b-racine-schools-referendum-to-be-challenged-incourt
Let me repeat that. In April of 2020, Joe Biden shilled for a rigged
referendum in Racine, where the fate of one billion dollars was
determined by five votes, then confirmed in a recount and upheld in
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court. 7 months later, Joe Biden coincidentally "wins" the 2020
presidential election by similar hair-splitting margins in multiple
swing states. The results are almost certain to be upheld in recounts
and the courts because the model employed to steal the election for
Biden is the same model that he shilled for in Racine, which stole
$1,000,000,000 from Racine County voters and effectively gave
control of the money to an organization known as Higher
Expectations for Racine County, which is run by BILL CLINTONS
WISCONSIN CAMPAIGN MANAGER, Jeffrey Neubauer.
Any Supreme Court case(s) will be rigged and AMY CONEY
BARRET WILL BETRAY TRUMP. This will happen because she is
connected to a group of Catholics associated with St. Catherine of
Siena through her father Mike Coney, the Deacon of the St.
Catherine of Siena Parish (a Catholic school).
The Racine Dominicans are closely associated with St. Catherine of
Siena. They run the Siena retreat center on Hunt Club Road and
provide financial support to Siena Catholic Schools, where ACB
went to school (Fauci was also given an honorary degree from Siena
College); The Racine Dominicans were founded by Mother
Benedicta BAUER who is almost certainly related to the actress
Kristin BAUER van Straten, the sister of Bill Clintons WI
presidential campaign manager Jeffrey NeuBAUER. In fact, Kristin
Bauer van Straten even changed her name from Neubauer to Bauer
because she was proud of her lineage.
The Racine Dominicans have also been involved in Haiti for decades
which is where Amy Coney Barrett adopted her children from. There
are now TWO Supreme Court Justices that have been involved in
very suspicious adoptions (John Roberts is rumored to have obtained
his children through John of God), so it looks like the threat of
adoption scandals will be hung over the heads of at least two
SCOTUS Justices.
The presidential election could not have been rigged (and the
peoples' response to it could not be controlled) without first testing a
blatantly rigged, high-stakes election somewhere obscure (like
Racine), and then using the result as a model for rigging the
presidential election, the recounts, and the court cases that inevitably
ensue. If you want to expose this fraud, you need to start asking
VERY LOUDLY why Joe Biden was involved with an outrageous
and obviously rigged referendum earlier this year. If you spread this
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information you will know you are over the target because you will
be attacked by shills relentlessly. Screencap this for when I am right
and no matter what happens, never forget this fact:
First they model it in Racine
Then they implement it across the country
A downvote in less than five minutes? We really are over the Target.
Spread this information! Shine the light on Racine and make this
their biggest mistake yet. This will expose them to millions of
Americans!

I can't keep the smile off of my face. I have not smiled this much
and this frequently in a long time. My face actually hurts.
Seriously!
POTUS, the military and Q are in control and playing this out
perfectly.
What a time to be alive and watch the entire systematic distraction of
the old guard.
The faggots running in the streets and celebrating with Biden Harris
flags right now are going to be hit the hardest when they find out
Biden lost and their TV lied to them. It's just too funny. I absolutely
love it.
Fox News is full melt down telling everyone that POTUS is going to
have to accept it sooner or later. They all took the bait. Q even told
us that this would happen. They openly stated that those we think we
trust are controlled, and will out themselves over time. Now is that
time.
It's HABBENING!
God Bless America.
Time to smoke a cigar and drink a beer frens.
Let that bait hook set in real good and jerk their fucking heads off.
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In order to massively cheat in an election you must have no fear
of repercussions.
The only way a country can have this much corruption in our
government and our elections is for people to feel free from
repercussions.
The level of fraud is staggering. 10's of millions of fraudulent votes.
If we don't fight this with everything we have here and now then no
election in the future will mean a thing. Democracy in name only.

Look around you. If you believe corona virus is deadly and
airborne, you'll believe Joe Biden won this election. It's that
simple.
The average citizen eats tide pods and thinks flossing gives you
street cred. The people who know and live by truth. You and I, are
few and far between. It's time for us to get vocal.

Notes from a conference call with Trump's lawyers (11/7/20) THE EVIDENCE IS OVERWHELMING (youtube.com)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ql-7x-WlyuQ
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Fuck israel (media.thedonald.win)

Newsmax: Judge Jeanine's Show Cancelled Tonight After They
Found She Was Going to Report on Fraud (m.youtube.com)
https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=emb_title&v=fLApIrEjud0
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So they think Trump caused division and Biden will unite us?
They haven't even begun to see division.
It’s time we rip everything they hold dearly to shreds. People
celebrating this blatant fraud are in for a shock.
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Twitter censoring the words "hammer" and "scorecard"
When the word “vote” is in the tweet.
This is what panic looks like
If this isn’t proof of social media meddling with elections then I
don’t know what is. The censoring of our POTUS tweets, is even
more proof. If these people don’t get justice, we are all doomed.
I have faith in the scotus.
We are literally watching a movie

VOTING MACHINES WERE NETWORKED! Shills sliding
this...
https://mobile.twitter.com/We_Have_Risen/status/132512991570910
4129
They had network connections into what were supposed to be stand
alone machines.
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Sunday November 8, 2020

Dear Deplorables: Trump was dragged though the mud for you!
He fought for you all the way! FIGHT FOR HIM!!!
This is the Psychological Operation. Things are not as they appear.
Stay strong. Fight, fight, fight digital soldiers!!!

Despite the Mockingbird medias declaring Biden as the new
president, the illusion trick doesn't work. People are waking up
around the world !
The magic trick doesn't seem to work fully ;)
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They knew which states were using the voting machines loaded with
HAMMER & SCORECARD.
(Software developed for the CIA to manipulate voter tallies remotely
in foreign elections.)
It was just deployed against the American people.
Tom Fitton & Sydney Powell put it right in your face
Dr Charlie Ward (Currency Broker & Hotel Contractor - Trump
Insider) describes the deployment of this Sting Operation to trap
those involved in election theft.
The Federalized National Guard were pulling around the clock duty
in at least 16 states to trap these monsters.
All the swing states currently involved in the theft are on the list.
The SCOTUS ordered all ballots received after the deadline in PA be
segregated from those received on time.
There will be a ballot audit.
Recounts are conducted by the same people/election boards as the
first count.
Audits are conducted by armed fraud investigators.
State Legislators pick electors.
Republicans control both houses of the PA State Congress.
Guess who controls both Houses of State Legislatures in the other
swing states?
You guessed it!
Republicans!
Check Mate!
If I were any of these Democrat officials involved in this colossal
election fraud, I would be seeking asylum in a non-extradition
country immediately.
Trust your President.
Trust God and Trust the Plan!
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1325124397729001472.h
tml
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All the Crooked Tactics seen in the 2020 Election Are
Reminiscent of the CCP's Playbook. Including using election
software made in China. Pay attention to the details. Traces of
CCP's intel agencies (gnews.org)
https://gnews.org/535953/

About that computer "glitch" that switched votes.
Just a reminder ...
Computers don't "glitch." That's a Hollywood term. In reality, they
don't glitch.
Computers do what they are programmed to do.
Their programming can also be overridden by human input.
But they don't glitch.
The left loves to control language because it works.

Revelation 11:11 coming soon.
Read figuratively. Anons are the witnesses breath fire on our
enemies. Nothing stopped us from spreading truth.
Then, the beast attacked. Thought they killed us by winning this
election.
3.5 days we lied dead. Refused burial.
3.5 days symbolically linking the witnesses to Christ, or the
annointed/Chosen one... didn't potus say he was chosen?
In reality, its going to be 10 days, darkness.
Then... suddenly, we ressurect from death. Truth about election fraud
comes out. Arrests commence and anons SCREAM TRUTH.
All around Christmas time. Why do you think Q showed santa with a
hammer?
Why are the enemy in revelation sending gifts?
SO FUCKING SYMBOLIC.
SO FUCKING BIBLICAL.
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SYMBOLISM WILL BE THEIR DOWNFALL.
11.11, THE DAY WE WERE UNITED.

Holy shit Voat, Biden would quadruple-down on Critical Race
Theory via early executive action. Sure hope Trump wins in the
courts! (files.catbox.moe)
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The Turner Diaries.
Biden and his masters consider the last 4 years as a setback. They'll
have to, as OP states, quadruple efforts to get back on schedule. The
goyum must be punished at all costs.
We'll see a ramp up on browning of America like never before, then
things will stop working.

You cannot Intimidate DATA and you cannot make it disappear,
like human beings. EVERYTHING is captured by the NSA and
it will be that DATA that destroys Big Tech and the Scum that
weaponized it...
PERFECT IRONY

Remain Calm, Chess Grand Master at work.
For President Trump to lose he'd have to lose in the Republican
Supreme Court, and he'd have to lose in the Republican State
Legislatures, and he'd have to lose in the NEW (looking like
Republican controlled) House of Representatives and Senate.
Trump is playing chess not playing election.
This is the final minutes of a chess game where the opponent has to
move from check to check because they refuse to concede defeat
only to delay the inevitable.
As it stands if absolutely all Trump teams fail safes fail the Senate
selects Trump as Biden's VP, and Trump has until the transition of
power to publicly destroy Biden by declassifying everything and
default himself as President.
Trump isn't playing 1 move ahead. He's playing dozens, and he's
lined up all his if/then moves too.
The opposition has only one card that they can play and they know it.
Making everyone believe in the lie that Biden won.
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Putin has not gratulated Biden yet. He does not want to look as
stupid as all the other leaders and traitors.
In Moscow, the Kremlin had issued no statement on the election as
of midafternoon on November 8.
https://www.rferl.org/a/silence-from-putin-as-foreign-leaders-hailbiden-victory-over-trump/30936172.html

My moronic co-workers celebrating the Biden 'Victory' had no
idea Pennsylvania was in direct violation of an Order from the
Supreme Court to separate ballots.
You should have seen their faces when I explained it to them.
The glee drained from their faces faster than Joe's nose around a 7
year old.

Come hell or high water - we will be victorious anons, we are
fighting for LIFE, we are fighting for GOOD, never forget what
EVIL you stood up AGAINST and you will never be
SILENCED.
If this does not motivate you - that despicable evils are being covered
up - then I don't know what will motivate you.
Do not EVER give up the citizen investigation.
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I don't see happiness in the faces of the Mockingbird Media.
They are bleary eyed and pale. The bogus narrative and snarky
celebrating cannot conceal their PANIC.
The left are a miserable bunch in general.
They know about the corruption.
They know about the crematorium and burning ballots.
They know about the software controllers in so many states.
They know they are complicit in treason and sedition.
Sleep deprivation takes a toll -- can't be covered with makeup.

Maria Bartiromo Breaks with Anti-Trump Brass at FOX News,
Says: "The Media Does Not Decide the
Election" (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/maria-bartiromobreaks-anti-trump-brass-fox-news-says-media-not-decide-election/
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They were only filling out the Biden circle to save time... we need
a full audit of the entire USA 2020 election. This isn't even about
a recount now. (files.catbox.moe)

AND they lost seats in the US House .. how do you garner that many
Dem votes and not maintain and/or INCREASE your seat positions
??
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Dems are scared. Twitter and Facebook Are SUSPENDING Anyone
Who Retweeted Our Tweet on Benford's Law That SHOWS
INPLAUSIBILITY OF BIDEN VOTE
DISTRIBUTION!(thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/breaking-twitterfacebook-suspending-anyone-retweeted-tweet-benfords-law-showsinplausibility-biden-vote-distribution/
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No doubt they are shadow banning and rate limiting at scale as well
. They have their narratives constantly updating on the right side of
Twitter's homepage likely in collaboration with DNC affiliated
actors. Jack is tense!! STOP THE STEAL!

Wisconsin Poll Workers Allegedly Altered Thousands Of Invalid
Ballots: Report (zerohedge.com)
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/wisconsin-poll-workersallegedly-altered-thousands-invalid-ballots-report
Any form of election fraud should net a death sentence.
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UPDATE: Benford's Law Has Been Used to Prove Election
Fraud in the Past - Joe Biden's Numbers in Michigan are 99%
Flawed -- No Surprise that Tech Giants are Banning This
Information (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/update-benfords-lawused-prove-election-fraud-past-joe-bidens-numbers-michigan-99flawed-no-surprise-tech-giants-banning-information/
Be suspicious of anything Banned, what do they not want you to
know, see or have and why.

Biden's Texas Political Director Accused of Illegal Ballot
Harvesting At Texas Supreme Court - National
File (nationalfile.com)
https://nationalfile.com/bidens-texas-political-director-accused-ofillegal-ballot-harvesting-at-texas-supreme-court/

Biden's cabinet picks are a "who's who" of communists, whitehating racists, incompetent CEOs, and Chinese owned
insiders (usatoday.com)
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/11/08/
biden-cabinet-picks-who-may-tapped-leadership-roles/3748535001/
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Rumors: Election Software Servers from Scytl confiscated by the
US ARMY in Germany
German Post translated:
US ARMY
Something big is on the way. The Spanish software company Scytl,
which offers worldwide election manipulation software that was
deployed in the USA, has come into the crosshairs.
The servers for the manipulation were located in Germany
(Frankfurt). A prankster who thinks evil of it. Tonight the servers
were confiscated by the US ARMY with a huge contingent.
https://twitter.com/AndreasSchub/status/1325347577085177857
...
...
...
https://www.scytl.com/en/
https://www.scytl.com/en/customers/us-elections/
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Scytl.com Server Location Country: Germany
https://nethome.wiki/scytl.com
...
Just sharing the Twitter post. Till now i can not confirm why and / or
if it happened
...
MORE in this german Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJRZfx0aHdIYouTube
relevant translation with time stamp follows as a comment

Biden got 74 mil votes, didn't flip a state house and Trump got
record black and latino votes. So who voted for Biden?
Lemmings go reeeeeeeeee!

"The Biggest Mistake Is To Assume The Worst Too Soon." ~
Saint Germain. Hold the line Patriots, we knew this was coming!
The Criminal Media has ONE GOAL, to demoralize us and support
evil. DO NOT SUCCUMB TO THEIR SPELL!!!
It's OK to take a break when you feel overwhelmed too...

Don't Forget, DOMINION Voting Solutions Is Used In Canada
& Globally ! : Who Is Congratulating Who ? +++ Trudeau Took
Uranium 1 $$$
Its Way Way Bigger at every Glance :
https://twitter.com/canadiangirl49/status/1325518037072678913
Bonus : Was that Hunter not Hunter on Stage With Joe ? ha ha .
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How the Lawyers at the RNC are looking at this.
OK Remember this is the Internet and people do say some crazy stuff
with no proof to back it up. A buddy of mine shared this on
Fakebook and I thought it was interesting. I hope the legal minds on
here can chime in with their take on this post.
I just checked this out with a friend who is a member of the
Republican National Committee and it is true!!!!
Chopped from a friend:
Info from some of the lawyers in a group:
Ok in a nutshell. This is going to the Supreme Court. Where they
will rule that the election is invalid due to fraud or mistakes on a
country wide scale. It will go one of two ways, either they will rule
that all the unconstitutional
mail in ballots will be removed and the states ordered to recount
without them or they will simply rule the election is invalid due to
mass voter fraud and at that point it will be sent to the congress and
senate for a vote. This is where it gets good. The house/congress
votes on who the President will be. It has nothing to do with what
party that has power. Every State gets one vote and 30 States are held
by Republicans.and 19 by Democrats. They have to vote down party
lines, they have no choice due to the 12th Amendment of the
Constitution and the Senate votes for the Vice President where a
similar even will take place. This is The law. This is why the
Democrats are so mad at Nancy Pelosi. This will all happen in
January. The only way President Trump won’t be President is if he
concedes the election and that will never happen So stop watching
the fake news and don’t let your heart be troubled and live your life
knowing this will all work out. President Trump will remain
President I have researched all of this and it is Fact!
Another fun fact, they call Gore the President Elect for 30 days in
2000 until the courts ruled against him and declared Bush the winner.
And two people that were part of that decision was none other that
new Supreme Court Justices, Brett Kavanaugh and Amy Coney
Barrett. Why do you think the Democrats tried so hard to keep them
from being confirmed.
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Self-Described Dem Party Worker, Detroit Resident, Brags On
Facebook: "I work for Wayne Co, MI and I threw out every
Trump ballot I saw. Tens of thousands of them and so did all of
my co-workers" (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/self-described-demparty-worker-detroit-resident-brags-facebook-work-wayne-co-mithrew-every-trump-ballot-saw-tens-thousands-co-worke/

Nancy Pelosi's Chief of Staff Is Chief Executive and Feinstein's
Husband a Major Shareholder at Dominion Ballot Counting
Systems.
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/developing-nancypelosis-chief-staff-chief-executive-feinsteins-husband-majorshareholder-dominion-ballot-counting-systems/

SUPREME COURT NOW INVOLVED! TRUMP'S BATTLE
STARTS MONDAY! 2ND USPS BACKDATE SCAM
WHISTLEBLOWER. NEWS (youtube.com)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eeTroRYNs_g
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Now That It's Crystal Clear That the Media is 100%
KNOWINGLY Engaging in The Overthrow of America, Perhaps
Revisiting [THEIR] Role in 9/11 is in Order... (youtube.com)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5QlWZQMYdfA
How about revisiting all their roles by declassing the whole report
including Saudis and Bush family.

OMG! You Want to Know How Dirty the Media Is? 60 Minutes
Just Ran a Segment on the Pennsylvania Election Claiming it
Was Fraud Free.
This shit looks credible too. Watch the video
here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oWWe_rYwGH4YouTube
They already had interviews lined up way ahead of time. Possibly
even had those interviews taped before election day. Some guy who
is supposedly a Republican supervisor in Philly saying there's
nothing to question. Trump always lies! The official says he's
received death threats. This is F**king nuts.
The AG is saying the poll watchers were only 10 ft away......then
moved 6 ft away. Never an issue he says, if someone wanted to
observe the vote counting, they could tune into web cams and watch
themselves!! This is exactly the propaganda you would see in a
communist country. Enemy of the People!! UFB!
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60 Minutes is THE most watched news show in America. This
should never happen in the US. If you didn't know the real facts you
would think this is legitimate.
The TV is programming .

GOT 'EM: Whistleblower saw Biden-Harris van unloading
ballots at Nevada counting center, Tump campaign says.
MSM goes REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE...
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/nov/8/matt-schlappsays-whistleblower-saw-biden-harris-v/
Outline:
https://outline.com/aTqUEJ

Biden got 74 mil votes, didn't flip a state house and Trump got
record black and latino votes. So who voted for Biden?

HOLY SMOKES! Four Seasons = Covid Money Laundering.
Great thread on twatter about Four Seasons Total Landscaping.
Several people who worked there gave money to Biden, BLM, and
ActBlue.
They are all dead.
Owner got PPP money.
Appears to be part of a scheme to take Congress' Covid money that
was to provide loans to small businesses, and the money was instead
laundered to Biden's campaign.
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https://twitter.com/threader_app/status/1325607773384617985

Watch 20K PA votes move from President Trump to Votestealer Elect Biden on CNN.
Watch 20K Trump votes disappear and 20K Biden votes magically
appear on CNNYouTube
Video timestamps:
2:57:42YouTube 1,690k <- Trump votes
1,252k <- Biden votes
2:58:19YouTube 1,670k <- Trump votes
1,272k <- Biden votes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0bVi5tZlZKAYouTube
Hey Iphone users, ask Siri "How old is the President". You'll be
surprised to see what the answer is. We have them.

132K Fulton County (Atlanta) Georgia votes ineligble in
Saturdays re-scan.
Kyle Becker reports
This should lock GA up for President Trump if the ballots are
disqualified (sorry Stacey - took that victory lap a little too soon).

HUGE BREAKING NEWS IN GEORGIA - 132,000 Ballots in
Fulton County, Georgia Have Been Identified Which Are Likely
Ineligible (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/huge-breaking-newsgeorgia-132000-ballots-fulton-county-georgia-identified-likelyineligible/
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To your lefty chums and co workers gloating... turn it around.
Just say "are you ok? I know the next few weeks are going to be
tough for you but I'm here for you if you want to talk about what
happened"
Game over.
My personal experience has showed me it is pointless to reason or
discuss matters with someone who has blind trust in "official
sources". Be it media news or anything else. If they see a video of it
(evidence) they would search for "official sources" to tell them what
to think (to explain it to them) or would simply insist the video is yet
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to be debunked. I wonder if one day truth hits, the hard truth, will
these be the people who will completely lost it, the people we should
actually be careful about. The people who will do anything the TV
tells them to.

Despite what the corporate mainstream media will tell you,
here's where the election actually stands (i.postimg.cc)

Guys ... are you feeling the impact of this, yet?
The Hammer/Scorecard has been used by DS/CIA not only to steal
elections in the USA, but ALL OVER THE WORLD.
Operation Gladio was a post-WWII op of the CIA to infiltrate
foreign governments and install puppet dictators or "democraticallyelected" politicians.
Hammer/Scorecard is just the updated high-tech version of Gladio.
They have been rigging elections ALL OVER THE WORLD.
That's why globalists are in high office everywhere.
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You know what's really impressive? How smoothly everyone
mobilizes now compared to a couple years ago. We have become
a potent single unit.
I know it's a little early for hindsight, but looking back, when shills
can easily derail thousands of us, we are able to recognize them
immediately and brush it off as if its a daily chore.
You can even witness the attempts by shills to plant disinformation
or narratives and its so jarringly obvious now that it only serves to
give us clues as to their level of panic.
I was a bit naive and really thought this election was ours. But that
would have been a plot for "normal" reality. Not fit for a movie of
this magnitude.
I thought I understood what unity was but now, I am starting to see
with my own eyes what that is.
I know if I met any one of you in person, we would embrace each
other with cheers. Maybe one day we will.
WWG1WGA
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3000 people in Nevada under investigation for voter fraud...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nDQdSxuOOQYYouTube
Glad to see they are moving fast on this.

All for a hoax: "Denmark To Kill 17 Million Mink After COVID
Mutation Found." . . . Wait til they apply the same logic to
people... (zerohedge.com)
https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/denmark-kill-17-million-minkafter-covid-mutation-found

CNN's (((Jake Tapper))) threatens those who don't accept voter
fraud with unemployment (files.catbox.moe)
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"They Took a Victory from Donald Trump and They Called it a
LieThis Country is Under Attack." - Attorney Lin Wood On
Why He Joined Trump's Legal Team.
Top attorney Lin Wood spoke at a rally in Georgia on Saturday about
why he joined the Trump team in its fight against Democrats, Big
Media and Big Tech lies and attempts to steal the election for Joe
Biden. He was outstanding.
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/took-victory-donaldtrump-called-lie-country-attack-attorney-lin-wood-joined-trumpslegal-team/
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You can't vote for your favorite hammer now? (files.catbox.moe)
The election is over. Why are they so defensive? 🤔

Former Mi senator, and current poll challenger, Patrick Colbeck
explains in detail how he encountered blatant violations at every
step of the process. Says perpetrators should be tried for
sedition. (lifesitenews.com)
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/exclusive-former-michiganstate-senator-exposes-voting-scandals-in-detroit

Yeah, it's big alright. 147 lawsuits filed, 152 affidavits, 1,200
lawyers involved. All election rigging related. And we're just
getting warmed up. Grab popcorn!
There is no evidence of any fraud. I just heard it on Fox.
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HUGE EXCLUSIVE: Michigan AG (((Dana Nessel))) Sends
Cease and Desist Order to Journalist Demanding He Erase His
#DetroitLeaks Video Showing Voter Fraud Training - OR FACE
CRIMINAL PROSECUTION (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/huge-exclusivemichigan-ag-dana-nessel-sends-cease-desist-order-journalistdemanding-erase-detroitleaks-video-showing-voter-fraud-trainingface-criminal-prosecution/
She just made herself a part of the conspiracy. Real legal jeopardy
for her. What an idiot.

'Glitch' Also Uncovered In Wisconsin - Reversal of Swapped
Votes Removes Lead from Joe Biden (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/breaking-exclusivesystem-glitch-also-uncovered-wisconsin-reversal-19032-votesremoves-lead-joe-biden/
The software can be set to make either candidate win by a small
margin. It's been in use for a long time. In my opinion there is no
"glitch", they are just panicking that they got caught.
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Hillary knew this software was in the swing state voting machines.
She didn't even bother to campaign in those states. The US Miliary
unrigged the software in 2016 according to Robert David Steele and
others, allowing Trump to win legitimately. The media as we have
seen were completely shocked by this.
I don't know if Obama pardoned people or what happened, but
somehow in 2020 the same states used it again and were caught this
time. Now they are the ones caught off guard. They stopped the
counting, disobeyed Alito's order, and are probably crapping
themselves wondering what to do at the moment, which is why we
don't have any results.
Check this
vid https://www.bitchute.com/video/aNawH8bBs8LF/BitChute
The Dems have been trying to get rid of Trump from the offset and
all attempts have failed so why would they proceed with an
obviously treasonous act of voter fraud? Are they expecting the
Dems to get up and riot in sufficient numbers to overthrow the
government?
Suicide weekend must be approaching and this is just their way of
flipping off the country.

CNN just pulled AZ from Biden.

CNN HAS PULLED AZ FROM BIDEN
https://edition.cnn.com/election/2020/results/president?iid=politics_e
lection_national_map
One down, more to go. NCSWIC, timber!
WWG1WGA
Edit:I know technically nothing has changed.. BUT it's a start in the
right direction.
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BOOM!!! PA Supreme Court To Hear Challenge of 800k
potentially invalid ballots!!(zerohedge.com)
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/giuliani-says-over-50witnesses-600k-unlawful-ballots-pa-nevada-poll-worker-attests
That the same State Supreme Court that allowed PA to accept ballots
up to 3 days after election day? Why yes, yes it is. PA anon here.
You cant imagine the fuckery going in here. Our state Supreme
Court is useless, which will hopefully set this up for a SCOTUS
appeal.
As a Pennsyltuckian, I can say that the state SC is now up there with
organizations as blatantly corrupt as the LCB and the Turnpike
Commission.
Giuliani has started that he fully expected it to go to the supreme
court, before he even filled the paperwork.

BREAKING: Attorney General William Barr has authorized
federal prosecutors to pursue "substantial allegations" of voting
irregularities before the 2020 presidential election is certified.
(Per AP)
BREAKING: Attorney General William Barr has authorized federal
prosecutors to pursue “substantial allegations” of voting irregularities
before the 2020 presidential election is certified. (Per AP)
https://twitter.com/jennfranconews/status/1325949227436945408
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BREAKING: Top DOJ Official Overseeing Voter Fraud Quits
After AG Barr Authorizes Federal Prosecutors to Pursue
"Substantial Allegations" of Voting Irregularities Before 2020
Election is Certified (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/breaking-top-dojofficial-overseeing-voter-fraud-quits-ag-barr-authorizes-federalprosecutors-pursue-substantial-allegations-voting-irregularities2020-election/

Fucking Brilliant! -The FCC prohibits broadcasters from
intentionally distorting the news. Republicans File FCC
Complaints About Networks Who Falsely Claim Joe Biden is the
'President-Elect'
Republicans Begin Filing FCC Complaints About Networks Who
Falsely Claim Joe Biden is the ‘President-Elect’
Republican activists and concerned citizens have started filing
Federal Communications Commission complaints against networks
that are falsely referring to Joe Biden as the “president-elect.”
The FCC prohibits broadcasters from intentionally distorting the
news.
As Maria Viti, one of the members of the “Riot Coverage Crew”
leading the effort, tweeted, “the media can make projections for each
state but have no legal authority to call a state until the state election
results are certified.”
Currently, multiple states are still being contested.
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/republicans-beginfiling-fcc-complaints-networks-falsely-claim-joe-biden-presidentelect/
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John Solomon says Mark Zuckerberg sent at least $350 million
to election judges in mostly Dem areas (m.youtube.com)
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=DhxqPLGs5GI
First person arrested, The shot heard around the world, I sincerely
fecking hope so! Zuckerberg.
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Domestic traitors in the US cooperated with CCP to manipulate
and steal the US election. We shall continue to expose the truth
about CCP Virus, US Election Fraud & how CCP manipulated
the US election (gnews.org)
https://gnews.org/542317/
Jews are manipulating the US election, not the CCP.
Both are.
Jews created the CCP and have been trying to pass America's
superpower torch to china, where they will rule over them. At least
that was their plan until patriots stopped them
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Yep 3 of his accusers are dead.... so far (files.catbox.moe)
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Why does Israel create this (files.catbox.moe)
https://files.catbox.moe/l388p0.mp4
Designed to pull at heart strings. It won't work, because that bitch
can't swim to America.
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Remember boys and girls, everything they are trying to hide is
called a 'conspiracy theory'
And they want you to believe in a Russian collusion. Collusion
means conspiracy.
Textbook Communist Gaslighting.

ALL Media Outlets PULL Live Voting Total Update Feeds - Too
Many Americans Watching VoteSwitching (halturnerradioshow.com)
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/newsnation/all-media-outlets-pull-live-voting-total-update-feeds-toomany-americans-watching-vote-switching
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Stop Saying "Glitch." It wasn't a "Glitch." It was
PURPOSEFUL PROGRAMMING. Glitches are mistakes, this
was on purpose.
Stop saying what the media says, and what they will say in the
future.
Another thing to remember is computers don't make glitches. That is
some Hollywood contrived nonsense. Computers only do exactly
what they are programmed to do. Nothing else.
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Obama hack claims Biden already discussing policy with foreign
leaders. Isn't that what they framed and indicted Gen. Flynn
for?
https://therightscoop.com/logan-act-violation-ben-rhodes-outs-joebiden-says-hes-already-having-phone-calls-with-foreign-leadersabout-policy/
Meet provacateur Ben Rhodes. Former Obama Nat Sec Adviser and
conspirator with Jake Sullivan, staffer to then VP Biden.
And his brother David Rhodes, former President of CBS who moved
into the fold at Fox News in May 2020.
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/01/business/media/fox-newsdavid-rhodes-murdoch.html
Is it all starting to make sense now?
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/06/exclusive-emailsreleased-friday-show-obamas-ben-rhodes-jake-sullivan-braggingliars-lying-masterminds/

Joe Biden never had 270 electoral votes. Stop going by the
enemies own propaganda narrative. Stop making their narrative
fact.
States aren't "flipping" to Trump. They were never bidens to begin
with.
The ONLY people to call those states and the election for biden is
the main stream propaganda networks. Stop letting the communists
set the narrative with their propaganda.
Their good at it. Their sly. If you're saying Joe isn't president elect
but then discussing how Trump can flip a couple of states from Joe,
then youre just repeating their propaganda.
The brainwashing goes deep.
Biden was never president elect.
Biden never had 270 electoral votes.
Biden never won any state.
Stop letting the media dictate your mind.
Media = propaganda
Wake up.
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Feel free to add this:
Electoral College electors in each state don’t vote until Dec. 14.
You are correct about programming and propaganda. It's
manipulation, they're all about it.

MSM still won't call North Carolina or Alaska. Biden would
have to win 65% of the remaining votes in Alaska to win,
impossible. And he'd have to win 150% of the remaining votes in
NC to win it.
The Left is millions of miles away from even trying to look honest in
this election.
Ok but they might get 150% of the vote though.

Democrats are sure Kavanaugh molested Ford 30 years ago, but
don't believe video of Biden molesting children.

Judge gives Soros DA Kim Gardner choice: turn over records in
Gov. Greitens case or face jail time (m.youtube.com)
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=BBNrpwn3DvU

Ten State Attorney Generals Join Suit Against Pennsylvania
Where Individuals Were Allowed to Vote Three Days After the
Election (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/ten-state-attorneygenerals-join-suit-pennsylvania-individuals-allowed-vote-three-dayselection/
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Pompeo can barely contain himself when he said "there will be a
smooth transition to a 2nd transition Trump administration."
Looks like they have tons of solid evidence of Democrat election
fraud. (files.catbox.moe)

https://files.catbox.moe/lr4w37.mp4

Erie, Pennsylvania USPS Worker Placed on UNPAID LEAVE
For Blowing Whistle on Backdating of Ballots TGP (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/erie-pennsylvania-uspsworker-placed-unpaid-leave-blowing-whistle-backdating-ballots/
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Apparently, we are not as dumb as Fox News thought we were.
Actions have consequences and traitors get the
rope! (thenationalpulse.com)
https://thenationalpulse.com/breaking/fox-ratings-falter/

TWITTER Censors Announcement for MASSIVE PROTRUMP RALLY Saturday in Washington
DC (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/twitter-censorsannouncement-massive-pro-trump-rally-saturday-washington-dc/

100,000 Ballots Found to Have Implausible Return Dates in
Pennsylvania - 35,000 were received back the same day they
were mailed out (m.theepochtimes.com)
https://m.theepochtimes.com/pennsylvania-100000-ballots-withimplausible-return-dates_3572942.html

No agenda here folks.
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Wedding Was Hosted At a Polling Location After the Election Look What They Found In the Trash (rumble.com)
https://rumble.com/vb0erd-wedding-was-hosted-at-a-pollinglocation-after-the-election-look-what-they.html?mref=23gga&mc=8uxj1
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Project Veritas Has Recordings of Fed Agents Interrogating and
Intimidating PA USPS Whistleblower Who Exposed the
Backdating Ballots Scheme (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/project-veritasrecordings-fed-agents-interrogating-intimidating-pa-uspswhistleblower-exposed-backdating-ballots-scheme/
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Gov. Kemp of Georgia just ordered a full hand
recount (ci.criticalimpact.com)
http://ci.criticalimpact.com/vm2/fd205cc80fa2201d/32553/bec8a202
a226675fc3d6b838967d376c/32553
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North Carolina has been called for POTUS, where were you
when the tables started to turn? (peoplespunditdaily.com)
https://www.peoplespunditdaily.com/elections/live-results-2020-uspresidential-election/

🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨HAPPENING!!! CALLING EVERY PEDE
TO BUMP THIS NOW. FULL LIST OF VOTES SWITCHED
OR ERASED BY DOMINION!!! AND ALL THE EVIDENCE!!!
THIS IS A NUKE🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨
posted 5 hours ago by TrumanBlack (edited) +13261 / -0 stickied
EVERY THING YOU'RE ABOUT TO READ IS VERIFIED AND
WAS MADE BY THIS PEDE; HE DID ALL THE HEAVY WORK
🏆 https://thedonald.win/u/PedeInspector/ 🏆
BTW IF YOU CAN HELP DOWNLOAD EVERYTHING AND
KEEP A LOCAL COPY.. IN THE CODE WHERE YOU CAN GET
INFO FOR ALL THE STATES, DOWNLOAD FOR ALL THE
STATES.
REMINDER: THIS DOESN'T TAKE INTO ACCOUNT ALL THE
HUNDRED THOUSANDS OF TRUMP VOTES DESTROYED,
BURNED AND RIPPED APART, THE THOUSANDS OF
BALLOTS JUST MARKED FOR BIDEN. THIS IS THE
EVIDENCE WE'VE FOUND SO FAR.
PEDES GET IN HERE. I saw the video on The Gateway Pundit
[ https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/breaking-hugeanother-system-glitch-captured-live-cnn-election-night-20000-votesswapped-trump-biden-video/ ] and I decided to do some digging of
my own, into a more reputable source that can verify that the glitch
was indeed real, and that it affected the votes, instead of it being just
a display glitch on that news channel. So I went digging into the
Edison data [ https://static01.nyt.com/electionsassets/2020/data/api/2020-11-03/racepage/pennsylvania/president.json] and I found this damning evidence
[ https://i.maga.host/RNPN3Oz.png ]. As can be seen in the image,
only 54 votes were added, but the ratio changed in Biden's favor by a
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whole 0.6%! This is proof that not only did the glitch happen, but it
doesn't seem to have been reverted at all.
EDIT : BIG UPDATE, I made a script to run through the data and
gather all instances where votes switched from Trump to Biden, Lost
Votes means that the total amount of votes counted decreased by that
amount throughout the counting. I've only done states that use
Dominion Voting Systems so far.
EDIT 2: Added ALL the states, and separated by voting systems,
although no state uses exclusively one system as far as I know.
Edit 3: Re-ordered the states, first by switched votes, then by lost
votes.
🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨
Switched votes are votes that were taken from Trump and given to
Biden.
Lost votes are voted that disappeared during the counting, from both
candidates.
There might be a small overlap between Switched votes and Lost
votes.
Dominion Voting Systems :
Pennsylvania : Switched : 220,883 Lost Votes : 941,248
New Jersey : Switched : 80,242 Lost Votes : 20
Florida : Switched : 21,422 Lost Votes : 456
Michigan : Switched : 20,213 Lost Votes : 21,882
New York : Switched : 18,124 Lost Votes : 623,213
Georgia : Switched : 17,407 Lost Votes : 33,574
Ohio : Switched : 14,965 Lost Votes : 5,102
Virginia : Switched : 12,163 Lost Votes : 789,023
California : Switched : 7,701 Lost Votes : 10,989
Arizona : Switched : 4,492 Lost Votes : 0
Minnesota : Switched : 2,766 Lost Votes : 195,650
Tennessee : Switched : 2,330 Lost Votes : 0
Louisiana : Switched : 2,322 Lost Votes : 0
Illinois : Switched : 2,166 Lost Votes : 54,730
Wisconsin : Switched : 2,078 Lost Votes : 3,408
Colorado : Switched : 1,809 Lost Votes : 0
Utah : Switched : 1,627 Lost Votes : 0
New Hampshire : Switched : 973 Lost Votes : 116
Iowa : Switched : 938 Lost Votes : 477
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New Mexico : Switched : 268 Lost Votes : 4,610
Missouri : Switched 0 : Lost Votes : 20,730
Nevada : Switched : 0 Lost Votes : 0
Alaska : Switched : 0 Lost Votes : 0
Washington : Switched : 0 Lost Votes : 0
Hawaii : Switched : 0 Lost Votes : 0
Kansas and Texas use Premier Election Solutions, owned by
Dominion Voting Systems.
Texas : Switched : 14,954 Lost Votes : 30,557
Kansas : Switched : 1,674 Lost Votes : 2,154
Election Systems & Software :
Nebraska : Switched : 30,086 Lost Votes : 50
Kentucky : Switched : 8,129 Lost Votes : 23,849
Arkansas : Switched : 3,664 Lost Votes : 20,748
South Carolina : Switched : 2,779 Lost Votes : 2,119
Montana : Switched : 2,330 Lost Votes : 1,276
South Dakota : Switched : 1,347 Lost Votes : 1
North Dakota : Switched : 234 Lost Votes : 681
Maryland : Switched : 203 Lost Votes : 0
North Carolina : Switched : 0 Lost Votes : 15
District of Columbia : Switched : 0 Lost Votes : 0
Unknown Systems:
Nebraska : Switched : 30,086 Lost Votes : 50
Connecticut : Switched : 3,834 Lost Votes : 272
Massachusetts : Switched : 3,613 Lost Votes : 51
Oregon : Switched 2,557 Lost Votes : 0
Alabama : Switched : 1,170 Lost Votes : 408
Mississippi : Switched : 355 Lost Votes : 0
Maine : Switched : 271 Lost Votes : 35
Rhode Island : Switched : 6 Lost Votes : 13
West Virginia : Switched : 0 Lost Votes : 78,300
Idaho : Switched 0 Lost Votes : 0
Oklahoma : Switched : 0 Lost Votes : 0
Indiana : Switched : 0 Lost Votes : 0
Delaware : Switched : 0 Lost Votes : 0
Vermont : Switched : 0 Lost Votes : 0
NOTE : Lost votes are votes that disappeared, not only for Trump,
but overall.
VERIFIED!!!!:
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I went looking through the data I got from my script, trying to find if
the moment the Antrim glitch happened in Michigan is there. And it
is. Here is the Data. [ https://static01.nyt.com/electionsassets/2020/data/api/2020-11-03/race-page/michigan/president.json ]
And here is the specific part when the switch happened.
[ https://i.maga.host/wGuVGZQ.png ]
You can see in that picture, that Trump lost 3,096 votes, those all
went to Biden. BUT, Trump also lost 2,324 votes, that went
nowhere.
SOURCES: Here is the data I used:
EDISON DATA: https://static01.nyt.com/electionsassets/2020/data/api/2020-11-03/racepage/pennsylvania/president.json
https://workupload.com/file/LVcwK7AAD8p
The data is from Edison Research, it is used for election coverage by
at least ABC News, CBS News, CNN and NBC News. It is also used
for the website of the NYT, and probably others as well.
I scraped the data from the NYT website, here
[ https://static01.nyt.com/elections-assets/2020/data/api/2020-1103/race-page/pennsylvania/president.json ] to check for other states,
replace "pennsylvania" in the link with the state you want to check,
for states that have spaces in their names, like new york, write newyork instead.
Take this picture for example. [ https://i.maga.host/RNPN3Oz.png ]
It's like this:
Nr.187 : 2,984,468(Total votes) * 0.566(Trump share of the votes) =
1,689,208.888
Nr.188 : 2,984,522 * 0.56 = 1,671,332.32
Do the same thing for Biden, and you'll see that he gained the votes
that Trump lost.
I made a program that basically checks every single change in votes,
does the above to check if votes were switched, then adds them all up
to get the total amount of switched votes.
Here is the link to a rar file containing all the .json files for the states,
and the fraudcatch.py file, you'd need to download python 3.8.2 to
use it, click EDIT with idle, then in the window that pops up click
Run, to check how many votes were switched from Trump to Biden
in a state, you then type findfraud('hawaii') for example, replace
hawaii with the name of the file of the state you want to check, the
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file for new hampshire is named newhamp for example, so
findfraud('newhamp'), to check the total lost votes (For both
candidates) do lostvotes('newhamp') for
example. https://workupload.com/file/s7s8SARjjqh
[pede444wow] I took the json files that are included here, and wrote
a python script to convert the critical data to one csv file, so you can
analyze it in excel:
python script: https://pastebin.com/Q6nTP04N
result csv file: (download and save to csv file, then open in
excel) https://pastebin.com/FQuxxTvK
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RECORDING: Federal agents "coerce" USPS whistleblower
Hopkins to water down story. Hopkins doubles down...
James O'Keefe
@JamesOKeefeIII
RECORDING: Federal agents “coerce” USPS whistleblower
Hopkins to water down story. Hopkins doubles down...
Agent Strasser: “I am trying to twist you a little bit”
“I am scaring you here”...” we have Senators involved...DOJ
involved...reason they called me is to try to harness.”
https://twitter.com/JamesOKeefeIII/status/1326323334800437248

Brennan Ordered the Assassination of Trump.
According to General Anthony Tata, John Brennan ordered the
assassination of President Trump.
The Wiki about Tata is clearly written by a deep state shill, who
injects unsubstantiated claims throughout. But the info is in there:
In Twitter posts and radio-show appearances in 2017 and 2018, Tata
repeatedly made the false claim that President Barack Obama was a
"Muslim" and a "terrorist leader"; accused Obama of being "an antiSemite" who wanted to "destroy Israel" and "did not want" to defeat
ISIL; and claimed that the negotiation of the multilateral nuclear
agreement with Iran was born by Obama's "Islamic roots." Tata
accused then-President Barack Obama and first lady Michelle
Obama of being "borderline treasonous" during Trump's transition to
the presidency. In August 2018, he accused former CIA Director
John O. Brennan, a critic of Trump, of being a "clear and present
danger" to the U.S. and called Brennan a "communist" on Fox &
Friends. He repeatedly pushed the notion that a "deep state cabal"
was working to undermine Trump; pushed false conspiracy theories
that Brennan ordered the assassination of Trump; and, on another
occasion, tweeted at Brennan, "Might be a good time to pick your
poison: firing squad, public hanging, life sentence as prison b*tch, or
just suck on your pistol." Tata also referred to Islam as "the most
oppressive, violent religion"; accused both Obama and former
president Bill Clinton of being guilty of "sedition and/or treason";
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accused Obama of being a "Manchurian candidate" who supported
"Hamas & Muslim brotherhood"; and suggested that "the left" and
Obama "hates America."
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthony_Tata
Gen. Tata has just been named an undersecretary at the Department
of Defense, as POTUS moves the DS out and brings in the patriots.
https://media.8kun.top/file_store/33d28477069ece70c50e0ff0444d30
e570e408a7c3353f75a8fb0668c8750007.pngPNG
Ezra Cohen-Watnick is also now at the DOD. He was Gen. Flynn's
protege at the Defense Intelligence Agency. Flynn brought ECW into
the White House to assist him in national security. McMaster tried to
fire ECW. ECW is the man who informed Rep. Devin Nunes about
the illegal unmasking of the former administration. ECW eventually
left the White House and AG Sessions brought him into the DOJ.
I have speculated that ECW was the liason between the DOJ and
military intel, because classified material would need to be reviewed
between those departments, as the high-level criminal trials are being
prepared. ECW is now at the DOD, along with Tata.
Trump is setting up the deep state for the take down.
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John Brennan literally calls for a coup on CNN ... Tells Pence to
seize power LIVE(zerohedge.com)
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/ex-cia-chief-under-obamaurges-palace-coup-against-trump-so-he-doesnt-declassify
He knows he's fucked.
Washington DC, the only place where shit rolls uphill.

Theory: did the [ds] kill +220,000 people using covid, register
them as [dem] voters, use their mail-in votes to tip the scales for
[biden] in swing states???
Yes, would be the safe answer.
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Remember - Communist Brennan signed the temporary visas of
the so-called terrorists on 9/11 when he was in Saudi Arabia. A
Traitor of the highest order.
Yes and like all traitors in the USA, he's been rewarded heavily.

Remember when they said single women were responsible for
Biden's victory? Well, #MaidenGate is starting to take off as
more and more women are discovering their maiden names were
used to vote. (reddit.com)
https://www.reddit.com/gallery/jrspnc
Those fuckers cheated in any and every way they could dream up.
Follow the wives
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Florida Governor Ron DeSantis 'to allow armed citizens to shoot
suspected looters and rioters' who target businesses in an
expansion of the state's Stand Your Ground law(dailymail.co.uk)
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8936631/FloridaGovernor-Ron-DeSantis-allow-armed-citizens-shoot-suspectedlooters-rioters.html

Conservative Network Newsmax Surges In Ratings - Already
Beating The FOX Business Network (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/conservative-networknewsmax-surges-ratings-already-beating-fox-business-network/
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Meet the New Undersecretary of Defense for Policy for the
Pentagon (files.catbox.moe)

(short video looped 4 times) : Blacks in Chicago Use stolen cars
to RAM "Racist White Trump Voters", in video they say "Fuck
Trump Bitch" Beat her head in, and try to burn her injured
husband alive!!(files.catbox.moe)
https://files.catbox.moe/zoqjkf.mp4
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USPS Whistleblower demands WaPo retract their false story
saying that he recanted allegations of voter
fraud. (saraacarter.com)
https://saraacarter.com/usps-whistleblower-demands-washingtonpost-retract-story-saying-he-recanted-allegations-of-voter-fraud/

Important! How Votes Can Be Easily Flipped from Trump to
Biden -- It's a Design Feature in the Voting Systems Called
'Fractional Weighting'
In researching voting systems, I found information about a feature
built into the systems where you can take a population of votes and
apply a fractional weight to them. It's basically a "what if" feature
that allows you to see what the outcome of a race would be if you
were able to get voters to change their votes (say 10%, 20% etc)
from Republican to Dem and vice versa. The result flips votes from
one candidate to another. This "what if" feature was likely designed
for use with historical data, not current votes -- but I am betting that
you can turn on this feature for live voting as well.
I found this article that explains how it works:
Fractionalized Votes: "...Allow 'weighting' of races (e.g. Presidential
race). Weighting a race removes the principle of 'one person-one
vote' to allow some votes to be counted as less than one or more than
one. Regardless of what the real votes are, candidates can receive a
set percentage of votes. Results can be controlled. For example,
Candidate A can be assigned 44% of the votes, Candidate B 51%,
and Candidate C the rest."
Read about it here:
https://www.theburningplatform.com/2020/11/05/fractional-magicballot-tampering/
I'm pretty confident that this is exactly how the votes were
manipulated on election night. Note that the article specifically
mentions Dominion Voting Systems having this design feature.
Dr. Shiva, world renown MIT PhD has essentially proven this theory
by taking actual data from several counties in Michigan and mapping
the results in a graph. His analysis shows patterns that can only be
explained by applying a rule (or algorithm) to the votes. Here's the
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analysis he did on early voting in Oakland Michigan (suburb of
Pontiac, MI).
What was analyzed:
Detailed voting data from early voting in Oakland, MI was loaded
into a model to evaluate data patterns
Data was mapped on a graph based on the voter's party designation
(Democrat vs. Republican)
Dr. Shiva's Observations:
In precincts that were predominantly Democrat, up to 7% of the
voters cast their ballot for Trump
In precincts that were mostly or significantly Republican, a smaller
number of votes were cast for Trump
In one precinct dominated by Republican voters, 18% of Republican
voters cast their ballot for Biden and not Trump
The data points are clustered close together and in a linear manner -such that it can only be explained by someone applying an algorithm
to achieve the result
It appears from the data that 30K votes that should have been cast for
Trump in Republican precincts were instead given to Biden
.
How did someone accomplish this? Likely Fractional Weighting (aka
Race Weighting), to flip the votes. Here's Dr. Shiva's video -- Must
Watch!
https://www.pscp.tv/w/1BdGYYjgkgQGX?q=dr.+shiva
.
(Note: It makes sense for Trump to pick up Dem voters -- and it
likely could be higher than 7% -- if you look the RNC data from the
rallies, 25% or more of the attendees at some rallies were registered
Dems. Conversely, it doesn't make sense that so many Republican
voters in a high Republican precinct would vote for Biden over
Trump -- esp. if the area is mostly blue collar.)
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No fucking corporations shouls be bailed out that required any
mask! Fuck these god damn companies!
specifically the god damn airline industry let them fail declare
bankruptcy and sell to the highest bidder is this fucking capitalism or
fucking socialsm you took the risk to start a business you made
millions maybe billions when u fail you fucking fail. If you want to
restrict our freedoms I hope you fail harder and more spectacularly
then any other business.
Are we free or slaves?

Trump Files Emergency Injunction In Michigan Alleging Fraud;
Demands Recounts Over 'Malfunctioning' Dominion
Machines (zerohedge.com)
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/trump-files-emergencyinjunction-michigan-demands-recount-over-fraud-malfunctioning
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Biden got 200,000 more votes in Pennsylvania than all the
Democratic US Representatives combined.
187420+ US district 1
189931+
327384+
259877+
249096+
221598+
192045+
175992+
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115728+
178996+
139640+
98870+
129387+
91554+
141587+
216489+
256615=
3,172,209 total votes for Democratic US Representatives
3,374,746− total votes for biden
202,537 number of fraudulent votes approximately 200k
You'd think they would vote down ballot when casting the fraudulent
ones.
Guess they were in a rush.

What responsibilities do broadcasters have? Broadcasters may
not intentionally distort the news. The FCC states that "rigging
or slanting the news is a most heinous act against the public
interest." (fcc.gov)
https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/complaints-about-broadcastjournalism

Adam Boulton of Sky News Gets Owned PANIC! (video.twimg.com)
Incorrectly states the facts, gets fact checked, then continues to state
incorrect information as fact.
Faggot picked the wrong girl to jack with.
That interaction is NOT going to age well. LOL
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WATCH: RNC Chair Ronna McDaniel Says She Has 500 Sworn
Affidavits on 11,000 Incidents of Voter
Fraud (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/watch-rnc-chair-ronnamcdaniel-says-500-sworn-affidavits-11000-incidents-voter-fraud/

Sidney Powell: "There is tons of evidence that Hundreds of
Thousands of ballots are going to have to be discarded" TGP (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/sidney-powell-tonsevidence-hundreds-thousands-ballots-going-discarded-video/
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Based Billboard in Omaha Nebraska (pic8.co)

Hey TRAITORS, how ya like those WHISTLEBLOWERS now - Rudy Giuliani just now: Whistleblowers for Dominion coming
forward.
TWEET: https://twitter.com/Qtah17/status/1326545533826072576
@Hbpeaches1977
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Replying to @Qtah17
Just watced him live. They're going for it
Grinning face with smiling eyes
even dem whistleblowers
10:32 AM · Nov 11, 2020·Twitter for Android
https://twitter.com/Hbpeaches1977/status/1326548357863542786
Our WHISTLEBLOWERS show their faces and sign affidavits.
PATRIOTS
Just heard interview on WARROOM. Said there will be a live Zoom
State Hearing 3 P.M.
Link to Press Release. https://www.greatlakesjc.org/press-releaseelection-fraud/
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REPORT: FOX News Hires Crisis Management Team to Handle
PR Over Ratings Crisis (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/report-fox-news-hirescrisis-management-team-handle-pr-ratings-crisis/
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Remember Trump signed legislation making hacking voting
systems a federal crime last month. (thehill.com)
https://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/522151-trump-signslegislation-into-law-making-hacking-voting-systems-afederal?amp&__twitter_impression=true

@CodeMonkeyZ is obliterating the Election Electronic
"Security" right now. What he's highlighting is pretty damn
epic! (nitter.net)
https://nitter.net/CodeMonkeyZ
He said he retired, but now he's found another way to be a Patriot.
Tear em up CodeMonkeyZ!!!
This is how you can hide a landslide. Like I have said previously, I'd
like to see the most accurate recount of the entire country so the
world can see a unified USA.
Now we know why the USB sticks were stolen.
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I would like to take a moment and thank all Vets for their service
including our Anon vets.
In Flanders Fields
By John McCrae
In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie,
In Flanders fields.
Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields.
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Jair Bolsonaro asks Brazilians not to keep whining about Covid19 'like fags'(deccanherald.com)
https://www.deccanherald.com/international/world-newspolitics/jair-bolsonaro-asks-brazilians-not-to-deal-with-covid-19like-fags-914199.html
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Biden Barred From National Security Intel Until Election Is
Certified (newsmax.com)
https://www.newsmax.com/politics/odni-ratcliffe-bidensecurity/2020/11/11/id/996487/

All stolen States will be restored. Returned to Trump and Pence.
The millions of fake ballots.. now become State Evidence.
Robert David Steele Public Intelligence Election 2020 Media
Sedition Hammer Scorecard InternationalYouTube
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Newsmax Pledged $1 million to Clinton Foundation 5 years ago
(Wall Street Journal).
Newsmax pretending to be conservative just like Faux News did.
Don't let them fool you. Be careful who you follow and believe.
More smoke and mirrors.
https://8kun.top/qresearch/res/11593209.html#q11593970
https://www.politico.com/blogs/media/2015/02/newsmax-pledged1m-to-clinton-foundation-202803

Twitter now censoring sworn affidavits, legal
documents..........the phrase "by all means necessary" comes to
mind. (thefederalist.com)
https://thefederalist.com/2020/11/11/why-twitter-wont-let-peopleshare-sworn-court-documents-alleging-voter-fraud/
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Biden Covid Advisor Calls For Unconstitutional 4-6 Week
Nationwide Lockdown to 'Revive Economy'. "To be effective, the
lockdown has to be as comprehensive and strict as
possible."(thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/biden-covid-advisorcalls-unconstitutional-4-6-week-nationwide-lockdown-reviveeconomy/
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These People are Fucking Stupid! 52 USC 20701: "Every officer
of election shall retain...for a period of 22 months...all records
and papers which come into his possession...requisite to (the
election (uscode.house.gov)
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=granuleid:USC-prelimtitle52-section20701&num=0&edition=prelim

Voat is part of the plan: the info received/discussed/shared on
this board is helping change the world (files.catbox.moe)
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Thursday November 12, 2020
Dominion Voting Systems leads you to Smartmatic which leads
you to Mark Malloch Brown. Who is he? He's the best friend of
George Soros. No, not kidding(archive.triblive.com)
https://archive.triblive.com/news/george-soros-sir-mark-mallochbrown/

Help me get attention on this. REAL count errors in PA showing
TRUMP WON PA. NEEDS ATTENTION. 60K VOTE SWING!
https://thedonald.win/p/11Q8XO1jLE/help-me-get-attention-on-thisre/
Trump's Missing Votes: -31065
Biden's Unexplained Votes: 30291
I found irregularities in the Edison Data (which was big news
yesterday) but the poster didn't narrow it down properly.
Here is my analysis which corrects for margins of error (given 3
decimal rounding on ratios) and checks BOTH WAYS to see if votes
went to Trump or Biden.
It checks to see if the ratios changed more than the vote counts
would allow for MATHMATICALLY. And oh boy do they ever.
PA is showing this:
Trump's Missing Votes: -31065
Biden's Unexplained Votes: 30291
PROOF IS HERE:
https://archive.is/lcyqw
There is a chance that the anomalies we found are legitimate. There's
a chance that the anomalies are a fix to an error they found.
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The problem is, if the anomalies are a fixed to an error they found,
the error has to be gradual, something that they trickled in. The
question becomes if an error trickled in, how did it trickle in, and
how did they discover that the error trickled in?
If the error is not a fix, but instead a transcription error, then the
question is raised where is the reciprocal fix? We should see a fix
down the line resolving the error, presumably equal to the error. If
there is an argument that the error has been fixed, but the fix has
been mixed with future reports so it fits within the margin that works
statistically, then you have a solid and unambiguous case of fraud.
Since there is no obvious Spike that they are solving with this Mass
swing for Biden, the only option if we are to assume it is legitimate
is that the error they are correcting took a long time to accumulate
and they were able to detect the long-term error and resolve it during
counting, rather than after the fact.
If they cannot point to an error that was being fixed, then a real Stark
realization takes place. The anomalies that I discovered are reflected
in the final totals that New York times is using right now. Somebody
needs to answer for them, but I have just ruled out any legitimate
excuse for them whatsoever.
Read more about the analysis
here: https://thedonald.win/p/11Q8Skkr1s/corrected-analisys-ofedison-dat/c/

It's pretty telling that if you speak out about child/sex trafficking
you're immediately labeled a Trump supporter.
Just a random thought after having stumbled upon a woman on IG,
her username is Xoodyssey.
She is a SRA child trafficking victim in southern California, and she
has a recent IG live video going off on the flippant gag reflex of
NPC's today and name drops some famous people and has claimed to
have been to Epstein's island as well as Zuckerberg's and Biden 's
"water island". The videos is long, about an hour, but it's worth it.
When you silence victims/survivors/children with gigantic claims of
trafficking, you're not gonna last long in this world. The left is dead.
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Voting Software Company WHISTLEBLOWERS Come
Forward; Claim Their Software Changed 38 MILLION Votes Stole Election (halturnerradioshow.com)
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/newsnation/voting-software-company-whistleblowers-come-forwardclaim-their-software-changed-38-million-votes-stole-election

Connecticut GOP House Rep. Craig Fishbein was declared the
loser originally, Now declared the Winner - Dems lose another
House Seat.
Connecticut GOP House Rep. Craig Fishbein was declared the loser
in the race for his seat until a town clerk found an “error” had caused
the race to be called for his Democrat opponent.
Wallingford town clerk Barbara Thompson said Tuesday her office
discovered that votes had not been recorded in the state’s reporting
system from Yalesville Elementary School, reported CT Mirror.
The school is one of nine polling places in the 90th House District
that includes Wallingford and Cheshire.
“I can’t answer if it was a clerical error or a computer error in the
elections management system,” Thompson said. “All I know is we
caught it yesterday and amended it.”
As of Wednesday morning, unofficial results on the secretary of
state’s elections website showed incumbent Fishbein ahead of
challenger Jim Jinks, but, according to the Mirror, a recount will be
conducted Thursday because of a margin of less than 0.50 percent.
“There’s no circumstance when an error like that is not caught and
corrected,” Gabe Rosenberg, a spokesman for the secretary of the
state, said.
https://www.facebook.com/Breitbart/photos/a.10159587164165354/
10166519216855354/
Isn't it coincidental how these people start panicking about being
discovered in election fraud, all of a sudden start fessing up? We
could end up winning the House if this continues around the country.
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The MSM says "there is no proof of widespread election fraud".
Here comes the proof that the Democrats, the MSM and the
Deep State globalists conspired to rig this election. BUSTED!!
The widespread election fraud by the Democrats, the MSM and the
Deep State globalists will be proved by:
Identifying ballots that do not have the watermark security feature
FISA on known fraudsters (from 2018) will show criminal election
fraud crimes
Whistleblowers at USPS, polling stations, see-something-saysomething people identifying frauds
Undercover Federal agents infiltrating known fraud hotspots
gathering video evidence of crimes
Election software (Dominion) audits will show vote switching
algorithm programmed in by Dem operatives
Forensic analysis of ballots by dead people, no signature, forged
signature, ineligible out-of-state voters and duplicate ballots
Legitimate ballots cast by Republicans all of sudden "not counted" in
the system and found in dumpsters.
These people a stupid.
These people are evil.
These people are caught.
Everyone in the world knows that Joe Biden did not win this
election.
Sleepy Joe will concede later this month and will be tried for treason
shortly thereafter.

Lankford (R) OK, If Biden doesnt get Nat Sec Briefings he will
"Step-In" (Who the fuck is this guy? and why does he want to be
hung for treason?) (breitbart.com)
https://www.breitbart.com/clips/2020/11/11/lankford-biden-will-begetting-intel-briefings-by-friday-or-i-will-step-in/
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Anthony Fauci Admits Chances Of Getting Accurate Results
From COVID PCR Tests Are
'Miniscule' (christiansfortruth.com)
https://christiansfortruth.com/anthony-fauci-admits-chances-ofgetting-accurate-results-from-covid-pcr-tests-are-miniscule/
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Joe gets the endorsement of Henry Kissinger. Its not quite the
endorsement of the devil himself, but damn
close. (newsmax.com)
https://www.newsmax.com/politics/henry-kissinger-foreign-policymoderate-president/2020/11/10/id/996412/

Trump: DOMINION DELETED 2.7 MILLION TRUMP
VOTES NATIONWIDE. DATA ANALYSIS FINDS 221,000
PENNSYLVANIA VOTES SWITCHED FROM PRESIDENT
TRUMP TO BIDEN. 941,000 TRUMP VOTES DELETED.
STATES USING..
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1326926226888544256
“REPORT: DOMINION DELETED 2.7 MILLION TRUMP
VOTES NATIONWIDE. DATA ANALYSIS FINDS 221,000
PENNSYLVANIA VOTES SWITCHED FROM PRESIDENT
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TRUMP TO BIDEN. 941,000 TRUMP VOTES DELETED.
STATES USING DOMINION VOTING SYSTEMS SWITCHED
435,000 VOTES FROM TRUMP TO BIDEN.”
@ChanelRion
@OANN
Trump has taken the slings and arrows for us Patriots. They are after
us. Fight!
WWG1WGA!
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AZ Secretary of State, Katie Hobbs, in charge of elections,
everyone (i.postimg.cc)

I wore a full on Respirator (used for mold remediation) to work
yesterday and told all the faggots their masks don't do shit.
Found it in one of my storage boxes, so I took it to work to freak
folks out. I told them 70% of all positives are in chronic mask
wearers, so cloth masks DOUBLE your chances of getting covid.
Their faces were white lol, it was priceless. Now that the end is in
sight I am just going to torture these gutless mindless fuckers.
As long as we're in a psyop we may as well have some fun with their
feeble little minds kek.
Here's what I wore, you can get something similar for much less but
the look on the faggots faces was so worth it. ANd now they are all
fucked up in the head because they know they are just whacking off
with their cloth masks.
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https://www.homedepot.com/p/PARCIL-DISTRIBUTION-FullFace-Organic-Vapor-Respirator-and-Gas-Mask-with-2-BayonetStyle-P-A-3-Replacement-Filters-PD-101/314851510
This is the style that filters incoming air to protect the wearer, but
blows the air you exhale directly out, unfiltered, as a big "fuck you"
to everyone else. Good choice.
Wore one of these bad boys to a meeting with three other
companies.JPG

My boss was so mad he almost fired me. Let's see if I get forced into
another stupid meeting like that again, though.
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Eyewitnesses testify they saw approximately 40,000 irregular
ballots arrive in vehicles with out-of-state plates during an earlymorning poll worker shift change Nov. 4. That's not even the half
of it (thefederalist.com)
https://thefederalist.com/2020/11/12/lawsuit-claims-40000-plusfraudulent-ballots-pumped-through-detroit-for-joe-biden/
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Arizona's Use of Sharpies May Indeed have a Major Impact on
the Election ...... CodeMonkeyZ Thinks Any Ballot that Was
Marked w/ a Sharpie Ended Up in an "Ambiguous" Folder and
Was NOT Counted(twitter.com)
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White House Press Secretary Kayleigh McEnany: America Will
Hear from Trump "at Just the Right Moment" (Video). It's
coming folks. The Emergency Message is
Coming!(thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/kayleigh-mcenanyamerica-will-hear-trump-just-right-moment/
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Dominion Voting has a HQ in Toronto's Chinatown. Is it safe to
rely on a foreign company to count US election votes. (gnews.org)
https://gnews.org/552211/
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SPECIAL THANKS to The New York Times for Accidentally
Providing the Data that Will Bring Down Biden and CRACK
THE BIGGEST VOTE FRAUD IN HISTORY.
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/special-thanks-newyork-times-accidentally-providing-data-will-bring-biden-crackbiggest-vote-fraud-history/
https://thedonald.win/p/11Q8c2R0qN/we-are-the-news-now/c/
We're up to 6 or so notable 'retirements'.. Scytl and Dominion data is
obviously damning. Sec of Def fired with a tweet.
They're afraid he'll reveal it all now. Mika and Brennan calling for
action to prevent it: Reeeeeeeeee!
Deals being made, unlikely anyone wants to stir this shit in court. I
expect Biden will concede, "For Unity". (-or ELSE is more like it).
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BREAKING: Pennsylvania Judge Rules In Favor Of Trump
Campaign.
HUGE: A Pennsylvania Court ruled this morning that neither the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court nor the Pennsylvania Sec of State had
the authority to change the election rules by extending the deadline
for receiving absentee and mail-in ballots past the 8 PM deadline set
by the State Legislature, so those votes should NOT be counted.
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 53ce5e No.11617856
(4950)
Nov 12 2020 21:32:39 (EST) NEWGodBlessAmerica.png

Nothing can stop what is coming.
Nothing!
Q

Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: b3a95d No.11618946
(4951)
Nov 12 2020 22:20:17 (EST) NEW
Shall we play a game?
[N]othing [C]an [S]top [W]hat [I]s [C]oming
NCSWIC
https://www.cisa.gov/safecom/NCSWIC
Who stepped down today [forced]?
https://www.cisa.gov/bryan-s-ware
More coming?
Why is this relevant?
How do you 'show' the public the truth?
How do you 'safeguard' US elections post-POTUS?
How do you 'remove' foreign interference and corruption and install
US-owned voter ID law(s) and other safeguards?
It had to be this way.
Sometimes you must walk through the darkness before you see the
light.
Q
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Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 518aba No.11621106
Nov 13 2020 00:20:55 (EST) NEW
Durham.
Q
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Friday November 13, 2020
Elon Musk says he tested both positive and negative twice for
COVID-19 in one day and claims 'something extremely bogus' is
happening (dailymail.co.uk)
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8945123/Elon-Musk-saystested-positive-negative-twice-COVID-19-one-day.html
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RINOs are identifying themselves. So are foreign leaders who
congratulate the "President-elect". Seditious conspirators in the
MSM are outing themselves as criminals. They are ALL going
down! NO DEALS.
You always find out who your friends are in a time of crisis. The evil
cabal is outing themselves every day now. Their fraudulent attempt
to steal the election is failing miserably. The Trump landslide was
too big to overcome and they got sloppy in trying to create fake
ballots to offset it.
Trump will prevail. This election will NOT be stolen by Sleepy Joe
and the criminal cabal. We have a long way to go and it will be
turbulent. We must continue to pray and trust God. His will be done
on earth as it is in heaven.

Every news source is screaming about covid right now. Trying to
scare the sheeple and distract from election fraud treason!
Shove your mask up your Biden

Michigan GOP state senators are requesting a full audit of the
2020 General Election.
[Considering all the election fraud in Detroit alone you'd think every
person interested in FAIR elections would be asking for this.
Who doesn't like light shined on their activities? Thieves.
](https://twitter.com/ChrisCPandolfo/status/1326998552179073027/
photo/1)
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Dominion Voting System are in place in these 28 States. How
many Electoral Votes do these 28 States have combined? What is
the Real electoral votes Trump won after adding all the votes
from 28 States? (files.catbox.moe)

WATCH! Obama Goes on 60 Minutes to Gaslight the Nation:
Challenging the Election Results is a Threat to Democracy.
So ensuring the accuracy of voting is bad, threatens the
Democracy?!! He's on 60 Minutes (CBS) because it has the greatest
reach to the masses -- it's the most watched news show each week.
But Obama gives the tell tale sign he's lying when he answers
questions from 60 Minutes -- he looks down and to the right.
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/2020-daily-trail-markersobama-tells-60-minutes-hes-more-troubled-by-gop-membershumoring-trump/ar-BB1aXRya
And according to John Solomon, Obama tells the nation that Trump
was elected because Americans were spooked by a black man in the
White House:
https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1327090065647013890
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Funny that Mr. CIA is using the term "spooked".
Right out of Alinsky playbook.
It would be worrying if anyone that mattered believed that lying
cockroach.

US bars investments in 'Chinese military companies' (bbc.com)
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-54926102

Biden isn't getting intelligence breifings.... but we
do! (files.catbox.moe)
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THIS IS NOT A DRILL - Dominion voting machines were not
certified in accordance with Arizona statute.
From 8kun ImagePNG
From half, a declamation:
NEW DOMINION VOTING MACHINES NOT OFFICIALLY
CERTIFIEDJPG
THIS IS NOT A DRILL
2019 Arizona Revised Statutes
Title 16 - Elections and Electors
§ 16-449 Required test of equipment and programs; notice;
procedures manual
The test shall be observed by at least two election inspectors, who
shall not be of the same political party, and shall be open to
representatives of the political parties, candidates, the press and the
public.
Neither a Libertarian Party agency Representative NOR the
Republican GOP Chair Rae Chornenky was preset at this
REQUIRED test and by statute there SHALL be at least 2 official
observers from differing parties present to certify the machines
THE MACHINES WERE NOT OFFICIALLY CERTIFIED
ACCORDING TO STATUTE

BEFORE THE FIX WAS IN: LANDSLIDE OF ALL
LANDSLIDES (threadreaderapp.com)
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1326592389713186817.html
1) Real Data:
before the FIX was in
[THREAD]
Pennsylvania:
TRUMP 56%
BIDEN 41%
more States below in this Thread
please Retweet!
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2) Michigan:
TRUMP 58%
BIDEN 40%
Real Data
before the FIX was in
3) Georgia
TRUMP 56%
BIDEN 43%
4) Wisconsin:
TRUMP 55%
BIDEN 44%
5) Virginia:
TRUMP 59%
BIDEN 39%
6) Rhode Island:
TRUMP 54%
BIDEN 44%
7) note: I took these data in REAL TIME,
on Nov 3rd
BEFORE the FIX was in
from Official sources
8) bottom line:
Trump won BIGLY in:
- Pennsylvania
- Michigan
- Georgia
- Wisconsin
- Virginia
- Rhode Island
and certainly in MANY MORE States!
This means that Trump is the WINNER of the 2020 Election.
9) California:
I have Official data from Nov 5 - at 4:30 pm ET (1:30 pm PT)
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Data show that 9.7 Million ballots were missing.
were they all Trump votes?
I think so.
10) in Los Angeles county alone:
2.5 Million were missing, as of Nov. 5
WHERE ARE THEY ?
in dumps?
near Bakersfield?
11) California:
if those 9.7 Million missing ballots are Trump votes,
in California the result is this:
Trump 13.7 Million votes
Biden 7.9 Million
12) in percentage:
California:
TRUMP 62%
BIDEN 35%
Trump WON BIGLY also in California!
55 Electoral Votes
This is important info - a keeper
Those numbers were despite widespread voter fraud, switching votes
to Biden, throwing away Trump votes, etc. I watched the whole thing
on election night.
At the time they stopped counting Trump had won handily.
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Antifa Planning to Infiltrate MAGA Rally Tomorrow (gab.com)
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Joe Biden: We Need to Lock Down The Country Because of the
Pandemic. We Also Need to Open The Borders.... HUH?
Liberal logic at its finest.

U.S. Justice Alito says pandemic has led to 'unimaginable' curbs
on liberty.
Nov 13 (Reuters) - U.S. Supreme Court Justice Samuel Alito said the
COVID-19 pandemic had led to "previously unimaginable" curbs on
individual liberty, singling out restrictions on religious events.
The justice, who is seen as a conservative, told a meeting of the
Federalist Society late on Thursday he was not underplaying the
severity of the crisis or criticizing any officials for their response.
But he added: "We have never before seen restrictions as severe,
extensive and prolonged as those experienced for most of 2020."
"The COVID crisis has served as sort of a constitutional stress test,"
he said during his address over a video link for the conservative
organization's annual conference
https://news.trust.org/item/20201113085042-jbxmm
I sure hope to hell he and the other Constitutional conservatives on
the bench DO something about it! Do we really want to fight another
hot Revolutionary war?

New Judicial Watch analysis finds 353 counties in 29 states with
voter registration over 100% (lewrockwell.com)
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2020/11/paul-craig-roberts/reportnew-judicial-watch-analysis-finds-353-counties-in-29-states-withvoter-registration-over-100/
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BIG! CodeMonkeyZ Confirms Dominion Voting System Stores
Votes as Fractions. Fractional Weighting is a Means to Flip
Votes from One Candidate to Another!!
See CodeMonkey's post here:
https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1327194074818912261
.
Read about Fractional Voting here:
https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/4111222
Fractionalized Votes: "...Allow 'weighting' of races (e.g. Presidential
race). Weighting a race removes the principle of 'one person-one
vote' to allow some votes to be counted as less than one or more than
one. Regardless of what the real votes are, candidates can receive a
set percentage of votes. Results can be controlled. For example,
Candidate A can be assigned 44% of the votes, Candidate B 51%,
and Candidate C the rest."
.
Dr. Shiva has essentially proven this was done in Michigan -flipping votes in high Republican precincts from Trump to Biden.
See his analysis here (forward to 14:45 in the video):
https://www.pscp.tv/w/1BdGYYjgkgQGX?q=dr.+shiva
.
Note that Dominion misspells "fractional" as "factional" in their
users guide. This is likely on purpose to avoid detection to the
reference. No wonder when I searched the document yesterday I
couldn't find any reference!!

Democrat Incumbent concedes Staten Island in NY
Congressional race. (oann.com)
https://www.oann.com/democrat-incumbent-concedes-staten-islandn-y-congressional-race/
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Developing: Milwaukee Elections Chief Lost Elections Flash
Drive in Morning Hours of November 4th When Democrats
Miraculously Found 120,000 Votes for Joe
Biden(thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/developing-milwaukeeelections-chief-lost-elections-flash-drive-morning-hours-november4th-democrats-miraculously-found-120000-votes-joe-biden/

Senior Administration Officials Lied To Trump About Troop
Levels So He Wouldn't Pull Out Of Syria (dailycaller.com)
https://dailycaller.com/2020/11/13/senior-administration-officialslied-to-trump-about-troop-levels-so-he-wouldnt-pull-out-of-syria/
This is treason of the highest order in my opinion. It just sickens me
all these people who think they have a right to usurp the President
simply because they don't agree with him.
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2020 is 1984.
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WTF: Lt. Gen Thomas McInerney says Fox won't let him on if
he discusses Hammer & Scorecard or discusses how Sidney
Powell discussed Hammer & Scorecard election fraud software
being used on election. (twitter.com)

REPORTS: Facebook Strips Trump of Presidential Title; Labels
Him 'Political Candidate'
Users on social media ripped Facebook Executives after the digital
network apparently stripped President Trump of his official title;
designating the sitting Commander-in-Chief as a “Political
Candidate” while the 2020 election remains undecided.
“This is disturbing. Facebook removed the title of ‘President’ from
Donald Trump and designated him as ‘Political Candidate. Trump is
still president and, no matter what happens, will remain so until
Inauguration Day,” posted Dinesh D’Souza on social media.
https://hannity.com/media-room/reports-facebook-strips-trump-ofpresidential-title-labels-him-political-candidate/
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Funny mask experience at Walmart.
Needed to run into town to pick something up so I went to wally
world
Walk through the entrance and the greeter goes "sir you need a mask
to enter the store" and I just ignored her and kept walking. I hear her
get on her radio and say "we've got someone entering without a
mask" (lol) I just keep walking.
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Go through the store, grab what I needed and head up front. Saw an
open register and a faceshield cashier. I walk up and say hello and
she tells me she can't sell me anything without a mask. I laugh and
then say ok, then proceed to go to the self-checkout at the aisle right
next to her.
I go through the self checkout process and as I'm finishing another
guy walks up to me and says "sir you know you need a mask right?"
and I say "right" and grab my receipt and walk away. It's hilarious
cause there's really not much they can do about it next to calling the
police, but even the sheriff here said he will not enforce mask laws.
Fuck this charade, fuck the media perpetuating it and fuck the
governor for trying to kill small businesses.
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HUGE News: Special Forces Seized all the Dominion Voting
Machine Servers in Germany...Great Day for America - People
will Hang.
Not sure anyone posted this yet but didn't see it anywhere. This had
to be the good news that some said was coming out today.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AyTDSuEeT04YouTube
Edit from anon below: Louie Gohmert
https://twitter.com/orijonal/status/1327277595583414274?s=20
Edit
#2: https://twitter.com/LLinWood/status/1327425499472293888?s=2
0
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POTUS retweeted a video that's based on the poem "IF" by
Rudyard Kipling - Beautiful!
POTUS retweeted this
video: https://twitter.com/mbracemoore/status/132662145897456435
3
A copy of the video (9
MB): https://litter.catbox.moe/7scbr9.mp4MP4
The text of the
poem: https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/46473/if--And the text as a picture: https://litter.catbox.moe/s2clv4.jpgJPG
If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you,
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
But make allowance for their doubting too;
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
Or being lied about, don’t deal in lies,
Or being hated, don’t give way to hating,
And yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise:
If you can dream—and not make dreams your master;
If you can think—and not make thoughts your aim;
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster
And treat those two impostors just the same;
If you can bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,
Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken,
And stoop and build ’em up with worn-out tools:
If you can make one heap of all your winnings
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,
And lose, and start again at your beginnings
And never breathe a word about your loss;
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
To serve your turn long after they are gone,
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the Will which says to them: ‘Hold on!’
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
Or walk with Kings—nor lose the common touch,
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you,
If all men count with you, but none too much;
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
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With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run,
Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it,
And—which is more—you’ll be a Man, my son!
(Written 1895, released 1910)

Ever since I could remember I never understood why we send so
much foreign aid and have all these troops in other countries
when we have so many problems that need solving here in
America.
Just take a look at the billion dollars that Joe Biden threatened to
hold from Ukraine if they didn't fire the prosecutor investigating his
son, why are we even sending Ukraine a billion dollars in the first
place?? Is any other country sending Ukraine a billion dollars for
'foreign aid'?? How many hungry American children could a billion
dollars feed? How many homeless could a billion dollars help get on
their feet and their lives turned around?? Why do democrats insist
that we keep troops around the world and fight these wars that have
nothing to do with the hardships actual Americans face? Why do
they insist our loss of first and second amendment rights while at the
same time insist we spend billions on fighting for the rights of other
countries?? Why is not a single liberal lefty happy about us
brokering peace deals in the middle east?? This whole thing gets
more sickening the more you think about it, its so fucked!
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SHOCKING EXCLUSIVE: WE CAUGHT THEM!
Pennsylvania Results Show a Statistically Impossible Pattern
Behind Biden's Steal! WE CAUGHT
THEM! (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/shocking-exclusivecaught-pennsylvania-results-show-statistically-impossible-patternbehind-bidens-stealcaught/?ff_source=Twitter&ff_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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While you sit around your empty tables and talk to the
turkey...Pelosi to Host Large Dinner for New House Members as
Democrats Urge Americans To Stay Home and Not Host Family
Gatherings Due to Coronav.
Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) is hosting a large dinner
at the Capitol Building for new members Friday night, a move seen
as hypocritical as Americans are being warned by government
officials (and House Democrats!) to stay home and not hold family
gatherings over the holidays because of concerns about spreading the
COVID-19 China coronavirus. The Republicans are holding their
own dinner for new members, but the GOP has generally been the
party that urges caution but respects the rights of Americans to
decide for themselves on dealing with the virus in social situations.
(UPDATE at end. Pelosi dinner has been modified with a “to-go”
option.)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/pelosi-host-largedinner-new-house-members-democrats-urge-americans-stay-homenot-host-family-gatherings-due-coronavirus/

WTF!! Would it greatly concern you if all of the votes in the 2020
Presidential election were routed to Amazon servers in
Barcelona & Frankfurt before being reported or is it just me?
https://twitter.com/LLinWood/status/1327374390221295616
Corresponds to the rumor Dominion servers were seized in
Frankfort, Germany today by Louie Gohmert:
https://twitter.com/orijonal/status/1327277595583414274?s=21
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Q#4952 "Durham" is a reference to Sidney Powell - Release the
Kraken.
If you look for Sidney Powell birthplace, you find out it is:
Durham, North Carolina, USA
I think it is a reference like "Trust Kansas".
And Sidney Powell just said yesterday “I am going to release the
Kraken” — Trump won in a landslide
https://youtu.be/6H7tcA0xR_QYouTube
https://joannenova.com.au/2020/11/i-am-going-to-release-thekraken-trump-won-in-a-landslide-says-sidney-powell/
ooo
So, I assume this Q drop is about releasing the evidence release via
Powell, not any John Durham revelations or arrests.
One step at a time. Right now it is important to win the election.
ReleaseTheKraken
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4chan unearthing more of the Iceberg software vote scam,
Romney involved... HART INTERCIVIC, INC. - Oakland
county (MI), Lancaster, PA & Delaware County used these
machines, not Dominion Voting System (boards.4chan.org)
https://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/290543363/

BUSTED: Evidence Proves 'Burst Water Pipe' In Georgia Was
Used As Cover For Secret Vote-Counting (nationalfile.com)
https://nationalfile.com/busted-evidence-proves-burst-water-pipe-ingeorgia-was-used-as-cover-for-secret-vote-counting/
I said this about 2 fucking seconds after I heard the news. They knew
the vote was going sideways so this happened. Absolute corruption.
The democrats will do ANYTHING to regain power. This will come
crashing down on them in a big way.

Bahaha! REPORT: Shares Of FOX News Parent Company FOX
Corp. Have Already Dropped By Six
Percent (thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/report-shares-fox-newsparent-company-fox-corp-already-dropped-six-percent/

What part of "Patriots Are In Control" you don't understand?
They have it ALL. Don't be discouraged anons, even by some
voices from military misinterpreted by MSM as anti-Trump,
disinfo is necessary.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nMaI1Hg8dl8YouTube
YouTube Open
They're trying to spin military as anti-Trump and Trump as this
dictator who wants to take military under his control, BUT WHO IS
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COMMANDER IN CHIEF? It's STARTING ANONS, WE ARE
STARTING TO SEE STORM ON THE HORIZON. DO NOT
BELIEVE THIS ANONS. PATRIOTS ARE IN CONTROL. THIS
IS NOT R VS D. NOT TRUMP LOYALIST OR ANTI TRUMP.
THIS IS MERELY DEFENDING UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTION, THIS WILL BE MERELY EQUAL JUSTICE [
BLIND ] UNDER THE LAW.
PRESIDENT WAS TARGETED IN A COUP, IT IS NOT PRO
TRUMP ACTION TO HELD TRAITORS ACCOUNTABLE, IT IS
NEUTRAL AND IT IS 100% LAWFUL.
WWG1WGA.

If the Scytl raid did happen and with cooperation from the
German government which congratulated Biden quite early, why
couldn't the seizure be for coverup?

A Question... who are the 70,000 people SCYTL trained for the
2020 Election?
"In the 2020 General Election, Scytl helped train more than 70,000
election workers, in more than 10 states."
sauce.
https://scytl.us/products/online-training/
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If you are willing to take the time, read through Wikileaks with
the keyword Smartmatic and see all the corruption done in prior
elections around the world using this election software.
TRUMP IS NOT WRONG, THIS ELECTION WAS STOLEN.
See proof in the Wikileaks search just the first few entries show how
both elections in Venezuela and Philippines were comprised and
fraudulent and that is just the first 5 entries.
https://search.wikileaks.org/?query=Smartmatic&exact_phrase=&an
y_of=&exclude_words=&document_date_start=&document_date_en
d=&released_date_start=&released_date_end=&new_search=True&
order_by=most_relevant#results
Edit: Further proof we have turned into a fucking third world
country. It is amazing the similarities with just these two elections
and our own here in the US.

https://mobile.twitter.com/Imamofpeace/status/13275978498491310
08
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If it can be shown that ANY Biden associates are behind the Big
Steal, the Election is OVER. No Recounts, no Audits, no media
spin. Sleepy will be DISQUALIFIED and POTUS will win
EVERY STATE.
This is why the DOMINION and Skytl software angle is so
important.
Because they represent the attempted overthrow of the US
Government, the US Military is now involved.
Evidence will bypass the DOJ and the FBI and go directly to the
SCOTUS.
THIS IS THE KRAKEN

BOMBSHELL: The 2020 election took place under a Trumpdeclared "National Emergency" that set an Election Day trap for
the "unauthorized accessing of election and campaign
infrastructure."
https://www.distributednews.com/474016.html
“ President Trump to present this evidence to the American people,
then declare an illegal insurrection attempt against the United States
of America while deploying US Marshals or military police to arrest
the treasonous actors in the United States who attempted to carry out
this elaborate criminal fraud.”
“ Once all the evidence is compiled and presented, President Trump
merely needs to declare the entire election to be null and void as an
artifact of a failed foreign coup attempt against the United States,
aided by treasonous operators inside the Democrat party and certain
dark corners of the intelligence community (CIA, FBI, etc.).”
I wonder if this is why so many in the know have been saying
“Trump has already won” and the legal suits are just to buy time to
get all the evidence together...
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REFUSE THE MASK and LIVE! Accept it and DIE!
This is the force of your determination?
You have "squandered your resistance."
Are you the man you always dreamed of being when you bought
your guns and hang your flag and remember the founders?
Would your younger self be proud of your submission?
DO NOT COMPLY.
You want Trump to ride in and fight, but you won't even refuse the
mask and fight for yourself.
You bought guns and dreamed of revolution, but you will not refuse
the mask.
"I'll die for my country and my rights" was a lie you told yourself.
Putting on the mask hurts because it shatters the strong persona of
resistance and manhood and proves it was a lie.
You were only pretending to be a patriot. You were only pretending
to be strong. You were only pretending to believe in the
revolutionary ideals.
You accepted the mask.
You identified with Patrick Henry like it was a fun fairy tale. But
now you see that you are weak and deserve contempt.
You are disgusted with yourself. And you should be.
You want Trump to save you from this realization of your weakness.
But he cannot remedy your cowardice. You are but a slave. A worm.
And now you know it.
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Is life so dear, or peace so sweet, as to be purchased at the price of
chains and slavery? Forbid it, Almighty God! I know not what course
others may take; but as for me, give me liberty or give me death!
Patrick Henry
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Anon Friend Just Sent Me a Pic of POTUS Doing a Drive By at
the MAGA March.
My buddy drove up to DC from the gulf coast last night. After
walking around for only a few minutes, he was lucky enough to
catch POTUS cruising through to get a look at the crowd.
https://files.catbox.moe/o2a0v0.jpegJPEG
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LIVE: Pro-Trump rally in Washington, DC... (youtube.com)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GV5wZlp3hM&ab_channel=BreitbartNews
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Fuck Apple.
Use Apple Maps to try and get driving directions to Washington,
D.C. do it.
What do you think will happen when there are self driving cars and
you said something about Jews raping kids?
Your car will just drive to some remote location and turn off with
you locked inside.
That's why the Jews have to be eliminated now.
Going forward, they can't be allowed to exist.
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I want executions.
If it's discovered that there was an organized attempt to overthrow
the will of the American people, I want executions. I'm talking about
political operatives, media moguls, big tech and corporate CEOs,
anyone materially involved with this attempted coup. A strong
message must be sent to those that would usurp the will of the
American people.
Give me amnesty and I'll do it myself.
If I was in charge, I'd pay you for doing it.
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Gov. Kristi Noem won't comply with Biden face mask mandate:
He 'doesn't have the authority' (washingtonexaminer.com)
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/gov-kristi-noem-wontcomply-with-biden-face-mask-mandate-he-doesnt-have-the-authority
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Something Sidney Powell Mentioned in the Dobbs Interview that
Deserves Attention.
She said that some state Governors were invested in the voting
equipment. Then they get their state to purchase that voting
equipment. They not only get a good return on their cash investment,
they also "profit" from being on the inside track for vote
manipulation, making sure they and their people get elected.
The designated person who can select/authorize voting equipment
purchases varies from state to state. In some cases, the Secretary of
State is authorized. I wonder if any SOS invested in these companies.
Edit: She DID include SOS. Go to 1:14
here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qxGe3Nfnrgo&feature=e
mb_logoYouTube

Youtube has a propaganda banner like twitter now, lying about
the election on the RBSN stream of the Million Man Trump
Rally. (files.catbox.moe)
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NYPD 'will not be enforcing' Cuomo's anti-Thanksgiving
orders (thepostmillennial.com)
https://thepostmillennial.com/nypd-will-not-enforce-cuomos-antithanksgiving-orders/
Not only did Cuomo kill a bunch of NY grandmas, he now wants to
ban them from Thanksgiving.

ISAAC KAPPY NAMING [MOSSAD] INFILTRATORS: JACK
POSOBIEC, LAURA LOOMER, MIKE CERNOVICH, ALEX
JONES, BEN SHAPIRO & MORE...
https://tora3.com/video/35eea270679f0dbdbf86b969f34e54d9
Isaac Kappy Naming Slave Traders, Hollywood Pedophiles, Mossad
Infiltrators, Human Traffickers & More
Jack Posobiec
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Laura Loomer
Mike Cernovich
Alex Jones
Ben Shapiro
never trusted any of them.
can always tell when they're 'suddenly' famous.

This whole election psyop has really shown me how many of the
people around me are completely balls deep brainwashed as fuck
by the MSM
Time to buckle up and double down my fellow goats.

How many other countries have rigged elections? Will this
election literately change the world?
The Scottish independence referendum 2014 was so similar to the
USA 2020 election!
Rigged to keep Scotland slaves of the city of London banksters.
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Chad Wolf refuses to fire Krebs. Please President, fire them
both! and any other Obama holdovers. (nypost.com)
https://nypost.com/2020/11/13/dhs-boss-chad-wolf-defies-trumporder-to-fire-cyber-chief-chris-krebs/

I posted this 5 days ago and it didn't get any steam. THIS is the
man behind Smartmatic! Literally named "Lord Mallach" UN /
WORLD BANK / SOROS Connected (news)(files.catbox.moe)
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The Faggot Governor of CA. Got Caught at a High End
Restaurant in a Large Group, Against His Own Covid Orders.
link. https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/Newsom-attendedFrench-Laundry-party-with-more-15725393.php
Now, this is a world renowned place in California wine country,
serving “tastings” starting at $350 per person, up to $850, and even
$1200 each. Corkage fee per bottle, $150. This is the place for elitist
pricks like Newsom.
It’s called “The French Laundry”. It’s a 3 Star Michelin
Establishment, and deserves all the bashing and hate they have
coming for this stunt. Fuck these cunts. We should all go online and
do everything we can to fuck their shit up.

Trump's New Defense Chief States "All wars must end", and
Indicates He'll Ramp Up Withdrawal of U.S. troops from
Afghanistan & Middle East in the Next Few
Weeks. (newsmax.com)
https://www.newsmax.com/us/christopher-miller-pentagon-troopsall-wars-must-end/2020/11/14/id/997063/
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The operation for seizing Scytl Servers In Germany has been
kept highly classified, not even CIA and former Secretary of
Defense Mark T. Esper were notified of such
operation. (gnews.org)
https://gnews.org/559076/

NEW: @SenatorDurbin , @AyannaPressley , @SenatorLeahy ,
and @CoryBooker urge the Trump administration to SUSPEND
all federal executions.... WHY NOW???? (mobile.twitter.com)
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Mr. President...your Executive Order Signed on September 12,
2018 Titled: Executive Order on Imposing Certain Sanctions in
the Event of Foreign Interference in a United States Election.
Gives the US the right to seize all assets of those persons or entities
involved in any way in election interference with a foreign Nation.
The company that owns the election machines is indeed a foreign
firm and the software and machines were created by foreign nations..
This means you can seize all assets of Twatter, Facebook, CNN, Fox,
NBC, CBS, ABC, BHO, HRC, Feinstein, Soros, Bill Gates as well as
many others. You can do this just based on the faked polls, the fake
suppression calls on election night. Others own shares in these
foreign companies. Was China involved? Take it all. Pay off the
debt.
Please read...all assets can be seized.
Executive Order on Imposing Certain Sanctions in the Event of
Foreign Interference in a United States Election
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-orderimposing-certain-sanctions-event-foreign-interference-united-stateselection/
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ALERT: Twitter is censoring Dominion Voting Systems hashtags
!!! (files.catbox.moe)
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Sunday November 15, 2020
They never saw the Trump landslide coming. It overwhelmed
Dominion's voting switching capability. They had to resort to
fraudulent Biden-only ballots and destroying R ballots.
Sloppy,stupid,criminal.

Trump Tweet: The Silent Media is the Enemy of the People!!!
COMPLETE MEDIA BLACKOUT EO
ACTIVE. (files.catbox.moe)
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When you remove all the fraud, Trump had an 80%, 410+
electoral vote landslide!! Forensics on the Dominion system and
offshore servers will show Treason. That will invalidate Sleepy
Joe as a candidate.
Are you tired of winning? I'm not. Do not be discouraged Patriots.
This whole "foul mess" is about to turn the corner onto Justice
Avenue. Continue to pray. If you have not accepted Jesus, you need
to do that before it is too late. Glory to God.

BOMBSHELL: The 2020 election took place under a Trumpdeclared "National Emergency" that set an Election Day trap for
the "unauthorized accessing of election and campaign
infrastructure" (dcdirtylaundry.com)
https://dcdirtylaundry.com/bombshell-the-2020-election-took-placeunder-a-trump-declared-national-emergency-that-set-an-electionday-trap-for-the-unauthorized-accessing-of-election-and-campaigninfra/

Bidenites Turn Peaceful Rally Into Fascist Hell
https://banned.video/watch?id=5fb0df40e7557c36551c9539

Ticketmaster Will Ask Customers to Reveal Coronavirus
Vaccination Status Before Attending Events (breitbart.com)
https://www.breitbart.com/entertainment/2020/11/11/ticketmasterwill-ask-customers-to-reveal-coronavirus-vaccination-status-beforeattending-events/
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FBIAnon, in 2016, warned of a terrible secret that could start
wars all over the world. Dominion Voting is one of many voting
management companies the NWO uses to steal elections.
Dominion Voting employs a woman by the name of Cathi Sothers.
Cathi Sothers also works for Diebold Voting, Global Elections
Systems, Premiere Election Solutions, Accuvote and more.
This is one example of many.
When local, state and nations contract these companies they are
given the illusion of choice. These companies are all under one
NWO umbrella where Lord Moloch... I'm sorry, Malloch Brown...
and his friend George Soros are at the top.
What's worse is they've been using satellites to do these election
attacks. Go check out the last time a Venezuelan Satellite was
knocked down.
There is a war, believe it or not, in space, right now and, beyond
spying, the election control is one of the most strategic benefits to
having advanced tech in orbit.
In order to put all these pieces together, the blackmail machine of the
cabal is brought to bear. This has become extremely high tech, as
well. This is the darkest part of it. The mind control and mass
degeneracy campaigns are to at people to be more evil, in general.
Whether or not you believe this is a spiritual war, the degeneracy
campaign is obvious to anyone with a pair of eyes and ears.
The most advanced use of AI is tracking and finding ago people and
material to blackmail them with. At this stage, it is so advanced that
everyone is being spied upon and the real bad eggs are rocketed
through the ranks of politics, Hollywood, social media influencers,
etc. Before they even approach a puppet, they already have
everything they need. Their hooks are already in before the approach
even happens.
The old guard were brought up it tight knit cults. The new leadership
they are bringing to your screens and installing in your vote
machines will be a new, worse breed of bad guy. They will be the
cream of the crop from a larger pool of degeneracy than has ever
been available.
This is what youb are up against. This is why it is important for
every freedom loving human to put their foot down and shore up
slippery slopes. Having a strong moral compass and emotional
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resiliency is key to winning against evil and this is what the cabal
seeks to erode.
FBIAnon warned that the exposure of this secret could start wars all
over the world because half the regimes, if not more, were installed
fraudulently.
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Scytl used to run Dominion voting machines????, really Satan?
You are an idiot! You are pathetic. A Sycthe used to run Satan's
Dominion, their need for symbolism will be their downfall.
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/b/b3/Scythe
.svg/220px-Scythe.svg.pngPNG
https://www.scytl.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/logo1.pngPNG
Scytl =Scythe
Scytl used to run dominion.
Dominion= the power or right of governing and controlling;
sovereign authority. rule; control; domination. a territory, usually of
considerable size, in which a single rulership holds sway.
25 He that loveth his life shall lose it; and he that hateth his life in
this world shall keep it unto life eternal.
26 If any man serve me, let him follow me; and where I am, there
shall also my servant be: if any man serve me, him will my Father
honour.
27 Now is my soul troubled; and what shall I say? Father, save me
from this hour: but for this cause came I unto this hour.
28 Father, glorify thy name. Then came there a voice from heaven,
saying, I have both glorified it, and will glorify it again.
29 The people therefore, that stood by, and heard it, said that it
thundered: others said, An angel spake to him.
30 Jesus answered and said, This voice came not because of me, but
for your sakes.
31 Now is the judgment of this world: now shall the prince of this
world be cast out.
32 And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men unto me.
33 This he said, signifying what death he should die.
34 The people answered him, We have heard out of the law that
Christ abideth for ever: and how sayest thou, The Son of man must
be lifted up? who is this Son of man?
35 Then Jesus said unto them, Yet a little while is the light with you.
Walk while ye have the light, lest darkness come upon you: for he
that walketh in darkness knoweth not whither he goeth.
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WTAF!? Trudeau Canadian prime minister just stated that
Covid19 provided an opportunity for a reset to bring in Agenda
2030 for Canada!! (twitter.com)
https://twitter.com/rlee7995/status/1327657048415334400
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When All is Said and Done, with a Mass Great Awakening, a
Suggestion for Reforming High School Curriculum.
A course in Propaganda + Psychological Warfare would be
mandatory for diploma. Imagine even just that one tweak could
secure a massively better world for future generations. Do we want
our children or children's children going through all this in 20, 30
years? Or can we say NEVER AGAIN.
We used to call it critical thinking, and it prepared people to
recognize propaganda, sales pitches, and blatantly false information.
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We learned to recognize emotive and charged language as opposed
to neutral language. I've actually seen textbooks used by kids today,
and they are trash, absolute trash.

Philly mob boss willing to flip on Biden for election
fraud. (buffalochronicle.com)
https://buffalochronicle.com/2020/11/14/exclusive-how-a-phillymob-boss-stole-the-election-and-why-he-may-flip-on-joe-biden/
Sounds to me like he was expecting a pardon from Biden. But has
now realized, that isn't going to happen.

President of Smartmatic [company that helped count the votes in
contested States] is on biden's "transition" team.. Also kickbacks
to politicians who accepted Dominion/Smartmatic Software..
https://youtu.be/AXdikoRK-tw?t=150YouTube
President of Smartmatic is Peter Neffenger.

Fuckface Washington Governor Jay Inslee Is Shutting Down The
State Again! Why Are They Afraid For Us To Celebrate
Thanksgiving? (google.com)
https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.thenewstribune.com/entertainm
ent/restaurants/tnt-diner/article247197449.html
I will go about what I want to do. Period. Thanksgiving. Christmas.
Inslee can quarantine all he wants. Quarantines are for sick people
who are contagious. People need to rise up. This madness only
continues because citizens allow and enable it. Fear spread by the
fake msm.
They don't want families coming together to discuss the vote fraud.
They are censoring MSM and social sites.
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All it takes is one person at thanksgiving dinner who follows
alternative news sites to spoil their plan.
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True Motive for Cancelling Thanksgiving: We Can't Show Our
Less Knowledgeable Friends & Family Proof of How They Stole
the Election.
Betting this is the real reason.
In person we could do a great job of showing friends and family the
evidence. Remember, if Biden had really won the election, there
wouldn't be any further need for COVID19 hysteria.
Same idea for churches. They don't want us talking to each other.

Sidney Powell will go down as the greatest legal Patriot ever!
She has time and again fought for justice for her clients such as
General Flynn and the people of the United States, and soon other
countries around the world. Her determination to uncover corruption
has been un-matched by the other testosterone lacking fools in the
Judicial system such as Barr, Durham, Sessions and all the cronies at
the FBI. These voting crooks are going down!
Maria Bartiromo Sunday Video
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Link found on 8k - Eric, the Dominion Guy: "Election? I made
f*uckin sure..."

A STORM IS COMING (files.catbox.moe)
https://files.catbox.moe/gxivv0.mp4
Powerful. Tear down this corrupt, diseased temple. The globalists are
psychopaths.
Not A storm, THE storm... THE storm to end all storms.

We are not just fighting election fraud.
Election fraud is a small part of a much larger picture. We are
Fighting an Epic War and We are in it to Win It. Losing is NOT an
option. Whatever it's takes. The ball's in our court and we have the
advantage.
WWG1WGA!!!
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Judge hits Gavin Newsom with massive legal loss, rules he
overstepped authority on mail-in ballots(theblaze.com)
https://www.theblaze.com/news/judge-rules-gavin-newsomoverstepped-authority-mail-in-ballot-mandate?utm_source=theblazebreaking&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=New-TrendingStory_WEEKEND%202020-1115&utm_term=ACTIVE%20LIST%20%20TheBlaze%20Breaking%20News

Sidney Powell Bombshell: Documented Massive Voter Fraud
Will 'OVERTURN' Results in 'MULTIPLE States' . . . Trump
Won by MILLIONS - We Have Sworn Testimonies . . . . . . And
Rudy Giuliani Confirms!
https://therightscoop.com/designed-to-rig-elections-sidney-powelltells-bartiromo-that-trump-teams-evidence-will-overturn-multiplestates/

How many people will go to jail? We don't know yet. Remember
this "l solemnly swear to defend the Constitution of the United
States against all enemies, foreign and domestic"
Military Oath of Enlistment
I, _____, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and
defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies,
foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the
same; and that I will obey the orders of the President of the United
States and the orders of the officers appointed over me, according to
regulations and the Uniform Code of Military Justice. So help me
God."
Police Officers Oath of Office
I (state your name), do solemnly swear (or affirm), that I will support
the Constitution of the United States, and the Constitution and laws
of the State of (your state), that I will bear true faith and allegiance to
the same, and defend them against enemies, foreign and domestic,
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and that I will faithfully and impartially discharge, the duties of a
peace officer, to the best of my ability, so help me God.
Oath of Office
In the Federal Government, in order for an official to take office, he
or she must first take the oath of office; this is also known as a
swearing-in ceremony. The official reciting the oath swears an
allegiance to uphold the Constitution. The Constitution only specifies
an oath of office for the President; however, Article VI of the
Constitution states that other officials, including members of
Congress, "shall be bound by Oath or Affirmation to support this
constitution."
Executive Branch:
President
"I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully execute the
office of President of the United States, and will to the best of my
ability, preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the United
States."
The Vice President
"I do solemnly swear that I will support and defend the Constitution
of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic, that I
will bear true faith and allegiance to the same: that I take this
obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of
evasion, and I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of the
office on which I am about to enter. So help me God."
Senate Oath of Office
I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend the
Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and
domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I
take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose
of evasion; and that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of
the office on which I am about to enter: So help me God.
Legislative Branch: Members of Congress Oath:
"I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend the
Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and
domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I
take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose
of evasion; and that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of
the office on which I am about to enter: So help me God."
Judicial Branch: Supreme Court Justices
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According to Title 28, Chapter I, Part 453 of the United States Code,
each Supreme Court Justice takes the following oath:
"I, [NAME], do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will administer
justice without respect to persons, and do equal right to the poor and
to the rich, and that I will faithfully and impartially discharge and
perform all the duties incumbent upon me as [TITLE] under the
Constitution and laws of the United States. So help me God.''
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Give us 20 years and we'll take over your media and destroy
your country(i.redd.it)
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BAM!! ------ KAMALA HARRIS' HUSBAND IS CONNECTED
TO SMARTMATIC/DOMINION VOTING.
https://youtu.be/xaVKikQNJrAYouTube
Repost https://voat.co/v/politics/4118733
https://files.catbox.moe/g48o9s.gifGIF
Related links
Smartmatic spins off new parent company, SGO, with British lord
Douglas C. Emhoff Partner
Youtube mirrorMP4 Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xaVKikQNJrA&feature=youtu.b
e

Kayleigh Mcenany Says She Has PA Secretary Of State Emails
Telling Her Minions To 'Fix The Vote' (files.catbox.moe)
https://files.catbox.moe/1jp7lo.mp4

Guys want to know what the kraken really is? Take a look.
Mind blowing
https://twitter.com/KelleyC83442605/status/1328046542549291011
Nowhere to hide for them e-mails, voice recognition, texts, tweets,
phone calls and more it is ALL THERE!!!! They are DOOMED
Everything you need to
know https://medium.com/@aomegaenergy/release-the-krakene736f8ce806d
I got banned for posting this in https://thedonald.win WTF???
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The BEST evidence to date on election fraud? Is when
FRAUDBAMA himself has to show up on 60 minutes to project
his fear on the public about Trump staying in office.
If the DEMS are so confident Biden won, what are they worried
about? Brennan, Shumer are out on media looking scared and
desperate.

BREAKING: Michigan House Member Files to Impeach
Governor Gretchen Whitmer(thegatewaypundit.com)
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/11/breaking-michiganhouse-member-files-impeach-governor-gretchen-whitmer/
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